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D-ART: scientific book series
Discourse-Analysis Round Table “D-ART” is an international project based
on Round Table discussion format and, thus, can be viewed as a collective
reflection and construction of the ways contemporary linguistics in
Eastern Europe and beyond implies studying such a macro-level unit
as discourse. At the same time, collective reflection does not prevent
individual voices from being represented to the benefit of discussion and
grounding in the field. The genres of the contributions to the volumes
vary from theoretical studies, research and opinion articles to individual
researchers’ insights and reflections. This variety is aimed at giving
an opportunity to a new linguistic field – the Linguistics of Discourse –
so that it may be represented from different angles and with different
focal points. As a result, these approaches will become grounded and
balanced within the frameworks existing in the region and in the world
at large. That is, the series is focused on giving scholars who are engaged
in a serious research process an opportunity to express themselves and
present their findings.

Volume 5 “Type of Discourse via Applied Research” edited by Irina
Oukhvanova and Joanna Senderska promotes Discourse Linguistics as
macrolinguistics rooted in applied research studies (case studies). The
researchers from four countries – Belarus, the Czech Republic, Poland
and Russia present 13 types of discourses in their interrelation to adjoined
discourse communities – in its three Round Tables. As a result, they answer
the research questions how discourses and discourse communities are
organised and function framing each other. The case studies conducted
reconstruct and model functional category sets and verbal markers of
communicative themes and corteges actualised, develop theoretical and
methodological apparatus to retrieve complex functional qualitative
data, discuss the data of a confronting nature which interferes with the
society expectations and norms and, finally, search for the answers to the
research questions of both individual and common nature on the effects
of discourse-rooted communication research and communication-rooted
discourse research.
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PREFACE TO VOLUME 5
1. Discourse type and discourse community as units of research
Discourse is a term which meaning is changed with the change of a research
field it is applied to. Being in the field of Discourse Linguistics promoted into
a vast space of Applied Linguistics, the meaning of the term ‘discourse’ is
definitely extended, e.g. it goes beyond its ‘typical’ linguistic boundaries.
The issue of defining discourse is discussed in D-ART 1 and 2 of this scientific
series (D-ART, 1; D-ART-2).
Thus, it is no wonder that Discourse Linguistics can have another name, e.g.
Extended Linguistics. The latest is based on its interdisciplinary qualitative
characteristics as a considerable number of disciplines make it qualitatively
different.

Another qualitative characteristics of the field, which is intersymbolic
or a bearer of an inter-sign linkage structure, as an wide number of signinterconnected constituents make it qualitatively different. This idea is
complex and will be further interpreted.

More and more linguists nowadays turn to accept the fact that discourse
differs from text, which is manifested differently. We process textuality with
our senses: we see the text and hear it but we also touch it, as we touch a book,
and, together with it, feel and smell it. Having got an image of a text – its
formal representation, which, while being reflected, starts constructing its
phenomenological or communication-biased meaning based on such activities
as information and interaction exchange. As a result, notions and concepts are
constructed and texts open to discourse actualised and represented in bigger
structural units – genres by means of production of ideational meanings,
i.e. content, bring with them communicative situations and social contexts.
Thus, verbal and social actions are met in discourse.
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Having inscribed both communicative situation and social context and,
therefore, the idea of participants in discourse production (addressers and
addressees), discourse constructs discourse communities as bearers of
particular communicative situations and particular discourse contexts. As
we see, the complexity of the research unit is growing opening Text Studies to
Discourse Studies.
Making the idea of discourse more complex does not prevent it from being
more specific. We specify (with reference to the Causal-Genetic Approach
to discourse modelling) the existence of four ideational and, thus, contentrevealing not so much compositional, but rather functional aspects of
discourse, which are simultaneously revealed and reveal its four faces
or a four-biased structured. These ‘biases’ are: text-bias, language-bias,
cognition-bias and evaluation-bias.

With this we state that discourse as such may be treated in the field of
Discourse Linguistics at a macro level as a starting (initial) and operational
research unit.

The notion of discourse type is directly linked to the notion of discourse
community: while discourse type represents the thematic (referential)
component of discourse production, discourse community represents its
social context. What is specific about discourse revealing its transformational
nature is that the relations between the form and the content of the unit
studies are reciprocal. While discourse community starts to be the thematic
center of research, discourse type starts to play the role of its social context.
With this logics we can accept both units of research – discourse type and
discourse community – as central and equally important for the field of
Discourse Linguistics.
With this angle of vision in mind, discourse type and discourse community in
their interrelation are specified as the object of a research discussion opened
in volume 5.

2. Applied Linguistics as an interdisciplinary scientific and applied
field developed within society needs
The definition of Applied Linguistics is country-specific though there are
a number of elements which are always in the focus of attention, namely:
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linguistic and interdisciplinary foci. Such foci were found in two encyclopaedic
sources – Polish ‘Encyclopedia of General Linguistics’ i.e. Encyklopedia
językoznawstwa ogólnego in original (K. Polański, ed. Wrocław 1993)
and Russian Encyclopaedia Krugosvet’ (https://www.krugosvet.ru/enc/
gumanitarnye_nauki/lingvistika/PRIKLADNAYA_ LINGVISTIKA.html).
If to highlight the dichotomy of the discipline, it is represented as follows:
◎
◎

an activity vs. theoretical rethinking (reflection) of such an activity;
applying linguistic knowledge for practical purposes, especially in
teaching foreign languages vs. science applying linguistic research results
in various areas of life and in other scientific disciplines

The focus on interdisciplinarity, though, was most evident in the Polish
source as it presented at least eight directions of the field, namely: work on
improving codes for transmitting information in telecommunication, research
on improving machine translation, speech therapy, works on standardisation
of scientific terminology within individual languages and internationally, etc.

Concise Encyclopedia on Applied Linguistics in its article “Applied Linguistics”
developed by American researchers M. Berns and P.K. Matsuda with reference
to AILA review (the Journal of the International Association of Applied
Linguistics founded in 1964) mentions 25 topic areas of the field called
scientific commissions (Elsevier Ltd, 2006: 3-4), among which there are:
◎
◎
◎
◎

language learner and user group (Child Language, Sign Language, etc.);
analytical procedures and methods (Error Analysis and Discourse
Analysis);
information transfer and interpersonal communication (Language &
Ecology, Language & the Media),
language problems in professional contexts (e.g. Forensic Linguistics,
Professional Communication etc.)

The authors of the article underline the flexibility of the representational
areas as ‘a lot depends on localised view’ and the language factor has changed
as a list of topic areas may be “identified with just one applied linguistics
organization and its interpretation of the field – a field that changes as
problems related to language factor change” (ibid.).
Discourse analysis as such, social language use and with the focus on the
problem of discourse of hatred, language and the media, professional contexts
as forensic linguistics and communication in professions – raising these
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topics we identify our approaches as Applied Linguistics-attached. Besides,
there is a strong interconnection of these topics to the units we have chosen
as our research object. To prove this, let us have a look at the definition of
professional discourse proposed by Kenneth Kong who states:

Professional discourse can be defined as any semiotic forms-spoken,
written or visual-constituted by and constitutive of social and domainspecific contexts, and used by professionals with special training in order
to achieve transactional and interactional, as well as socialization and
normative functions (Kong, 2014: 3).

Research unit (discourse type) is presented in this definition together with
the idea of its representation by semiotic signs /symbols of different codes,
which constitute social reality (discourse communities) and are constituted
(social reality produces discourse types as social and verbal (domain-specific)
action.

3. Discourse type and discourse community in their taxonomic variety
The given volume is composed of three Round Tables and each is discoursetype and discourse community –bound:

RT 1 presents 4 discourse types, namely discourse of corporate websites,
discourse of media lobbying, on-line discourse of job application and
e-community mediator’s discourse of vegans. The names of the discourse
types reflect particular communities to be reconstructed and specified.

RT 2 presents 6 discourse types starting with hatred discourse and its genre
hatred speech, which is the discourse of particular social groups (discourse
communities of minorities (a Belarusian case study) and contemporary
Internet-users (a Polish case study) and the political community of bolsheviks
rooted in history (a Russian case study)). Other discourse types are discourse
of EU presidency (Czech and French case studies); discourse of French TV
debates (a French case study); and political discourse with its genre: a political
party’s manifesto (a British case study).
RT 3 presents three types of discourses: discourse of methodological expertise
in applied philology, discourse of conflict solving in family mediation and
discourse of language cross-cultural expertise in research writing.
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Let us see how moderators of these Round Tables introduce the topics
discussed just as the topics developed and verbalized the social action
constructed by the contributors from four Slavic countries: Belarus, Czech
Republic, Poland and Russia.
References
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R O U N D T A B L E 1.

Online Discourse: Representation of Institutional
and Discourse Community Practices

Mediator’s Introductory Words –

Joanna S en d er sk a,

A l ena S av ic h

Discourse is a way of organizing a human activity, a set of practices which
define a particular community, which determine relevant content during
various interactions. It maintains certain scenarios of communicative
behavior and norms for complying with it through statements (and/or nonverbal means). Discourse reveals itself as social and communication practice
modeled in a macro-pattern and modified in diverse realisations.

Online discourse, which is discussed by the participants of Round Table 1, is
a form of communication on the Internet. It belongs to media discourse as
the Internet is a specific and influential medium which can also be treated as
a communication environment or communication space. Texts and statements
which appear on the Internet are not just individual language/speech units,
they are unique phenomena which can be treated as communicative events
that unfold differently depending on the external context (social, political,
cultural) or internal one (type of communication the situation requires,
occurrence of various codes and the Internet genre).
The participants of the Round Table are expected to report about a range of
online discourses – the objects of their studies are both institutional discourse
and informal discourse of online communities in social networks, considering
their various phenomenological, ideational and communicative aspects.
The major questions we seek to answer throughout the discussion are:
◎

◎

What is the primary purpose of studying online discourse/discourses
today? What is the current request of the society to the scientists in
terms the optimisation of online interaction?
What methodological issues do scientists face while commencing
an online discourse study? Which methods can provide reliable
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◎
◎

and, most importantly, practically valuable, socially acceptable (and
accepted) results?

What findings have they obtained so far in terms of its macrostructure and modified realisations?
What practical implications do their studies of specific online
discourses provide?

Terez a K labí kov á Ráb ov á, S o ňa S c hnei d erov á, L adislav Jan ove c

Czech Corporate Website Discourse at the Beginning of
the 21st Century: Methodological Perspective 1
1. Website Discourse
Discourse analysis views language as a form of social practice. It, therefore,
presents linguistic analysis depending on the context of a particular social
situation and takes into account the plurality of factors affecting the resulting
form/choice of linguistic tools during text creation. In addition to the current
linguistic context of communication, it also takes into account extra-linguistic elements, such as anticipated text creation conditions, intentions of the
producer and effects of reader/user reception and interpretation. During the
analysis, it concentrates on the significance of linguistic means, the identity of
communication subjects, various manifestations of the subjects and objects
in communication and social environment, methods of argumentation, meanings and ideology. One of the areas, which is of particular importance for this
paper, is marketing communication on corporate websites.

It is possible to assume that in this research setting, discourse also represents
a narrow perspective of the world view by denying or attributing the meaning
of certain phenomena (Mills, 2004). Moreover, in any discourse, a certain
power of domination is applied (not necessarily in the ideological and radical
sense, but in the sense of specificity, uniqueness, otherness, non-inclusion and
separability) with respect to other discourses.
Websites are a part of Internet media environment and are intended for general
public and narrower target audiences. It is, therefore, possible to assume the

This study was supported by the Charles University Research Programme
„Progres“ Q18 – Social Sciences: From Multidisciplinarity to Interdisciplinarity.
1
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existence of discourse as an umbrella term in marketing communication as
well as the one representing particular social practices and social groups
more distinctively.
Like any discourse, the discourse of marketing communication is limited by
both external conditions and specific social relationships in a particular society
as well as by a deliberately preferred/supported formation of an image of the
world and oneself (at both personal and institutional levels). In both cases
assumptions with which society and individuals “work” during text creation
enter into this relationship (Fairclough, 2003: 59). The analyst’s job is then
to reveal these assumptions on which the individual linguistic stylisations
are based as well as to disclose the influence of subsequent communication
behaviour on a particular social practice, society and individual.

In the present research we apply the principles of institutional discourse,
i.e. a discourse presupposing a certain functioning of mutual relations in
which the symmetry or asymmetry of such relations, the definition of the
contradiction of “us” and “them” represents the basic differentiation. It is quite
obvious that corporate websites represent the society and shapes of entities
in a specific way defined by the system of contemporary society while, on
the other hand, they can base their discourse on their detachment from such
shape as well as on detachment from normally presumed social roles. During
the website implementation several factors are put in the forefront: company
intentions which can formally deny the institutional nature of the discourse;
the accepted values of the company and associated certain/fixed meanings
(for instance, proposals by many private companies aimed at teenagers or
other target audiences).
The aim of website text analysis is, thus, to explore their specific content; the
linguistic means of expression based on social context which both construct
a certain idea of the companies about their position in society and in the
market, reveal the attitude to readers of these texts and investigate a shared
context and common experience. It is necessary to follow the strategies and
choice of means of communication which companies and institutions choose
to achieve the primary goal of marketing communication, which is not only to
inform, but also to persuade, sell goods, services or ideas.
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2. Website: the centrepiece of online marketing
Although the most important part of this research is the stylistic and discursive
perspective of the researched websites, the initial study of the selected
material showed that it is not possible to ignore theoretical and practical
aspects of marketing communication. Interdependence of technological and
software background and possibilities of optimising a site or its functions and
goals as well as the segment of presented products or services significantly
influence the language, colour or interactivity of a website.

Websites which a company uses to present itself to the public represent one of
the official, institutional communication forms and fulfil the appeal function 2
to target and influence the discourse community. In this context, we also speak
more specifically about the persuasive function – the site is aimed to persuade
the addressee to choose this particular company because each corporate
website can be understood as a particular type of advertising. A company that
currently has no form of promotion on the Internet, be it a website or a social
network account, has little chance of succeeding in competition with others.
The potential client starts to search for the particular service or product
he needs directly in the Internet environment. The dominant persuasive
function is supplemented by the informative function (the recipient obtains
information about the company) and seductive function (to raise interest
in the business activity by inducing expressive features; on seduction, see
e.g. Janovec, 2004, 2005). The specific means which these communiques use
to fulfil their functions are listed below.
From the point of view of marketing classification, websites are one of the
tools of marketing strategies of companies, organisations, institutions or
individuals, and they fall into the sphere of Internet marketing communication
or online marketing communication. They represent a certain “virtual
2
There is no clear point of view in terminology regarding the division of communication functions. E.g. Z. Vybíral points out that the theory of communication is inspired by the work of K. Bühler, who distinguishes between expressive, appellative
and referential functions (cf. Vybíral, 2009: 32). G. Leech defines informative, expressive, directive, aesthetic and phatic functions, while he understands directive function in the broadest sense as a situation where “we try to influence the behaviour or
attitudes of others” (Leech, 1974: 40-41), therefore, the function includes persuasion.
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institution” under one of the current trends of the digital revolution as well
as serve e-commerce or e-marketing purposes (Mihalíková, 2007). However,
they can be considered as company advertising (e.g. Shimp, 2010: 397). Their
benefits include interactive engagement of communication participants,
multimedia communication capabilities and global geographic coverage,
instant accessibility and (in the vast majority of cases) free usage. From the
point of view of the company, it is the possibility of detailed feedback (the
number of views, clicks, visitors, the length of connection etc.), fast updates
or changes, etc. WWW pages are considered as a “basic condition” and the
basic form of all activities belonging to electronic marketing (e.g. Janouch,
2011: 59) 3 . Other scholars consider that “web sites can be considered the
centrepiece of company online advertising efforts, with other advertising
formats (e.g. banners, e-mail, and paid searches) simply serving to drive
traffic to their web sites. Hence, web sites are key to successfully integrated
online advertising programs.” (Shrimp, 2010: 397; Shrimp – Craig Andrews,
2013: 362-3). Website functions are diverse: they serve as a “business card”,
they provide the company media presentation and form their so-called online
reputation. They contribute to brand recognition, provide customers and
stakeholders with information about products or activities, allow companies
to publish online advertising or sell products and services, ensure support or
services, and, last but not least, collect information on customer preferences
or interests (Janouch, 2011). They provide active two-way communication
between organisations and customers; they are supposed to meet individual
customer needs and create long-lasting ties between them. Users motives 4
for searching for information through websites are to identify who offers
particular services or goods, convenience of choice and search, compare
prices, find and compare products or select financially the most advantageous
The specific division of the online marketing communication mix takes different
forms (e.g. Shimp, 2010; Chaffey – Ellis-Chadwick, 2016; Mihalíková, 2007): besides
websites, also e-shops, blogs, social networks, chat rooms, etc. fall into the category.
The individual tools used in these environments include PPC or PPA ads, shopping
incentives, loyalty programs, online events, news, viral marketing and advergaming
(as part of PR activities), mailing, online chatting, VoIP telephone systems,
webinars etc.
4
Users should seek out websites in a goal-oriented manner (e.g. to learn more about
a company or brand, to play a game, or to register for a contest) (Shimp, 2010: 397).
3
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service or product (heureka.cz, robeeto.cz), check recommendation from
friends (Gümüş–Bal, 2016) as well as follow fashion trends a.o.

Some generally accepted recommendations have been established for the
website design during their development. After analysing the target group,
it is necessary to define the primary goals and functions of the website with
respect to the segment that the product or service represents in the market,
to analyse the target group of the site, to ensure architectural and programme
solutions as well as subsequent website maintenance. In any case, websites
should be accessible 5 to users, easily trackable, equipped with an appropriate
URL, generally user-friendly, clear and attractive (rankings, “top 10”, polls and
surveys, news and articles are usually regarded as attractive, whereas FAQ
and the presence of a logo, slogan and/or theme are regarded as practical). It
is recommended that the opening page should not be “empty” with the “Enter”
link; pop-up windows are regarded as disturbing; website entry should not
be conditional upon registration. For further recommendations are available
in the following resource (Janouch, 2011).
The user should clearly understand the purpose of the website (Janouch, 2011),
the web should contain the search function, font and background should have
appropriate colours 6 . It should contain relevant, up-to-date and trustworthy
information (including phone contact, company address, company activity
description, quality certificates, regular business reports, purchase security
systems, protection of personal data statement; Janouch, 2011), it should be
well-arranged and legible – illegibility seems to be a relatively widespread
issue, concerning font types or background colours 7. In general, sites should
be rather simple in terms of graphics and composition for easier orientation,
with fewer animations and colours as many different elements divert attention
The term “accessible” has a specific meaning here – it describes accessibility
to disabled users, see e.g.: http://www.mvcr.cz/clanek/pristupny-web-a-jak-sevyvarovat-chyb.aspx.
6
E.g. calmer background colours such as green or blue are considerably more
suitable than red or yellow, and they affect the speed and the correct comprehension
of the text; a blue font is automatically associated with the colour of a link or URL;
Shimp, 2011.
7
Morrison, M. Usability Problems Plague B-to-B Sites. In: BtoB´s Interactive
Marketing Guide, 10,2007.
5
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and complicate orientation 8 or even discourage further reading. A moderate
number of multimedia elements also ensures faster page loading. Hajsaleh
(2007) places a strong and individual benefit from the site for the customer as
well as its originality and inimitability among features of successful websites.
The fact that the site is well designed and fulfils its intended purpose is well
reflected in the so-called Most Desired Action (MDA), i.e. in the desirable
action of a visitor to the site: if the company primarily seeks online sales, it is
successful if they reach a high number of conversions 9.

3. Description of state-of-the-art
There has been previous research on website conducted in foreign and Czech
literature, but the focus is mainly on the form/character of their marketing
presentation. However, summary publications of pragmatic-linguistic
character are still missing 10.

In general, professional and popularising publications can be divided into
perception- and production-oriented. Perception-oriented publications
focus on the research regarding the success of marketing strategies, the
effect on the recipient, attitudes, and the recipient’s behaviour in response
to the website, while production-oriented publications represent analyticalsynthetic works which advise companies on how to use the Internet
environment for promotion. Chaffey and Ellis-Chadwick (2016) outline each
category of web presentation in detail 11. Kruga research (2006), who focuses

Stevenson, J., Gordon C., B., Kumar, A. Webpage background and Viewers Attitudes.
In: Journal of Advertising Research, 40, 2000. 29–34.
9
We will deal with the interface and the technological background only if their
interpretation is relevant for the interpretation of marketing strategies and the
means of communication used, their quantity, forms and means of convincing, which
is of particular importance in our research.
10 Analyses of individual websites are relatively numerous, specifically those with
the same focus or targeted segment. However, these are mainly student-level texts at
the level of qualification papers.
11 These authors also mention so-called persuasion marketing, the procedures of
which will also be verified in our research. The scholars consider that “using design
elements such as layout, copying and typography together with promotional messag8
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on a detailed website design and its effectiveness in terms of the transfer of
visual information, is a fundamental starting point for our research. One of
the publications (Fan–Tsai, 2010) also describes the success of websites in
terms of their design. In terms of website vocabulary, the transformation of
thinking about the company and its brand is described in Teodorescu (2014)
who elaborates on the formulas by which people shape the idea of brands,
or Jeon and Jeong (Jeon–Jeong, 2016) who research the quality of websites
using examples of accommodation companyˈ websites. Wells, Valacich and
Hess (2011) present the influence of design on customers’ behaviour in their
research. The authors try to identify whether the quality of the product and the
quality of the website on which the product is offered are linked in the minds
of customers. Among further Czech publications, we also mention Marketing
na Internetu (Marketing on the Internet; Stuchlík–Dvořáček, 2000) which
deals with the issue of advertising in the Internet environment. Although the
publication ranks among older titles, it is valuable for our research both as
a historical source (how the Internet was viewed more than fifteen years ago)
and as a reference source of basic research results.

Company websites offer research potential as communiques with heavily
represented verbal and non-verbal components, both of which have a major
impact on acceptance by recipients (clients) and on overall communication
effect. In terms of linguistics, Šebesta (1990) and Čmejrková (2000) are
among the pioneering works in Czech (and Slovak) environment, while the
work of Holanová (formerly Čapková, 2013) is one of the latest ones to be
listed. It is also worth mentioning the works published in monographs Varia,
created during Slovak conferences of young linguists such as Javorská (1997),
Hajný (1999), Drugdová (2010), Lalík (2014), and Čapková (2006, 2009). The
attractiveness and non-conclusion of the subject is reflected by an increasing
number of bachelor, diploma and dissertation papers dedicated to the
language of advertising and its various aspects.
The discursive nature of the research will be based on the elementary
publications focused on the linguistics of the discourse (Hoffmannová,
1997; Čmejrková, 2000; Schneiderová, 2015; Hirschová–Svobodová, 2014 and

es to encourage site users to follow specific paths and specifics actions rather than
giving them complete choice in their navigation” (Chaffey – Ellis-Chadwick, 2016: 375).
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others, cf. e.g. summary work on Czech research on discourse Janovec, 2016),
on the history of the term “discourse” see, for example, Uhvanova-Šmygova
(Ухванова-Шмыгова, 2016) or Nový encyklopedický slovník češtiny (New
Encyclopaedic Czech Dictionary, 2017); for linguistic analysis of discourse
cf. also Charaudeau–Maingueneau (2002). These publications represent
an inspirational, theoretical, comparative and terminological basis for our
research, but also partly methodological basis, especially in the case of very
vague and empirically difficult terms such as “quality (of websites)”.

4. Methodology, difficulties and opportunities
Preliminary areas of research questions. What are typical features
of current web communication in Czech environment? Does this area of
communication testify about general/advertising communication? Does it
correspond to the elements of advertising style or does it stand out? Which
stylistic and pragmatic factors are typical of it? How does it manifest trends in
marketing communication? Which typical discursive elements or ideologies
does it bear (e.g. Czech aspects vs. world aspects, motives of quality, modernity
etc.)? How are the positive/traditional values of a (modern) company and
its identification with the idea, the “philosophy” of the company presented?
Is it possible to identify an individual dictionary or is there a “universal
dictionary”? Is there an appeal to the author’s discourse, e.g. scientific
language and why is it/ is it not used? Are the assumptions about uniqueness,
otherness of society constructed? What are these assumptions (consumer
world, appeal to nature, sustainability, etc.)? Is there an atmosphere of trust,
respect, credibility and how is it created? Is discourse shaped as undeniable?
How do entities talk of themselves (view of conversational analysis)? Do the
website communication habits vary across segments? How are they related
to the community-wide public agenda? What is the relationship between text
and image within the website and what does this fact show? How do linguistic
creativity and jokes apply in them? Do they follow a certain aesthetic? How do
the intertextuality and interdiscursivity manifest in them?
Methodological problems. While studying similar topics, the greatest
difficulty is, without exaggeration, the constant change of material: websites as
well as other types of communication within network media offer interactivity
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and hypermediality and can be updated, improved or amended from one day
to another. They also contain rich intertextuality and interdiscursitivity
features as well as “hyperlinkage”, the typical features of which are the socalled hyperlinks to the web (cf. e.g. Höfflerová, 2013). These can link internal
references (within the same website) and external ones (links to another
website). Such text interaction and various allusions about the form and
content represent particularly interesting material. Manovich (2001) calls
these properties the principle of modularity (the individual modules can be
moved) and the principle of variability (they can be varied at will). The other
side of these features is represented by non-linearity, fragility, and instability
of websites which causes their certain fluidity, inability to capture one form
(Bauman, 2002), and often imply the impossibility of focused, continuous
reading (Carr, 2008; Spitzer, 2012). Therefore, it should be considered that
synchronous study of websites (and any other communications within the
network media) is complicated by their ephemerality and variability which
form their very essence. The same applies to theories and technical texts
devoted to the web form from a marketing perspective which are becoming
obsolete. It is difficult to capture the state of transformation which is likely to
take up new forms in a few years. (Diachronically directed research could then
deal with, for example, the development of websites: some of their historical
variants are available in the “online mist” in the archive.org project.)
According to Manovich (2001), the principles of new media also influence
“new writing”: they stimulate emergence of new genres, initiate new forms
of speech, new ways of expressing, transform forms of linguistic and nonverbal communication, influence formal construction and text organisation,
and also create specific shared meanings or transmitted messages which
Manovich (ibid.) calls a “cultural layer”, i.e., communication in new media is
considered to be authentic, fast, dynamic, but defined by frequent language
errors, sometimes unclear in terms of informativity, inaccurate or untidy.
Its typical features are the use of abbreviations, emoticons and emojis;
electronic communication is often regarded as suffering unclear stylisation,
colloquialisation, familiarisation and informality, stylised spontaneity,
ambiguity of formulations, inappropriate argumentation, etc. (cf. Klabíková
Rábová, 2016), which will also be investigated in the present research.
Although the form of WWW is extremely unstable, we believe that in terms of
communication, expression, linguistics, stylistics, pragmatics and discourse,
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it will be possible to detect more consistent relevant conclusions about the
very “cultural layer” of wide-spread ideologies shared through websites
in public media space as well as about language and non-verbal elements.
Rapid development in vocabulary is taking place, particularly in the area
of expressions adopted from English, but the speed of such changes is not
commensurable with the speed of changes in appearance of websites.

The research material described below could be tracked from other
perspectives, which would require a qualitative analysis of other relevant
material: it would be interesting to compare, for example, compliance and
differences in the means of expression used in web communication, and
within other components of marketing communication, to grasp their unity
and consistency. Similarly, it would be possible to try to capture typical Czech
website features – certain advertising specialists argue that Czech consumers
require the presence of a specific kind of humour (e.g. Straková, 2012) and
other means of communication – it would then be necessary to carry out
comparative research with foreign sites. Finally, it would be possible to
compare forms of communication and expression between commercial and
non-profit or government websites which would again require a different
research objectives and subjects.
Research description. The subject of the first part of the research is
an aggregate qualitative analysis of 80 Czech-language corporate websites.
The term corporate website refers to the web in the broadest sense of the
word, i.e. to the form of official, public media marketing communication
of commercial and public, non-profit or state organisations, institutions,
companies or individuals, as well as individual projects, conducted
intentionally in a way that one category encompasses several entities for the
purposes of comparison.

One of the essential conditions of the research will be to define what can
actually be understood as “a company”. Company or business name is the
designation under which the entrepreneur is registered in the Commercial
Register. In general, however, the term “company” is also used as the synonym
of the term enterprise 12 . In the Commercial Code (Law No. 513/1991), however,
an enterprise is understood as the aggregate of tangible, personal and
12
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Cf. Commercial Code (Law No. 513/1991).

intangible components constituting a business activity. Thus, the understanding
of the term varies considerably (for example, non-business entities, such as
universities, are usually referred to as business entities in contracts).

It is therefore crucial for our research to define the contours of the concept,
how it will be understood in our research and where the material will be
excerpted from. The selection of samples is a subject to a stratified selection
subtype. The basic set is first divided into segments according to the focus of
the entities that create the websites and their respective representatives are
further selected from individual segments.
Segments according to the main focus of websites:
◎
◎
◎

◎
◎
◎
◎
◎
◎

◎
◎

◎

banks (airbank.cz, csas.cz, kb.cz, mbank.cz, rb.cz)
automotive (bmw.cz, ford.cz, mazda.cz, mercedes-benz.com, opel.cz,
skoda-auto.cz, volvocars.com)
food, beverages, supermarkets and food chains, healthy diet shops
(albert.cz, billa.cz, kaufland.cz, itesco.cz, izabka.cz, alpro.cz, countrylife.
cz, shop.paul-cz.com, paul-cz.com)
cafes (costa-coffee.cz, crosscafe.cz, starbuckscoffee.cz) and restaurants
(restauracenagrilu.cz)
phone operators (o2.cz, t-mobile.cz, vodafone.cz)
clothing, fashion (blackcomb.cz, freshlabels.cz, metrostore.cz, queens.cz,
zoot.cz)
real estate companies (century21.cz, maxima.cz, mmreality.cz, remaxczech.cz)
language schools (elvis.cz, glossa.cz, jipka.cz)
sports (hokejovabitva.cz, 4students.cz, unicup.cz, o2arena.cz,
olympijskeparky.cz/olympijsky-park-rio-lipno-2016, pspodoli.cz, sportbutovice.cz, fotbal-motorlet.cz)
culture, leisure, entertainment (utubering.cz, majales.cz, spolek-agora.
cz, mlp.cz, mirakulum.cz)
education, universities, private universities (pages.pedf.cuni.cz/kddd/,
pages.pedf.cuni.cz/kcj/, kcjl.modry.cz, jesenickaskola.cz, www.pravidla.
cz, doucovanipraha.cz, cevroinstitut.cz, newtoncollege.cz, mup.cz, ujak.cz,
ravys.cz)
funeral institutions and funeral services (pohrebpegas.cz, pohrebníauriga.cz, pohrbybrno.cz, pu-omega.com, pohrebni-sluzba.cz)
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polling organisations (ipsos.cz, confess.cz, nms.cz, opw.cz, constat.cz)
travel agencies (bluesport.cz, geotour.cz, ckneckermann.cz, eximtours.cz,
ckalex.cz)
The preliminary coding protocol for each coding unit (primarily one page)
contains the following encoded categories of websites which we treat as
discourse categories:
◎
◎

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
a.
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Coder’s initials
URL
How many pages does it contain, in what format?
Title of the webpage and firm/brand/product or products, including
themes, and if available, the origin of the firm, brand and webpage
(Czech/foreign)
Segment/economic sector (banking and insurance, telephone operators,
food and beverages, fashion and accessories, cosmetics, automotive,
sport, travel agencies, private schools, etc., or add your own category)
Is the webpage official or unofficial?
Does the webpage seem serious, trustworthy, professional? We are
researching the content (from a marketing perspective as well as
from communication and linguistic perspectives, e.g. affected style of
writing and non-transparent, suspicious commercial practices).
What is the first impression of the website? Qualities to be evaluated are
readability, user friendliness, the graphics.
What are dominant and supplementary colours of the website and the
font?
What is the proportion between the text and illustrations?
Which illustrations are used (computerized pictures, drawings,
photographs, reproductions, animations, videos, GIFs)?
Is the page static or animated? Does it transform without user
interaction?
What is the composition of the webpage (structure, means of drawing
attention, unpacking mechanisms, menu types, e.g. choice of products
at the top, shopping cart, registration/logon, logo, newsfeed, comments,
contacts, reviews, certificates, language button)?
Text:
What is the main goal of the webpage (presentation/sales/e-shop,
etc.)? What is the general tone of the text (informative/ persuasive/

artistic/ entertaining/ argumentative, etc.)? (terminologically and
methodologically; functional style and communicative intent).
b. Does the text contain these linguistic means? vocabulary: mostly neutral,
mostly formal, intentionally/unintentionally informal, colloquial
expressions, informal expressions (see e.g. woox.cz), puns, borrowings,
regionalisms, neologisms, occasionalisms, euphemisms, diminutives);
first person narrative; imperative; questions; addressing; intertextual
links and allusions (to own products); modal expressions; spelling
errors; grammatical errors; stylistic errors (not intentional); syntax:
simple sentences and phrases/ compound or complex sentences, typical
use)

14. What are the dominant appeals/arguments in terms of advertising (if
any)? Is the goal to inform, shock, warn, appeal to reason, duplicate,
improve, or make sense?
In terms of communication, does the language call up conflict or
cooperation?
Is communication polite/insulting and is the argumentation
conducted ethically?
15. What is the primary audience/target group of the webpage?
Does the chosen form of communication suit a product aimed at the
specific target group?
How is the audience addressed? Is fictitious dialogue or form of
address used (see above)?
16. Are there any gender stereotypes, ageism, or sexism noticeable on
the webpages?
17. How do users interact with the webpage and in what form? Are there
buttons to click through the website and where are they? Is search
function available? Does the website contain a discussion space,
links to social networks or a chat with the customer support?
18. How are contacts listed on the webpage?
19. Are there advertisements, banners or other forms of publicity on the
webpage?
20. Is it possible to find the date of posting and the last actualisation
of the webpage? Does the page contain the counter of hits and the
creators of the page?
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Tables 1 and 2 show two examples of filled in protocols.
Table 1. Example of coded web page 1
1. Coder’s initials

DK

3. How many pages does it contain, in
what format?

1 × A4

2. URL

4. Title of the webpage + firm/brand/
product or products, including themes
and if available, the origin of the firm,
brand and webpage (Czech/foreign).
5. Economic sector

6. Is the webpage official or unofficial?
7. Does the webpage seem serious,
trustworthy, professional? We
are researching the content (from
a marketing perspective as well as
from communication and linguistic
perspectives, e.g. affected style
of writing and non-transparent,
suspicious commercial practices).

8. What is the first impression of the
website? Qualities to be evaluated
are readability, user friendliness and
graphics.
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www.mbank.cz
mBank – a new generation bank
Banking services, loans, Internet
banking
Origin: the Czech Republic
Banking

Official webpage

The website seems trustworthy,
however, mBank should make the
visual style more appealing and
recognisable. The site is professionally
prepared.
At a glance the website is rather
difficult to read. There is no element
that stands out on the page except for
the option to log into Internet banking.
The visitor does not know where he
should look for information. The user
bar is too small and does not attract
attention. The body of the page is
composed of the tiles of various sizes
which display the services offered by
mBank, but they are not prominent
and it is hard for users to navigate on
the website. From the point of view of
graphics, the webpage does not make
a positive impression. Photographs
used in the presentation are not
properly cropped and it is not easy to
identify their content immediately.

9. What are the dominant and
complementary colors of the page and
the lettering?

10. What is the proportion between
the text and illustrations? Which
illustrations are used (computerized
pictures, drawings, photographs,
reproductions, animations, videos,
GIFs)?

11. Is the page static or animated? Does
it transform without user interaction?

12. What is the composition of the
webpage (structure, means of drawing
attention, unpacking mechanisms,
menu types, e.g. choice of products at
the top, shopping cart, registration/
logon, logo, newsfeed, comments,
contacts, reviews, certificates,
language button)?

The logo of mBank contains seven
colors. All of them are used on the
webpage and it is not possible to say
which of them is dominant. The use of
red and green should work to draw the
visitor’s attention, but the mix is not
attractive and the patchwork of colors
in the body of the webpage does not
fulfill its purpose. It is noticeable that
the colors used on the homepage are in
a different hue than the colors used in
the company logo.
We find three colors used in the
lettering on the webpage: white,
black and blue. The color is chosen
depending on the background so that
the lettering appears in contrast and is
easy to read.
The webpage contains about one
fifth of text. It has pictures: one large
photograph forms the background
of the page, and five photographs
illustrate the products which mBank
offers.

The body of the webpage is static
but the changing parts are exchange
rates and a newsfeed from the
company which include the mBank
logo appearing on the lower bar. They
change without any action of the user.

Vertical structure:
– Logo, type of service (individual,
corporate), search bar, logon to mBank
Internet banking.
– User bar where the visitor can choose
desired information (current accounts,
savings, loans, etc.)
– The body of the website is a “tiled”
menu, which has unusually large
sections. Every tile has an illustrative
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13. Text:
– What is the main goal of the
webpage? Presentation/sales +
e-shop? What is the general tone of
the text? (informative/ persuasive/
artistic/ entertaining/ argumentative,
etc.) (terminologically and
methodologically; functional style and
communicative intent).
– Does the text contain particular
linguistic means?
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photo on it and a short description of
the service to which the tile directs the
user. When the cursor is moved over
the tile it changes to a dark gray colour
and white lettering describes the
service in detail.
– A drop-down menu which displays
text by clicking on an arrow. It
contains text with changing titles of
the latest mBank blog articles, a map
of branches, exchange rates (which
update without action by the user),
a link to a forum, links to information
on all products, and a link to company
contacts.
– The main goal of the webpage
is to provide the visitor with the
information about the products
and services offered by mBank.
A secondary goal is access to Internet
banking.
The text is clear and informative.
– Lexicon:
Mostly neutral – Yes
Mostly correct usage – Yes
Intentionally/Unintentionally
incorrect usage – No
Colloquial expressions – No
Informal expressions – No
Word play – Yes (“Tame your old
loans and save”)
Borrowings – Yes (“teenager” and
“business”)
Regionalisms – No
Neologisms – No
Occasional forms – No
Euphemisms – No
Dysphemisms – No
Diminutives – No
Hypocorisms – No

14. What are the dominant appeals/
arguments in terms of advertising
(if any)? (Is the goal to inform, shock,
warn, appeal to reason, duplicate,
improve, or make sense?) In terms of
communication, does the language call
up conflict or cooperation?
Is communication polite/insulting
and is the argumentation conducted
ethically?

15. What is the primary audience/
target group of the webpage?
Does the chosen form of
communication suit the product aimed
at the specific target group? How is
the audience addressed? Is fictitious
dialogue or form of address used (see
above)?

First person forms – Yes (“I want
my mLoan with a guarantee.”) The
first-person plural is used for sharing
information on the mBank webpage
(“We guarantee the best offer.”)
Imperatives – No
Questions – No
Titles – No
Intertextual links – No
Modal expressions – No
Modal statements – No
Spelling errors – No
Grammatical errors – No
Stylistic errors – No
Syntax – there are no simple sentences
and the position of two sentences is
mixed up. Only one of them ends with
a period.

There are informative appeals (that is,
a “hard sell”). An informative appeal is
made in the form of claimed benefits
(“We guarantee the best offer” and
“zero interest loans.”) An emotional
appeal can be found in the offer
of accounts for young customers:
(“Accounts for our youngest up to
teenagers”), thus, the advertising
appeals to family values.
The website has the goal of attracting
new clients and retaining existing
ones. Communication on the website is
polite and ethical.
The target group of the webpages
is current and prospective adult
clients of mBank who intend to find
information on the company services
and possibly get into contact with the
entity. Given that mBank is fairly new
to the market and is a part of a wave
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16. Are there any gender stereotypes,
ageism or sexism noticeable on the
webpages?

17. How do users interact with the
webpage and in what form? Are there
buttons to click through the website
and where are they? Is search function
available? Does the website contain
a discussion space, links to social
networks or a chat with the customer
support?

18. How are contacts listed on the
webpage?
19. Are there advertisements, banners
or other forms of publicity on the
webpage?

of “new banks”, the target group is not
conservative citizens. This is reflected
in the style of communication and the
language used. Clients are addressed
directly and in formal style.
No

All buttons on the page are interactive
and allow the visitor to move deeper
into the website.
Search function – Yes
Discussion – Yes (mForum)
Links to social networks – No (to find
links to social networks one must look
at the webpage footer.)
Chat with the customer support – No
Newsletter – No
FAQ – No
Contact form – No
No telephone contacts are listed on
the home page. In order to find them,
the visitor has to look at the webpage
footer.
Yes, for services offered by mBank.

20. Is it possible to find the date of
posting and the last actualisation of the
webpage? Does the page contain the
counter of hits and the creators of the
page?

No, one assumes that mBank protects
this information.
Page creators: not listed.

1. Coder’s initials:

LS

3. How many pages does it contain, in
what format?

3 × A4

Table 2. Example of coded web page 2
2. URL:
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www.vodafone.cz

4. Title of the webpage + firm/brand/
product or products, including themes
and if available, the origin of the firm,
brand and webpage (Czech/foreign).

Vodafone – Mobile telephones, tariffs,
Internet and other telecommunications
services.
Origin: the UK

6. Is the website official or unofficial?

Official website

5. Economic sector

7. Does the webpage seem serious,
trustworthy, professional? We
are researching the content (from
a marketing perspective as well as
from communication and linguistic
perspectives, e.g. affected style
of writing and non-transparent,
suspicious commercial practices).

8. What is the first impression of the
website? Qualities to be evaluated
are readability, user friendliness and
graphics.

Telephone operator

The website seems serious and
professional, i.e. only one font is
used, the white color is appropriate,
individual sections of the webpage
are arranged in a single block.
The Vodafone/Oskar brand has
a long-lasting stable position in
the market and is trusted by its
customers. Visitors are not offered any
products on the homepage; they are
only informed about a gift they will
receive for purchasing a product.
At first sight the website does not
appear to be an e-shop, but the visitor
finds a wide range of offers of products
as he or she moves deeper into the
website.

The web page is very well-arranged.
It is divided into several sections which
make it easy for the customers to
navigate. First, the visitor’s attention
is attracted by a violet-colored button
that does not harmonize visually with
the red/gray/white of the other parts
of the page. Near the button the visitor
sees the information about the current
offers of products by the company.
It is considered that the webpage does
not communicate the visual trademark
of the Vodafone brand. For example,
its brick and mortar stores are
completely decorated in a red color,
while on the website this color is used
insufficiently.
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9. What are the dominant and
complementary colors of the page and
lettering?

10. What is the proportion between
the text and illustrations? Which
illustrations are used (computerized
pictures, drawings, photographs,
reproductions, animations, videos,
GIFs)?
11. Is the page static or animated? Does
it transform without user interaction?
12. What is the composition of the
webpage (structure, means of drawing
attention, unpacking mechanisms,
menu types, e.g. choice of products at
the top, shopping cart, registration/
logon, logo, newsfeed, comments,
contacts, reviews, certificates,
language button)?
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The website uses a combination of
black lettering on a gray background
and white lettering on elements with
a red background. On the homepage
there are three violet-colored buttons
that have calls to action: two for “Find
out more” and one for “Call me” which
are of an entirely different color from
the rest of the homepage.
The webpage is made up of about one
fifth of text. On the homepage we
find Vodafone logo but not the name
of the company. The entire webpage
seems spacious. It has a picture: one
photo of products that the firm offers:
a telephone and a Sony wireless
headphone that is offered as a gift.
The webpage is static, without any
movement at all.

Vertical structure:
– the bar for identifying the type of
customer (individual, entrepreneur,
corporation, public administration)
+ web search function, choice of
language and e-shop shopping cart.
– the brand logo, the bar for choosing
customer services (varies depending
on the type of the customer, when
hovering the cursor links to child
pages are revealed), logon to the
client’s account in My Vodafone.
– the ad banner for product offers.
– the bar with six services for the
client’s account in My Vodafone.
– the Bar with a choice of four types of
products offered.
– the specifics of the products on offer.
– the call for action to convert
a visitor to a customer (“Become our
customer”).

13. Text:
– What is the main goal of the
webpage?
– Presentation/sales + e-shop?
What is the general tone of the text?
(informative/ persuasive/ artistic/
entertaining/ argumentative,
etc.) (terminologically and
methodologically; functional style and
communicative intent).
– Does the text contain particular
linguistic means? Presentation/sales
+ e-shop? What is the general tone of
the text? (informative/ persuasive/
artistic/ entertaining/ argumentative,
etc.?) (terminologically and
methodologically; functional style and
communicative intent).
– Does the text contain particular
linguistic means?

– the bar outlining the advantages of
buying online.
– A relatively large bar with useful
links, contacts (including a newsletter),
information about the company and
an offer of online solutions.
– awards received.
– links to social networks.
– The main goal of the webpage is to
provide a visitor with the information
about the products and services
offered by mBank. A secondary goal
is to provide a means of logging on to
Internet banking.
The text is clearly informative.
– Lexicon
Mostly neutral – Yes
Mostly correct usage – Yes
Intentionally/Unintentionally
incorrect usage – No
Colloquial expressions – No
Informal expressions – No
Word play – Yes (“We will amaze you
with our customized offer”)
Borrowings – Yes (“credit”)
Regionalisms – No
Neologisms – No
Occasional forms – No
Euphemisms – No
Dysphemisms – No
Diminutives – No
Hypocorisms – No
First person forms – No. Address in the
second person plural. When Vodafone
shares information it is in the firstperson plural.
Questions – No
Titles – No
Intertext links – No
Modal expressions – No
Modal statements – No
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14. What are the dominant appeals/
arguments in terms of advertising (if
any)? (Is the goal to inform, shock,
warn, appeal to reason, duplicate,
improve, or make sense?) In terms of
communication, does the language call
up conflict or cooperation?
Is communication polite/insulting
and is the argumentation conducted
ethically?

15. What is the primary audience/
target group of the webpage?
Does the chosen form of
communication suit the product aimed
at the specific target group? How is
the audience addressed? Is fictitious
dialogue or form of address used (see
above)?
16. Are there any gender stereotypes,
ageism or sexism noticeable on the
webpages?

17. How do users interact with the
webpage and in what form? Are there
buttons to click through the website
and where are they? Is search function
available? Does the website contain
a discussion space, links to social
networks or a chat with the customer
support?
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Spelling errors – No
Grammatical errors – No
Stylistic errors – No
Syntax – There is only one sentence on
the homepage, the rest of the text on
the homepage is in one- or two-word
expressions.

An informational appeal is used
(so-called “hard sell”); Vodafone tries
to use arguments about its advantages
to persuade visitors of the benefit of
buying its products.
As for the communication function
the webpage has the goal of obtaining
new customers and retaining existing
ones, facilitating cooperation.
Communication on the website is
polite and ethical.
The target group of the website
is current and future customers
of Vodafone who are looking for
information about the products and
a means of communicating with the
company. The form and language
of communication corresponds to
those goals. Customers are addressed
formally and directly.

“Become our customer” – There is no
sexism here, but female visitors could
view this statement negatively.

All buttons on the page are interactive
and allow the visitor to move deeper
into the website.
Search function – Yes
Discussion – No
Links to social networks – Yes
Chat with the customer support – Yes,
video chat
Newsletter – Yes
FAQ – No
Contact form – No

18. How are contacts listed on the
webpage?

Customer service center, customer
service telephone number, social
network, video chat, store addresses.

20. Is it possible to find the date of
posting and the last actualisation of
the webpage? Does the page contain
the counter of hits and the creators of
the page?

No, it can be assumed that
the company wants to protect this
information.
Page creator: Vodafone Czech
Republic a.s.

19. Are there advertisements, banners
or other forms of publicity on the
webpage?

Yes, for a Sony wireless headphone,
free with an order for the Sony Xperia
XZ phone.

5. Conclusion
There has been a great deal of discussion about the fluidity, updates and
constantly changing appearance, content and format of web pages along
with the difficulty of validly and coherently describing hypertext-based
structures. The analytical template illustrated above has been the basis for
the first survey so far. It allows researchers to compare webpages across
market segments and thematic sectors. It is introductory, however, because
of a complete and detailed picture there must be more particularised
qualitative and interpretive discursive analysis which to some extent will
always be partly subjective. All findings must be put into context, interpreted,
and processed in accordance with the above-mentioned questions about the
discourse. Using the criteria in the form, one can analyze a single webpage for
one segment alone or compare it to other segments. These criteria include the
character of the lexicon, the dominant appeal, and the page’s readability. On
the other hand, it is possible to review the subject matter as a whole. We can
say that in terms of the use of language, communication on webpages is much
less imaginative than it is in other forms of marketing communication and in
some sectors the it constantly returns to a certain theme: for example, real
estate brokers often emphasize the ideal of “Czechness”. Yet other companies
communicate on the web in a markedly different manner than they do in other
types of media. These differences must be analyzed individually in connection
with other research on media and marketing communications. The ability to
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deal with that complexity is an advantage of our approach. In any case, we
believe that webpage construction as a specific contemporary form of online
communication of various matters of public interest is a subject of practical,
analytical, basic research and that it is now necessary to improve the academic
path to general understanding of such communication constantly.
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A l ena S av ic h

Online Lobbying Campaigns. New Media – New Discourse?
Introduction
Politics goes online. This fact is irrefutable, therefore, it appears as the object
of enormous number of contemporary studies which particularly explore
the effects of digital media on election campaigns and the communication
strategies politicians use to mobilise public via social networks (Zeng [et al.],
2010; Dimitrova [et al.], 2014; De Bastion [et al.], 2014). The conclusions about
the practice of using online media for political purposes made so far are mainly
the following: today online campaigning is essential as new media effectively
help to evaluate public opinion on various political topics, create community
support for policies and candidates and ensure direct communication among
political actors. And although potential interactivity of the online media is
emphasised due to their spontaneity, wide accessibility, personalization of
the content, and multimedia character (Utz, 2009; Towner & Dulio, 2011),
some scholars note that politicians and professional communicators they hire
overlook the opportunities to mobilise people through establishing dialogue
with citizens and encouraging political participation (Ren & Meisters, 2010;
Androniciuc [et al.], 2018). As A. Androniciuc and A.M. Barreto put it while
discussing the 2016 parliamentary elections in Romania, politicians
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continued the integration of social networks in the communication strategy,
but they were only complementary means of disseminating the information
and presenting the candidates, not focusing on truly interacting with the
online voters (Androniciuc [et al.], 2018: 164).

Attraction of people, activation of their citizenship and interaction with them,
being the functions of election discourse also comprise a part of lobbying
(and grass-roots lobbying) scope. The term ‘lobbying’ is applied to name
any contact (as well as the activities which make this contact possible and
afterwards help to retain control) between institutional and/or individual
subjects aimed at promoting social, economic or political interests on the
governmental level (Holman, 2006). In the post-Soviet area, after a series
of changes in political practice and, thus, in political discourse, the term of
lobbying, previously interpreted negatively as a system of offices and agents
in the USA legislative bodies which put pressure on legislators and state
officials in the interests of monopolies (Советский энциклопедический, 1984:
719), gets a new neutral professional meaning of

the system and practice of upholding the interests of different groups of
citizens by means of organized efforts to change legislative and administrative
activities of the state bodies (Минченко & Студеникин, 2004).

According to the authors of “International Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences” (2008), lobbying presupposes communication as the only means of
persuasion, irrespective of the country where this activity takes place and
legal regulations (or their absence) of this practice.
Interestingly, after the communicative nature of lobbying was acknowledged,
Russian political discourse came up with a new term – informational lobbyism.
O.V. Shestakova (Шестакова, 2008) defines this phenomenon as

a pressure group activity which seeks to influence decision-makers in the
government via communication with them about adoption or obstruction of
policy-making solutions in favor of the social/business groups concerned.
This is a type of political communication aimed at supporting or opposing
some State decisions that involves direct (meetings, consultations,
presentations) and indirect (through mass media) methods of political
information transmission (Шестакова, 2008).

Adding to this definition, the authors of «Политические коммуникации/
Political Communications» (Петрунин [et al.], 2004) specify informational
lobbying as a method of initiating and maintaining communication as the
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one “with specific channels of communication, distinct features, principles
and norms or information exchange and political contacts making” (ibid.:
170–171). Owing to this form-and-content centered communicative approach
to lobbying, this political practice turns to be a rightful linguistic object
– a special context-biased communicative practice, i.e. a special type of
discourse. The latter, in its turn, can be specified in accordance with the
channel involved into its actualisation and, thus, it becomes possible to single
out media lobbying discourse (in case of a mediated contact) as opposed to
interpersonal lobbying discourse (in case of a direct contact).

Being into the research of media lobbying, I have studied a number of Russian
and English-language lobbying campaigns transmitted through traditional
and online media. Having identified the prototype of content which all the
media campaigns of lobbying employ (Савич, 2012), I cannot but agree with
the authors who, though paying tribute to the source/channel and its nature,
still argue for its correct use to be the factor of success. Correct here means
the use in accordance with the rules of media lobbying discourse (abbreviated
further as MDL). In this paper I am dwelling on the practicalities of online
grass-roots activities, paying particular attention to the assumptions
that underlie the use of online media for promoting social interests on the
governmental level, as well as to the specifics of online MDL in comparison to
the lobbying discourse in traditional media.

Preconditions for digital media lobbying
The ability of the traditional media through prominent and frequent coverage
of selected events to form the public agenda and maintain interest as well
as a certain opinion on this or that news 13 was undermined in the Digital
Age with the increased role of citizens and their individual opinions being
spread through different online channels 14. In terms of global implications for
This media effect was described in the Agenda Setting Theory introduced by
McCombs and Shaw in 1972.
14 The phenomenon known as the Reversed Agenda Setting by Kim and Lee in their
study “New functions of Internet mediated agenda-setting: Agenda-rippling and
reversed agenda-setting” (2006).
13
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political communication, this turn to an individual opinion and participation
has led to the following:
◎

◎

◎

Instead of accepting the agenda of the majority disseminated by
centralised media, individuals today form their own views and attitudes,
reveal them publicly through new media and, only having done this,
they join groups with shared and similar opinions. Thus, agendas
of individuals and groups meld together 15 . With no geographical
boundaries for such newly united groups, their size and, consequently,
influential power can hardly be predicted, measured or controlled,
which becomes a valuable asset for any lobbyist whose main task is to
demonstrate how popular a promoted interest is.
The increased possibility for an individual opinion to be grouped with
another one online has made the application of the Spiral of Silence
model 16 which used to explain why minorities keep on restraining
their opinions and activities. People are no longer afraid to speak out
as there is little chance to be isolated on the World Wide Web, even
dogmas can be subject to criticism here with no fear of staying without
backup. Such a trigger for pluralism can be used by pressure groups
while collecting the army of supporters.
It cannot be denied that the political communication domain is targeted
first and foremost at those active and non-indifferent to domestic
changes people who vote. These are mostly so called “productive age
group” who, at the same time, are zeal of technology. A. Dubey and
P. Gupta, for example, while mentioning the factor that most critically
contributed to the popularity of social media as a channel in the 15th Lok
Sabha elections in India, name “the strength of the confident aggressive
tech friendly 150 million first time voters” (Dubey& Gupta, 2016: 256).
So, the chances to mobilize the most active citizens in the fight for or
against some law draft via digital media are quite high.

This process was described by Ragas and Roberts in “Agenda Setting and Agenda
Melding in an Age of Horizontal and Vertical Media: A New Theoretical Lens for
Virtual Brand Communities” (2009).
16 The research that formed the basis for the Spiral of Silence model was carried
out and published by Elisabeth Noelle‐Neumann in 1974 (see “The Spiral of Silence.
A Theory of Public Opinion”).
15
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◎

Being publicly disclosed, every opinion expressed online turns into
a performative speech/communicative act, adding to the resonating
discourses and provoking the dissonant ones. Political communication,
as no other sphere, has been losing its elite status while gaining
egalitarian character and, as a result, broadening the range of
acceptable for political discourse styles, genres and language registers.
This equips lobbyists who use online media with more language and
communicative tools; stylistic limitations of traditional media and
interpersonal or inter-institutional political interaction are no longer
valid online.

Considering all these prerequisites it was not that unexpected that online
media have become the main channel, if not a weapon, of political campaigns
carried out by or on behalf of underprivileged, squeezed and oppressed social
layers. Thus, feminists have been promoting the taboo topic of sexual violence
through blogs and social media since the beginning of the 2000s. S. Khorana
in her article “Anti-rape media campaigns: A transnational perspective”
(2016) refers to a number of online campaigns – SlutWalk, Destroy the Joint,
It’s Not Your Fault, to mention a few which– that used these media with the
purpose to share individual women’s experiences and, eventually, obtain
wider support. The author with reference to R. Loney-Howes, J. McLean and
S. Maalsen 17 argues in this case for the emergence of “fluid counter-publics”,
“an alternative social space”, “a quasipublic/private space” where, in the
spirit of inclusiveness and diversity of opinions, people can openly express
and support each other and also “raise awareness, effect attitudinal and legal
changes” (Khorana, 2016: 5).

And although the usage of digital media in political campaigns meets
some reasonable criticism 18 , scholars notice their unprecedented power of

See: Loney-Howes, R. Beyond the spectacle of suffering: Representations of rape
in online anti-rape activism. In: Outskirts: Feminisms along the Edge, Issue 33, 2015.
1–17, and McLean, J., Maalsen, S. Destroying the joint and dying of shame? A geography
of revitalised feminism in social media and beyond. In: Geographical Research, Issue
51, 2013. 243–256.
18 The findings by W. Zhang and al. (2010) and Pew Center (Smith, 2009) show that
social networks users though being more involved into public debate still avoid being
politically active and prefer interpersonal discussions to online talking about politics.
17
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making new, smaller in size but influential, institutional/group political
players. Exemplifying this aspect of modern political communication realm,
F. Heinderyckx refers to two American campaigns, namely, MoveOn.org,
which back in 1998 was started as a Bill Clinton support campaign during
his impeachment procedure, and has since developed into a separate
political actor, and the community that initially brought Barack Obama to
the Presidency and later sided his opposition in the attempt to make him
accountable for not keeping his campaign promises (Heinderyckx, 2010).
This tendency for changing the discourse role of communicants involved into
political activity over the course of their interaction (inspired and empowered
by the new media) is central to the nature of media lobbying 19. In the light of
the predictions made on the basis of 2016 Washington Insiders’ Survey 20, it is
only reasonable to study this dynamics of political subjects’ roles as a feature
of media lobbying discourse, paying particular attention to its peculiarities in
the discourse of online media.

Traditional and online media campaigns of lobbying compared
To obtain evidence of the peculiarities that online MDL may have in terms of
political subjects’ roles dynamics inscribed in it, four information campaigns
in American, Belarusian and UK media were analyzed – two of them launched
and carried out through traditional media (newspaper and radio) and for the
other two the online channel was chosen (a grass-roots organization site,
and a macro-hypertext which unites multiple independent texts on different
digital media). Besides, the campaigns differ in (1) the main domain of the
promoted interest – two campaigns lobby socio-political interests, while the
others are focused on economic concerns; (2) their direction, with two prointerest campaigns and two campaigns against current laws; and (3) sociocultural background – the language of one campaign is Russian, another
Being singled out in a series of case-studies, this tendency was identified as
dynamics of a discourse category “addressation” in (Савич, 2012). The description of
this category is given further in the article.
20 Increased use of social media, digital/technology capabilities, and grassroots
efforts are three often mentioned trends anticipated over the next five years.
19
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one uses Russian and Belarusian, two more campaigns, running in English,
represent British and American cultures.
For convenience, the campaigns are further mentioned by numbers:

Campaign 1 promotes the interests of Belarusian youth organizations. The
initiator, the Belarusian Youth Union, chose the newspaper «Знамя Юности»
(“The Flag of Youth”, an official print body of youth organizations) to be
the only channel. During 8 months (January, 2001 – August, 2001) Aleksey
Matsevilo, first secretary of the Union’s Central Committee and a professional
journalist, wrote a column – the Worlds of Youth Policy – and published 8
articles which discussed the necessity for the government to support youth
organizations, including with financial resources 21.
Campaign 2, launched by the Belarusian Union of Entrepreneurs, sought
to protect the economic interests of Belarusian entrepreneurs following
the Presidential Decree N 760 of December 29, 2006. The Decree forbade
entrepreneurs to hire individuals other than family members and close
relatives, and limited the number of the latter to three persons. Since October,
2007 to February, 2008 the Belarusian Union of Entrepreneurs, within a bigger
communication campaign, used “European Radio for Belarus” (http://www.
belradio.fm.) as a channel for a series of seven programs aimed to oppose the
Decree and achieve its abrogation 22 . This radio campaign became the focus
of attention.

Campaign 3 was a part of an on-going permanent activity of an American grassroots organization, RESULTS, whose two purposes are to push for specific
policies and legislation to address poverty and to empower people to become
active advocates of anti-poverty policies. This NGO uses its own Internet site
(https://results.org) as the main channel to contact main audiences. The
Together with other lobbying activities this campaign resulted in the Union
becoming the largest youth organization in Belarus (after merging with the second
biggest one), receiving unprecedented financial and administrative aid from the
State budget on a regular basis.
22 The Decree was cancelled only in May, 2014. However, Alexander Potupa,
Chairperson of the Belarusian Union of Entrepreneurs, reported about some sidesuccesses of this campaign with a system of benefits for new entrepreneurs, proposed
by the Union among them.
21
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campaign under analysis (total 18 texts) is limited to the communicative
activities the organization was undertaking in the years 2009–2010 aiming to
reform Foreign Assistance Act and support President B. Obama’s request for
the 2011 USAID program budget.

Campaign 4 stood against the Digital Economy Act 2010, an Act of the Parliament
of the United Kingdom which addressed media policy issues related to digital
media and had initially included a number of unpopular sections. The initiator
of this campaign is the media agency “We Are Social” who position themselves
as a “conversational agency” which helps businesses be visible for the public
and make headlines in social media. The campaign took place in the year 2010,
was held through social media and consists of 13 texts.

The method of the case-study used to analyze the campaigns above followed
the general logic of the Grounded Theory (Страусс, 2001) and included a series
of analytical procedures to reconstruct a theory/model of media lobbying
discourse inductively representing this communicative phenomenon as
interaction of its semantic categories. In the first stage of analysis, a list of
simple semantic structures which comprise each of the campaigns was
made. A simple semantic structure means such a combination of elementary
semantic units (actant, predicate and ‘speech function’ modifier) which
actualises one state of affairs 23 about the reality being pictured by discourse.
The structures are analyzed, using the procedure provided by the Theory of
Language Actualization (Попов & Трегубович, 1984), with the purpose to
reconstruct the main discourse categories – “theme” and “discourse roles of
communicants”. During the second stage, themes and discourse roles were
subject to syntagmatic and paradigmatic analysis aimed at reconstructing
prototypical propositions of MDL. Finally, the interdependence of all the
discourse categories was identified and the dynamics of the key category
central to the mechanism of each campaign was described 24.

The basic terms and notions of “actant”, “predicate”, “speech function modifier”
and “state of affairs”, as well as the terminological apparatus used to describe these
basic units of semantic structures in this research are borrowed at the Theory of
Functional Syntax (Мустайоки, 2006).
24 For more details on the method and terminology used in the study of media
discourse of lobbying see (Савич, 2012).
23
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From the outline of the method it can be deduced that discourse of lobbying
was studied as a process (i.e. answering the question of how the content of
discourse, both interactional and cognitive, is unfolded), as a system (what
elements comprise the content of MDL), as a structure (how are content
categories interrelated) and as a hierarchy (what main category makes others
interact with each other performing one common function) 25 . Despite the
anticipated differences in all these types of discourse content organisation
implied by the difference in the domains, channels, and socio-cultural
backgrounds of the campaigns under analysis, the study revealed a quite
unified way shared by all of them with only relative distinctions in the line
of digital campaigns, i.e. in the architecture of a media lobbying campaign as
a macrotext. Further, I briefly cover each stage of the research and show the
similarities and differences in online and traditional MDL.

The first stage of the analysis revealed the following similar features of the
semantic structures in all the campaigns regardless of the nature of their
channel:
◎

◎

The actants of semantic structures are Subjects 26 which can be grouped
into 3 collective actants and make the following semantic categories
based on their referent: social context of lobbying (a limited part of social
domain which is characterized by the interaction of social actors),
participants of lobbying (government, social group, individual, pressure
group (organization) and participants of communication (addresser,
addressee, “we”).
Each Subject actant proves itself to be a theme of MDL while they all
make numerous semantic structures with predicates of different
classes and take various semantic roles because of it.

These forms of discourse content organization were first introduced by
I. Oukhvanova in “План содержания текста: от анализа к синтезу, от структуры
к системе”(1993).
26 Using A. Mustajoki’s (Мустайоки, 2006) approach to singling out Subject actants,
I take into account not the nature of actants referents as I know them from my
life experience, but the animate/inanimate nature of actants referents as they are
depicted (actualised) through the predicates, modifiers and specifiers of particular
semantic structures.
25
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◎

◎

Each actant takes the semantic role of Agent in semantic structures
with the predicate of action directed to all the other actants that, in their
turn, take the roles of Objects. Semantic structures with the Agent
‘addresser’, for example, show interaction between 27:
addresser and addressee: Campaign 1 “В странствиях по этим
мирам я и обещаю быть твоим (не самым нудным, надеюсь)
попутчиком” (“I promise to be your (not too boring, I hope)
companion while wandering in these worlds”); Campaign 4: “Our
Success Depends on You.”
addresser, addressee and social context: Campaign 1 “… что наши
встречи втроем (я, ты и Молодежная Политика) будут
постоянными.” (“… the meetings of three of us (you, I and Youth
Policy) will be regular”); Campaign 4: “20,684 of us demand a proper
debate [in the Parliament] on the Digital Economy Bill.”; “In case you’re
not familiar with 38Degress, [I explain that] they are aiming to be a UK
224 equivalent of MoveOn, the US political activism organization.”
addresser and government: Campaign 1 “… ваш покорный слуга (как
член Президиума Нацсовета) позвонил в секретариат Палаты
представителей.” (“… your humble servant, being a member of
the National Assembly board, called the Secretariat of the House of
representatives.”); Campaign 4 “… we write to urge you [President
Barack Obama] to include a minimum of $ 1.75 billion for… .”
The same tendency is observed in the semantic structures with
actants being other Subjects. Thus, the themes of MDL include not
only explicit referents of actants, but also an implicit referent of
“interaction”.

Functional/communicative roles of addresser and addressee match the
diversity of speech functions and include the roles of: agent of informing
and informant (in informative messages), agent requesting information
and source of information (in questions), agent of encouragement

To illustrate this tendency, examples from Campaign 1 and 4 are taken, as they
represent different media (traditional and online, respectively), language (Russian
and English), domain (social and political), and direction of the campaigns (for and
against legislative initiatives). Campaigns 2 and 3 reveal the same tendencies; their
detailed analysis can be seen in (Савич, 2012).
27
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and potential agent of desired action (in imperatives), agent who is
authoritative enough to change the status of addressee and new status
holder (in declarations), agent of speech acts that demonstrate attention
to addressee and object of attention (in etiquette speech formulas).

During the second stage of the analysis, each semantic category (themes
and functional roles) was studied in terms of the transformations that they
experienced over the course of the campaigns. The changes noted in the
functional-syntactic characteristics of the semantic structures and their
elements make it obvious that throughout the discourse the categories
“participants of lobbying” and “participants of communication” share the
same set of actants which “move” from one category to the other. Alongside,
these actants are associated with the functional addresser and addressee
of discourse. Consequently, the discovered interaction between the actants
referents, previously recognized as an implicit referent itself, turns into
the interaction between functional subjects, addresser and addressee of
the campaigns. Thus, this category, called addressation, makes the central
category of MDL. Its static model (see Picture 1) depicts (with the help of
arrows) how semantic categories of midi and macro level and their semantic
structures share actants and other semantic elements of mini level. This
model demonstrates the system, structure and hierarchy of MDL.

Picture 1. Static model of addressation in media discourse of lobbying
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A functional model of MDL which reflects the development of addressation as
its main category was built in the third stage of research. Making a functional
model presupposes the reconstruction of the line of discourse and here
I discovered the only difference that campaigns in traditional and online
media have. While in traditional media the line is set with the chronology of
newspapers issues, radio programs and TV episodes, online media – sites and
hypertexts – leave it mostly for a viewer/reader/listener to decide what text
to consume first and how to proceed.
The development of lobbying campaigns in traditional media reveals 3 distinct
phases, each of them actualising specific interaction of certain dominant
referent actants (See Picture 2).

The referents of lobbying campaigns, being individuals who discuss common
interests and activities in the beginning (e.g. in Campaign 1: “You and I – who can
be different in habits and tastes – are young people… We will travel in the worlds of
Youth Policy”), turn into the representatives of one social group or organization
who share common problems (“While Belarusian politicians do not take up this
concern, the youth will have to learn it [protect interests of youth organizations
in a non-radical, legally acceptable way] themselves. Don’t you mind, dear mature
politicians?…”) and, finally, transform into active pressure group members and
governmental subjects/bodies who elaborate on common solutions for the
previously stated problems (“On behalf of the Central Committee of the Belarusian
Youth Union we call upon…”, “We express our confidence that the President will…”).

Picture 2. Dynamics of MDL addressation: referent level
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Just like the dynamics of interaction between the referents of discourse
is explicitly actualised in the campaigns, the implicit interaction of their
functional subjects also gradually changes in its nature (See Picture 3).

Picture 3. Dynamics of MDL addressation: functional level

The discourse of friendship, with the whole range of speech functions
typical to emotional interpersonal communication in the first phase of the
campaigns (e.g. in Campaign 1: “… participants of the round table decided
that…” (informing), “…to keep your good mood, close your eyes and turn
the page, immediately!” (imperative), “Hello, my yet unfamiliar but so much
welcome reader!” (etiquette speech formula), “Are you still here reading
me?”(question)), is exchanged further with the collegial peer discourse
characterised by the dominant role of limited-in-emotions language used for
information exchange and motivation to action (“A thorny issue was raised at
the round table by Sergey Zyryanov, a student from one Minsk gymnasium…”).
The last phase employs the discourse of professional and political elites,
neutral and full of specific terms, to declare solutions and assign responsible
persons/bodies (“… we consider it of importance to claim our active position
of social stakeholders and youth policy subjects”). One important aspect of
the campaigns is that all the participants of lobbying are implicitly present
in the discourse of campaigns at their each phase, but owing to the gradual
reduction in the number and emotionalism of the speech functions used at
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each phase, the major target addresser and addressee – pressure group and
government – are explicated in the end.

Back to the linear organization of Campaign 3 transmitted with the help of
the Internet site results.org, it should be noted that here all the “dishes from
the menu” are put on table at once. It is only due to the correctly designed site
navigation that the logic of a traditional media campaign of lobbying can be
restored. The site visitors are led from the sections which give most general
information about the organization, its members and supporters to the ones
presenting detailed information on particular social problems and campaigns
which promote their solutions. Such logic is also maintained through
hyperlinks on each page of the site. In Campaign 4, which is started as a long
read on the blog of “We Are Social” agency, the same effect is achieved with
the help of hyperlinks within the very text. The links direct readers to other
sites (blogs, other organizations’ sites, newspapers, etc.) which, in their turn,
are authored by other pressure groups opposing the Digital Economy Act.
So, the order of perception of is created by the logic of Internet text scrolling
(from top to bottom) and clicking (“in-depth” the initial text).

With such an implied order of online lobbying campaigns perception the
same dynamics of discourse addressation is identified in both the online
campaigns. The dynamics of addressation on the referential level here goes
from representing individuals (e.g. in Campaign 4: “I believe the #DEBill
example is ground-breaking for two reasons”, “Two weeks ago I joined about
200 people standing outside Parliament demanding that…”) through the
depiction of a social group members (“In fact, if you get the chance, spend time
at questioncopyright.org; there’s some very useful material 247 there, including
this video… .”, “People involved in the distribution of published material have
tried their best to call such actions ‘stealing’ since the beginnings of copyright”)
to revealing cooperation between a pressure group and government (“We’ve
teamed up with Open Rights Group to make it easy for you to write to your MP
urging them to stop the Government rushing the bill through.”). The addressation
on the functional level also transforms from interpersonal interaction of
friends (e.g. in Campaign 4: “I believe the #DEBill example is ground-breaking
for two reasons.” (informing), “… if you can identify others on the CC list, please
post to the comments” (imperative), “Our Success Depends on You.” (etiquette
speech formula)) into the collegiate discourse of peers (“Lilian Edwards,
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professor of internet law at Sheffield University, told ZDNet UK on Thursday
that…”) and to the political discourse (“20,684 of us demand a proper debate on

the Digital Economy Bill”).

Conclusions
Summarising the discussion about the influence of traditional and online
media chosen as channels to transmit media campaigns of lobbying, on the
organization of the discourse itself, I should note that no critical impact

is noticed. The discourse is anyway generated according to the rules of
addressation transformation. However, the practitioners responsible for the
creation of the macrotext of campains should carefully design the line of

discourse (the line of changes in discourse subjects’ roles), which is particularly
important for online campaigns of lobbying where the chronological order
of consumption by readers/viewers is “loose”. As for the effect of online
channel on the lobbying as a socio-political practice, it has a potential to

facilitate mobilisation of individuals and uniting them into pressure groups.

And although public discussion is easier organised online, it should be

always remembered that online campaigns get more resonance and split into

unpredictable communicative flows that are hard to control. This puts special
responsibility on the ones who start online campaigns of lobbying.
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L i ou dmila Kour c hak

Online Employment Discourse as a Research Object
Increase of business communication effectiveness in the context of
the interaction of individual real and virtual actors with professional
communities of different linguistic and social cultures, and hence their special
worlds, necessitates the study of the open discourse space. The attention of
the linguistic scientific community is actively attracted to the study of how
meanings are generated in polylogical professionally closed discourses in
which different types of communicants interact. We consider the request of
the employer, the response of the applicant in the form of a resume or portfolio
and the letters-notification of the employment site company accompanying
these processes as parts of one polylogical discourse. The abovementioned
online texts of various genre are subordinated to one goal, i.e. to find
an employee and a job accordingly.

At the same time, taking into account the actualisation of all these research
paradigms, the question is how to use the linguistic apparatus of micro
and macro levels efficiently in order to study the generation of meanings in
polylogical discursive practices which are born in the Internet environment
and are subject to constant changes due to their nature. On the Net any
discourse does not have clearly defined typical characteristics, but changes
(hybridises) with each new practice of discourse usage. Taking functioning of
the language as its object of study, linguistic science pays close attention not
only to the generation of meanings at the micro level, i.e. the level of lexical
units (in a sentence/statement) and super-phrasal units (in a paragraph,
group of paragraphs, the text itself in its wholeness and closeness), but also
at the macro level, the level of open text space, i.e. in the discourse with due
regard for such a characteristic feature of it as intertextuality (Krauz, 2009).
Given the prevalence and increasing importance of Internet discourse in
connection with the general social processes, namely computerization, the
emergence of a global communication space, a change in the quality and role
of the subject of modern culture, a change in the nature of communication
processes towards openness and polylogy, which are increasingly mediated
by the latest information technologies (Усачева, 2013), the approach to the
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study of Internet communication as a polylogical discourse is seen to be of
particular relevance.

The focus of this study is on the analysis of the content of the discursive
practices, presented in the form of Internet materials, which we were kindly
provided with by the Belarusian production and trading company 28 . These
materials consist of requests of vacancies of the abovementioned employer
on specialized websites of the employment company, relevant resumes and
portfolios sent by applicants (answers) and letters of notification of the
employment site company 29. Being a universally spread type of business
discourse, discourse of employment is a relatively unexplored topic in
linguistics and other social sciences. O.A. Stebletsova defines it as “a process of
purposeful communicative interaction of labor market participants in finding
a job or an employee in which the use of language is crucial to achieve the
desired result” (Стеблецова, 2011). The aforementioned scholar substantiated
the concept of business discourse as a meta-professional institutional
discourse, identified the employment discourse based on English and Russian
texts related to personnel, employment issues and operational interaction at
work (in the academic environment), which were collected during the period
of 2004–2014. In her doctoral work she was guided by the semantic, semiotic,
linguo-pragmatic, and linguo-stylistic directions of the linguistic science
(Стеблецова, 2015).

We proceeded from the fact that the employment discourse is implemented
within the framework of individual discursive practices in the form of
a specific set and sequence of discursive practices, therefore, a case study
method is chosen to analyze the collected material as individual real cases.
All the studied discursive practices are Internet texts of one and the same
company, but of different representatives (human resources managers)
and Internet texts of individual job seekers. In this work, we have a twofold
goal: firstly, we want to show the potential of the developed methodological
apparatus (Курчак, 2012) for analyzing the discourse of employment and,
secondly, to determine the categories of content, both general and peculiar,
specific to this type of discourse. The proposed research techniques

28
29

http://www.malvina-group.com/
www.praca.by
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were developed on the basis of the causal genetic theory of content
(Ухванова, 2014). In particular, we used thematic and communicative-role
analyses.
Special attention was paid to the collection of the corpus. It is the first and
most important stage of the research procedure, on which the correctness
(objectivity) of the whole analysis and its conclusions depend. Because of the
qualitative nature of the chosen study, the collection represents a relatively
small sample (corpus of texts) and is studied through mutually verifiable
analytical practices. In our case, the latter are the technique of thematic
content reconstruction 30 and the technique of the communicative role content
reconstruction 31. The proposed set of the analytical techniques is based on
four types of content (of communication) organization: structural (meaninggenerating), systemic (giving the basis for verbalisation of meanings), linear
(embodying the verbal representation of meanings in the syntagmatic
space) and hierarchical (bringing together the semantic and linguistic plans
of content, matching the content communication to communicative goals,
objectives and conditions). The following analytical techniques served as the
tools to collect a database for further reconstruction of the thematic content of
the employment discourse: reconstruction of operational categories of thematic
content, and selection of themes via the verbal code (semiotic sequence). The
analytical technique, with the help of which the communicative-role content
of the discourse was reconstructed, was reconstruction of the discourse
cortege content.

For us theme is a structural, systemic, linear and hierarchical information coded
by the addresser to be decoded by the recipient. In our case, a recipient is a researcher
and, hence, thematic information includes estimation and interpretation, just
as correlation with a variety of codes (language, speech behavior, activity, etc.)
which are integrated into discourse practices. The researcher is to accept, most
importantly, that this information is opened for interpretation to the participants of
the communicative situation.
31 Communicative role content (cortege) is treated as the speech behavior of
communication participants involved in a speech act in their interaction; this is the
speech behavior of communicants, defined by the characteristics of their social,
individual characteristics, status, professional, gender, age, etc., features of formats
and genres.
30
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Reconstruction of discourse categories THEME and ROLE of
employment discourse: analytical practices
Reconstruction of operational categories of thematic content. This
technique is designed to determine the categorical content of the discursive
practices by identifying its matrix organization (the structural aspect

of content). Categories of the thematic network are defined on the basis
of extraction and analysis of the semantic interconnections of the text.

Syntactic, morphological, logical and pragmatic interconnections serve for
semantic and formal connections of sentences in speech. Because of the
principle of relationship of the bound items to the reflection of their extralinguistic object or referent, different types of semantic relations occur. On
their basis the researcher identifies implicit topics in addition to explicit

ones and, comprehending their rheumatic development at different levels

of abstraction, names them and categorizes them within the framework of
a single semantic hyponymic-hyperonymic structure.

The step-by-step work with the material of this study began with an analysis

of the request for vacancies of the employer-company and made it possible
to identify 10 thematic categories in the online employment discourses (see
table 1).

Table 1. Thematic development of the company vacancy announcements (linear,
structural, system content parameters)
Themes:
1

Examples from texts (originally in Russian)
2

1) Position-vacancy (offer of
the employer)

Driver with a personal truck; Picker of
goods; Logistics Specialist; Artist-designer of
children’s toys

3) Education (requirements for
applicants)

– Secondary vocational education
– Art education (preferably design, modelling
and construction of costumes)

2) Salary (offer of
the employer)

4) Experience (requirements
for applicants)

from 1500 to 1600 bel. rub. (take-home salary);
550 rub.; 1000–1200 rub.
Stable salary

from 1 year
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1

5) Skills (requirements for
applicants)

6) Job responsibilities
(requirements for applicants):
(requirement of the employer +
opportunities for the applicant)

2

knowledge of the methods of artistic design
and construction of volumetric design objects;
ability to draw by hand;
the ability to work with textiles, the
experience of cutting and sewing is welcome;
graphic software skills:
Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Corel
Draw, ability to work in a team, positive
attitude to life and work
work experience with invoices and waybills,
readiness for travelling

Acceptance of goods
Acquisition of goods at the request of
customers
One-time instructions for sending goods
without business trips
Receipt of material assets (every 3 monthsinvoice forms)

7) The company offers: (offer of Friendly team
the employer)
Loyal leadership
Registration in accordance with the legislation
of the Republic of Belarus and all social
guarantees
8) Place of work (offer of
the employer)

On the territory of the employer
Comfortable working conditions in a modern
office

10) Self-presentation of
the employer (offer of
the employer)

Employer
ЗАО “Фирма Мальвина” (site of the company)
Contact person Alla
Telefon +375 (29) 6794073
E-mail

9) Schedule (offer of
the employer)

Full-time, part-time
Schedule 5/2, 9:00-17:45, Sat., Sun. days off

We noticed that all themes can be divided into two groups: (1) the offer
of the employer (position-vacancy, salary, offer of the company, place of
work, schedule of work and self-presentation of the company-employer;
(2) requirements to the applicants (education, experience of work, abilities,
skills and job responsibilities). Thus, we come to singling out two meta-
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thematic categories 32: selfpresentation-selfidentification (in this case,
employer as an institutional virtual subject identifies and presents itself)
and presentation-construction (in this case, vacancy as a virtual subject is
constructed and presented).
Our next step is thematic content reconstruction of the resume, portfolio and
cover letter of the applicants which were sent in response to the announcement
of the vacancy.

We noticed that all themes of the texts-responses for requests may be divided
into two groups: (1) self-presentation–self-identification (position-vacancy,
education, experience, abilities and skills, place of living and self-presentation
of an applicant: pictures and portfolio of the previous works); (2) construction
of the subject-representative of the company-employer (position, request for
review and willingness to accept an invitation to an interview). In the sample
text below the text units proving it are underlined:
Уважаемый сотрудник отдела
персонала фабрики «Мalvina»,
Прошу Вас рассмотреть
мое резюме на вакансию
«Дизайнера мягкой игрушки».
Опыт моделирования
и конструирования позволяет
мне надеяться, что я смогу
справиться с должностью,
которую вы предлагаете
в качестве вакансии.
Буду рада получить приглашение
на собеседование.
С уважением,
Иванова Лариса
Телефон+37529000000
E-mail ivanoval@gmail.com

Dear representative of the Human
Resourse department of «Мalvina»
factory,
I would kindly ask you to consider
my resume for the vacancy
of designer of soft toys. The
experience of modelling and
design allows me to hope that
I can cope with the position that
you offer as a vacancy.
I will be glad to receive
an invitation to an interview.
Respectfully,
Ivanova Larisa
Phone + 37529000000
E-mail ivanoval@gmail.com

These meta-thematic categories can be further defined as communicative
strategies of the online employment discourse organization, because the constituent
themes of these categories include universal linear and hierarchical models.
32
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It is obvious that the themes of the vacancy announcement overlap with the
themes of one of the answers to this announcement in the form of a cover
letter, resume and portfolio. The topics are a mirror image of each other which
indicates the high chances of effective communication in reality (an invitation
to an interview was offered). The author’s entry into “the reader’s world”
makes him/her a full member of this world. In this case, the principle of “echo”
is used, that is focusing on the topics of the partner and minimal introduction
of new information into them (Третьякова, 1998).

On the sample of one polylogic discursive practice we have demonstrated what
information may be received owing to analytical technique “reconstruction
of operational categories of thematic content”. However, the possibilities here
are much wider. It all depends on the research task. We coped with our tasks
and while testing the technique as a part of the analysis under a new type of
discourse, we have revealed key thematic categories of different levels and
their correlation at the meta level in the corresponding discursive practices.
Further, we show what contribution to the database the implementation of the
technique called “selection of themes via the verbal code (semiotic sequence)”
can make.

Selection of themes via the verbal code. This technique helps us to see
another analysis logic. If the first technique directs the researcher’s attention
from the meaning to the name of the theme, the second technique presupposes
that the themes naming is being made in the process of a careful study of the
verbal sequence, so, the researcher proceeds from words to the titles of themes.
Thus, we check the data obtained earlier and refine, complement and extend
the analyzed thematic space. So, we fill in Table 2 (I bring it in a truncated
form), highlighting the lexical-semantic fields which carry meaning, giving
them generalising names, which help us to see and to name additional topics.
Table 2. Themes defined through the verbal code (semiotic sequence)
Samples
1

1. Driver with a personal
truck; Picker of goods;
Logistics Specialist;
Artist-designer of
children’s toys
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Thematic fields
2

1. The field of professional
vocabulary actualising the social
roles of subjects, activity and
objects of activity

Focus of attention
2

subjects of
professional
activity
facts

1

2

2

2.1. From 1500 to 1600
bel. rub netto; 550 rub.;
1000–1200 rub

2.1. The field of figures which
shows the quantity of salary
of the subjects of professional
activity

professional
activity
facts

3.1. Secondary
vocational
Art education

3.1. The field of professional
vocabulary actualising the social
status of subjects of activity, kind
of activity

professional
activity
facts

4. The field of figures which
actualises time parameter of
experience of the subjects of
professional activity

professional
activity; facts

2.2. stable salary

3.2. (preferably
design, modelling
and construction of
costumes)
4. From 1 year

2.2. The field of evaluation
vocabulary which updates
assessment of the salary of the
subjects of professional activity

assessment

assessment
3.2. modality of statement
actualises blurred request.
The field of evaluation vocabulary
which updates assessment of the
subjects of professional activity of
subjects

As seen from the table above, themes based on verbal codes may be presented
by thematic fields, which can be divided into two main groups: (1) updating
the professional activity as a fact and its evaluation, (2) updating the
subjects (persons) of these activities, their professional, social roles and
their evaluation.

Further, we can see which topics in the discursive practice of the request
(employer) and in the discursive practice of the answer (applicant) are
presented by facts and which ones by evaluation. This information allows
us to conclude that the “common interests” and “conflicting needs” of the
communicants are significant thematic categories of employment discourse.
If we compare the verbal expression of the vacancy announcement and the
response of one of the applicants, we will see an absolute coincidence of the
lexical component (the principle of “echo” not only on the thematic, but also
on the systemic level). For example: employer (modelling and construction of
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soft toys; artist-designer, ability to draw by hand) – applicant (the experience
of modelling and construction, the chief artist, drawing by hand рисую).
Moreover, it is evident that the roles of subjects (communicants) ‘work’ in
these discursive practices as the elements of thematic content which poses
the question if they become an element of cortege content? Therefore, further
we change the focus of attention from thematic content to socio-role-based
one, i.e. we shift to identifying the roles of the discourse subjects that are
actualised and the additional information it brings.
Reconstruction of cortege content. Just like in any type of business discourse,
in the employment discourse the combination of two mandatory components
of cortege interaction process is significant: (1) the personal interests of each
of the communicants (the employer, the applicant, the representative of the
employment company, in our case, the job search service site) and (2) their
dependence on each other. Using this technique, we will reconstruct the
cortege content of the studied discourse.

In order to reconstruct the subjects of communication in their interaction, we
rely on operational discourse categories which were defined in the framework
of causal-genetic theory to describe discourse portraits of political leaders
(Ухванова, 2002). Four groups of discourse categories fall into the focus of
our attention (depending on the task of the researcher):
◎
◎
◎

◎

addressee-identifying categories: self-identification, time, space, mission,
attribution, activity, role.
audience-identifying categories: audience, target audience, relational
categories.
cortege-identifying categories: communicative, subject-oriented and
cortege categories, contact with the audience, intertextuality,
interdiscursivity, intersubjectivity.
code-identifying categories: myth-reality correlation, rhetorical
practice, discourse practice, linguistic status, encyclopedic knowledge,
correctness of the speech, language variant, special terminology,
stylistic range, interactivity, genre openness/closeness, degree of
addressee activity in communication (Ухванова, 2002).

Based on the examples of the response given by one of the applicants (part of
the examples can be seen above), we reconstruct the communication process
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and the roles of the employer and the applicant actualized in the applicant’s
discourse. We see that the applicant presents himself as an active polite
participant of communication and a professional, we learn what his previous
job positions were and that his work was appreciated by the press. By being
so specific, the applicant provokes a decision-maker to respond. What is
more, he sees the employer as an individual and collective institutional
entity (Вы, вы). Here, communicative (contact establishment) and subjectoriented (employment for a specific position with employer-specific abilities
and skills) communicative strategies are implemented. The intertextuality of
the discourse is represented by a set of texts of different formats and genres,
such as a cover letter, a resume, and a portfolio (self-representing the author’s
works and abstracts from the articles that mentioned the applicant’s works),
which contributes to the depth and breadth of the applicant’s factual selfpresentation. His type of communication can be called closed. It is opened
only to the target audience, i.e. direct participants in the communication
and potential interested parties (employer, applicant, representative of the
employment site company). Communication is democratic (on equal terms)
and professional (expectation of knowledge of the subject of communication,
possession of a special narrowly targeted vocabulary: names of subjects,
objects and processes). This type of communication is characterized by a high
degree of personal involvement and interest of subjects.

All the above information serves as a material for answering the question
if the roles, genres, and formats chosen by the communicants contribute or
interfere with the achievement of the goal of communication. Based on the
examples of the employer’s request in which the communication process
is updated, the roles of the employer and the applicant are derived. We see
that the employer presents himself as an active polite positive participant in
communication, a professional. The intertextuality of this part of the discursive
practice is represented by a set of various formats and genres, such as the
company’s website (which consists of four sections: news, about the company,
corporate clients, contacts), vacancy announcements, which contributes to
the depth and breadth of the applicant’s factual self-presentation. This type of
communication can be called closed. It is opened only to the target audience
– direct participants of the communication and potential interested parties
(partners, competitors, applicants). Communication is democratic (on equal
terms) and professional and is characterised by a high degree of personal
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involvement and interest of subjects. This can be seen from the vocabulary
expressing a certain opinion, attitude, assessment in connection with the
described events:
1. Компания «Мальвина» – ведущий
белорусский производитель мягкой
игрушки приветствует Вас на
страницах своего официального
сайта! с 1991 года наша компания
старается посредством своей
продукции приносить счастье
и радость в каждый дом. Компания
«Мальвина» специализируется на
производстве и оптовой продаже
мягкой игрушки, а также на
изготовлении игрушек, сувениров,
мягкой подарочной упаковки
и других корпоративных сувениров
по индивидуальному заказу),
его работа оценена социумом
(Мы рады сообщить Вам, что
«Фирма Мальвина» – официальный
поставщик продукции ко
II Европейским играм 2019 года
в Минске.

1. Malvina Company, the leading
Belarusian manufacturer of soft toys,
welcomes you on its official website!
Since 1991, our company has been
trying to bring happiness and joy to
every home through its products.
Malvina s in the manufacture and
wholesale of soft toys as well as on
the manufacturing of other types
of toys souvenirs, soft gift wrapping
and other corporate souvenirs on
request), its work was evaluated by
society (We are pleased to inform you
that Malvina is an official product
supplier for the II European Games
2019 in Minsk.

2. Яркие цвета, качественные
материалы, неповторимый
дизайн и индивидуальный подход
к каждой игрушке – залог успеха
компании «Мальвина». Ваши дети
– наши главные «управляющие»,
потому что именно для них и ради
них мы с каждым днем стараемся
сделать мягкую игрушку
еще лучше, привлекательнее
и доступнее.

2. Bright colors, high-quality
materials, a unique design and
an individual approach to each toy
are the key to success of Malvina.
Your children are our main
“managers”, because for them and
for their sake we try to make a soft
toy even better, more attractive and
affordable every day.
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Based on the above mentioned examples, we can say that the roles of the
employer-applicant are paired, they represent each other’s cortege. They are
both elements of thematic content and cortege content.

A very interesting topic in the context of the employment discourse is the

standardised format of the employer’s announcement and the format of the

applicant’s resume that has to be filled out on the website. Together with the

standardised letters of notification they represent the discursive practices of

the company-employment site that make employment discourse polylogical.
Being a vast topic and complex research object by itself, company-employment

site discursive practices were mentioned but not directly analysed in this
paper. However, their indirect influence on the discursive behavior of
employers and potential employees could not be completely overlooked in

this paper as they were (and always are) inscribed into the texts of company’s
representatives and applicants. So, considering the aim of this article to have
been achieved, we leave the topic of company-employment site discursive
practices for further research.

Conclusions
As a result of the study, we can say that the online employment discourse
is: (1) a set of discursive practices in which business partners (real and virtual, active and potential) participate; they use their native and/or foreign
languages to achieve their objective (to get something) and communicative
goal (to establish certain relationships with a partner); at the same time, such

realisation of this discourse typifies it as informational, argumentative, social-ritual and expressive-evaluative discourse; (2) a set of discourse-forming
categories (theme, role, genre, format) and codes in their functional reality;

(3) the implementation of the interaction of employment discourse which en-

sures the exchange of thematic and interactive information, and both types
of information are subject to a specific pragmatic goal (to find an employee,

work, establish certain relationships). Its object-oriented and subject-orient-

ed contents are based on the following discourse categories: “theme”, “role”,
“assessment”, “self-identification”, “self-presentation”, “interests”, “mission”,
“cooperation”, and “goal”.
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As a result of the study and subsequent reflection, we can argue that the
proposed research procedure is significant not only for constructing content

models, but also for the analysis, evaluation and improvement of real

communication. We see that analytical practices can help the researcher
to find the intersection points of the “worlds” of communicants, open up

communication prospects, correct errors, optimize the search for a set of
topics discussed, their structure, linear development, ranking and their “fit”

into the appropriate formats and genres, situations and discourse types, as
well as into the types of communicants’ interaction.
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Mi c ha ł Ro bak

Discourse of Mediators of a Vegan E-community
(a Polish Case Study)
1. Introduction
The given research is carried out in a joint field of Discourse Linguistics and
Discourse Studies and deals with reconstructing representations of various
realities reflected in and constructed by different types of discourses. It
studies the way discourse is organised and function in which society is
producing the contents of different kinds of bias: social and individual, real
and virtual (verbal-bias) produced by discourses (discourse practices) as
social, individual, and verbal actions.

The research is based on Habermas‘s meaningful model of communication or
Theory of Communicative Action (TCA) (Habermas, 1984), frame theory, or
Goffman’s Frame Analysis (1986), and Causal-genetic approach to discourse
modeling (CGA) (Oukhvanova, 2017).
The object of the research is the discourse of mediators in a particular
Polish online discourse community, while its subject-matter is themes and
communicative corteges actualised, developed and verbalised together with
specifications for this type of discourse categories that define the frame
structure of the moderators’ discourse.
Its research design is a case study, which involves the method of reconstruction
of the content of the mediators to form an understanding of the specific role of
mediators in this type of discourse in a particular (Polish) language culture.
The tasks that the research is planned to solve are:

1. to reconstruct, organise and present the thematic matrix of the
discourses of two mediators in tables by coding the themes and
commenting on their development in the frame of social and verbal
action representations;
2. to present the profile of the mediators within their thematic matrix
comparison with an aim to see both common and specific in their
discourse representations;
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3. to present and analyse examples of mediators’ discourses taken from
the material they posted for the members of their online group of
vegans by coding the content and thus collecting most informative
discourse categories which help to interpret their sense (meanings and
meaningfulness, which they produce);
4. to reconstruct the structure of the moderators’ discourses via
discourse frames and together with this to describe their category-bias
representations.
5. to conclude on the data collected, defined, and analysed, just as on the
methods applied, commenting on their role in collecting and analysing
the database.

The material for my case study is taken from Facebook (WarzywkoWegetarianie Polska, accessed 7-21.01.2019) and presents the discourse of two
mediators randomly chosen from many Polish vegan communities during two
weeks from the 7th to the 21st of January 2019 33 .

It should be mentioned that vegan online discourse communities are closed
groups, and its contents cannot be seen to non-members of the community.

Each specific case does not represent the whole vegan online community.
Therefore, my analysis objectively has a somewhat reduced capacity of
describing the specifics of the moderators’ discourse, yet gives the vision that
it is the moderators who provide the most significant number of posts every
day directing the discussion in accord with their vision and will. The group
can be characterised in some cases as self-moderating. There are always some
members who, keeping an eye on the discussion, erase the content or ban
communicants who are rude or inadequate to the group agenda. My research
sample contains two male mediators who are active (throughout the whole twoweek period mentioned above) in communication with the group members.

2. Methodological assumptions
The first approach that I see as actual in my research is framing theory and,
thus, frame analysis. Every communicative act in a closed online discourse
community is enclosed in a specific thematic and verbal forms just as in
a particular context (frame). Within this frame, communicants adapt their
33
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www.facebook.com/groups/1398294547099019/?ref=group_browse

behavior and language. We cannot understand one’s discourse without

having a closer look at the frame of communication (the purpose of writing,
its connotations, etc.). Bateson, as quoted by Tannen (1993: 3), states that

no communicative move, verbal or nonverbal, could be understood without
reference to a metacommunicative message, or metamessage, about what is
going on… what frame of interpretation applies to the move.

Otherwise, regardless of the form of communication and type of discourse

there is always an innate context, in which we state our thoughts, form our
beliefs and share our representations of an individual reality with others. In
this connection we should refer to the ideas of Goffman who was one of the first

to develop the concepts of socially defined frames and context hidden in the

actions of individuals (Goffman, 1981, 1986). His analysis of footings, later on,
was successively applied in everyday conversation analysis by Tannenn (1993).
The categories of footings and framing allow us to see the way frames (or cues)
form discourse linkages, creating the holistic structures of discourses. Goffman

also suggested tracing event reference-bias content by actualising the category

“scheme” and the necessity to refer to it as primary in content interpretations.

People’s activities have defined the boundaries or premises that limit the
organizational way of perception which Goffman indicated as a frame of activity.

In case a contextualised frame fails to represent the situation adequately, one is

doomed to misinterpret the addresser opening the doors to misunderstanding.
The theory of Goffman brought the attention of Polish researchers Czyżewski

(2010), Michalczyk (2015), Wasilewski (2018) who applied it in their research
developing Goffman’s ideas. Czyżewski focused on frame double meaning,

e.g. on its cognitive and action-bias nature that limits communication to

a particular communicative situation and social context, suggesting the
existence of specific framing mechanisms shared by social groups (Czyżewski,
2010). In his turn, Michalczyk focused on the idea of ‘borrowing behavioral

reality from the social environment, the feature which would lead to one’s
exclusion from the community (Michalczyk, 2015).

The second approach that I take as essential for my research is introduced

by Habermas. In his theory of communicative action (1999), he actualizes the
idea of frames’ plurality by involving pragmatic, identity and moral-universal

structures. Another beneficial idea introduced is the plurality of worlds
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produced by discourse practices, which are objective, social, and subjective
(Habermas, 1984, 1987):
◎

◎
◎

the actual world, e.g., factual reality, problems and events happening
together with defining the events as true or false, trying to change
them, confronting with social norms that might cause exclusion from
the community;
the social world, e.g., social rules and norms’ reality, though it occurs at
the level of the individual who follows or violates them;
the subjective world (or rather a reality), e.g., the involvement of
a specific personal attitude to the world.

The approaches presented above are actual for Discourse Studies, while
the third approach, which I consider necessary to take into account while
discussing my theoretical and methodological assumptions, comes from
Discourse Linguistics and it is CGA or Causal-Genetic Approach to discourse
modeling (Oukhvanova, 2017). The approach deals with discourse as a holistic
macro unit of communication that faces such worlds as phenomenological
(fact-bias), ideational (idea-bias), and functional (activity-bias). Each world
has its social and individual representations; each one exists via information
development (themes and their representations); each world exists via
interaction development (corteges and their representations).

3. Case study
The online corpus for the case study includes 53 posts of two mediators,
26 out of which are promoted by Mediator 1 (M1) and 22 – by Mediator 2 (M2).

Mediators are an integrative part of various on-line discourse communities.
We study a Polish online discourse community of vegans. This community
started its functioning on the 16th of February 2014. For this period, its
membership has changed just as its mediators.

3.1. Reconstruction of the mediators’ themes actualised in implicit corteges

The results of the thematic analysis of 53 posts are presented in Tables 1 and 2
below. The comments of both analytical and synthetic nature are attached to
both tables with further comparison.
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Table 1. Themes developed in the post of Mediator 1 (M1)
No

Themes and
quantity

1

Routine issues
of everyday life
(24 posts out
of 26, which is
92%)

2

Ecology factbiased concern
(1 post out of
26, which is
3%)

3

The issue of
giving one’s
organs to those
in need instead
of wasting
(1 post out
of 26, which
is 3%)

Theme development
and specification as
social action (factual
or ideational)

daily chores, views;
plans for a day,
a recommendation
of webpages,
stereotypical reality
viewed by the
mediator, questions
about behavior in
a particular situation,
specifying the action
of the mediator in
a problematic case,
sharing content
about other vegan
communities

killing chickens
and the attitude to
reincarnation; opinion
of the group on this
action

questioning the
audience about their
choice in organ
donation;
interacting with
the group, showing
a slightly biased and
humorous reality

Theme
representations and
specification as verbal
action (syntax and
genre structures)

Picturecentered
posts

inquiring others using
direct questions to
all; actualising the
others by friendly and
intimate addressing
to them;
speech behavior
builds certain
communicative
corteges, friendly and
casual conversations,
funny interaction
– using jokes,
stereotypes, and
funny memes

16

image as
a representation of
the discussed issue;
open question as
a cortege building tool

1

sharing the view in
neutral statements
and narrative forms;
open questions

0

The aim of the thematic analysis conducted was to find out which themes and
in what verbal forms were raised and developed by each of the mediators.
Together with this, we were searching for the specifics of social and verbal
actions they performed.
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Table 2. Themes raised and developed by Mediator 2 (M2)
No

Themes and
quantity

1

2

1

Routine issues
of everyday life
(15 posts out
of 22, which is
68%)

2

Special events
(4 posts out
of 22, which is
18%)
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Theme development
and specification as
social action verbally
or with pictures
3

plans for the day,
stating his opinion
about tap water,
direct questions
about audience day,
stereotypical reality
of mothers from
pathological families,
purposely engaging
the vegan group
into discussion by
adding inappropriate
comment about
killing chickens and
keeping the dog on
the chain, adding
funny pictures, street
rules presented in
a humorous way,
TV series to watch,
church given as
an authority

buying a dog, political
subjects – the
assassination of the
president of Gdańsk,
protests for animal
rights, reference
to the past event of
compulsory killing of
farm animals;
conditions of social
actions, political
events

Theme development
as a verbal action
4

Posts
with
a picture
5

the same as
M-1, except for
purposefully using
statements and
open questions to
provoke an aggressive
response towards
opposing ideology.

2

describing in
a narrative and
statements; no
opinion expressed

4

1

2

3

Ecology
concern as
an idea (1
post out of 22,
which is 4,5%)

4

Ecology
concern as
an activity
(2 posts out
of 22, which is
9%)

3

the compulsory
killing of boars
for preventing
the damage;
the government
as an actor of
implementation of
the mandatory on
the execution of wild
animals

restoring the natural
number of boars
and the action of
the compulsory
butchering of these
animals; actualizing
the events

4

statements and
intense action
verbs (to kill, I must
restore), expressing
his disregard
verbally and via
picture on injustice
of government
regulations

verbally engaging
in the activity,
statements of how
the mediator will
participate in the
process of killing.

5

3

1

The data collected gives the following characteristics of the mediators’
discourses:
1) M-1 posted 26 messages, while M-2 posted 22 (41% vs. 49%);
2) M-1 is more focused on presenting visual material than M-2 (17 posts vs.
10, which is 65,3% vs. 45,4%);
3) Both actualise their routine events and activities equally (24 posts
vs. 22, which is 41% vs. 49%) with the only difference: M-1’s posts are
mostly picture-centered (16 posts out of 26), while M-2 has only 2 such
posts out of his 22 ones);
4) the other theme repeated in both discourses is ecology concern. At the
same time, the theme’s evaluation and development are different. It is
just one post devoted to this theme that belongs to M-1, and it is factbias, while M-2 raises his concern of ecology by representing it via ideas
(3 posts) and activities (1);
5) the non-repeated themes are adding information on the mediators’
difference. M-1 is restricting himself by only one such theme, which
is, though, the picture-centered primary concern on people’s organ
donation. The picture is theme focused though to imply a humorous
approach to this serious problem representation;
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6) M-2 exclusive theme is special events, and all of them picture-centered.
Under this theme, there are as if 4 different ones: a self-representative,
political aspect of the society-focused and two more referred to animals.
These latest themes are as if balancing the discourse of the mediators
as one of them faces animal rights problem, while the other faces the
necessity to kill animals because of social concern to the damage they
cause;
7) the focus on the textuality and language representation, while
comparing the moderators’ discourses, brings with itself common
categories.
The specifics and characteristic features of the mediators are also seen if
we compare them:
◎

◎

◎

M-1 is more self-biased, while M-2 is society-biased, and so they
construct as if different realities if they are viewed as separate actors
of the community under research. But keeping in mind the fact that
they post in a particular sequence every day, the conclusion can be
made that they implement a precise balance between the individual
and the social by acting for the group and with the group.
Within it, M-1, extends to ethical issues, while dealing with the
private aspects of life, but since it was only in the post, we cannot
regard it as topical in his discourse behavior. M-2 turns to be in the
current reality of socio-political nature.
But realising themselves together and in the same role, they seem
to shift the reader participants from individual/ private reality to
the socially oriented environment where one needs to state his/her
opinion rather skillfully.

3.2. Discourse categories actualized in the discourse of Mediator 1

The step which follows the analytical one is synthesis of major discourse
categories (thematic and interactive at the same time), prevailing prevail in
the discourses of each mediator.
Further, I enumerate the reconstructed categories and give some examples to
illustrate them. The translation of posts chosen as examples from Polish into
English is presented to actualise the meaning of Polish colloquial language.
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Mediators use the language intentionally full of abbreviations and many
grammar mistakes to soften the language and add a hint of comedic aspect
(to make fun of oneself and the others, to demonstrate a playful character)
to it. Besides being made purposefully, mistakes may also be a result of fast
writing. To preserve the meaning and overall level of messages I have chosen
to translate it accordingly.

3.2.1. Category “involvement”
The intention of M1 is group involvement, which is marked by the use of
question form (syntax actualization). The examples given in table 3 are
direct questions to the members of the on-line community aimed at involving
the others in sharing their attitudes, acting, specifying some particular
information. These questions are accompanied with the picture of a mother
considering vaccination procedures for her daughter.
Table 3. Question-formed messages: cortege building technique
No.

Date

Original (Polish)

English

1

08.01.

kochani co
myślicie??

what do you
think, dears??

2

20.01.

kobitki
i panowie, co
robicie?

ladies and gents,
what are you
doing?

3

17.01.

czy leci z nami
pilot?

‘is pilot coming
with us?

The frame (context)

a mother considering
vaccination procedures for
her daughter

Casual question to engage in
the conversation

Question about moderator
keeping an eye on the
conversation

Both communicative and social aspects of discourse are here as well as
the aspect of the activity. Social, objective and subjective aspects can be
reconstructed out of interconnection of the picture and its captions (in
accordance with Habermas’s model of communicative action). We can see
social and objective in the picture and subjective – in the caption. If we
have a look at it from the point of CGA, we view other functional aspects,
specifically phenomenological which are practical activity, communicative
activity, experience gather activity and cortege forming activity. Our vision is
that cortege forming activity is the leading one in the discourse of M1. Because
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of this we can reconstruct the intention of the mediator which is to organize
the group to make it holistic, responsible and eager to participate.

Posting inside the discourse community is a form of self-representation since
mediators talk mostly about their life and reflections. At the framing process
of the mediator, which is outside the message but still present in an abstract
way, we learn that the only case of identifying the community as a group is in
the category of questions.

As we can see from the examples in Table 3, the mediator’s language suggests
that he wants the relationship with the group to be close, even intimate. The
relation is highlighted by the text marker (kochani), which we only use in
specific very intimate relationships.
The second instance specifies the target audience as ladies and gentlemen
which is an indicator of gender equality and not excluding anybody from the
possibility to answer. The form of ladies’ word in Polish is softened to reduce
the formal tone of the question. Another marker of the cortege relation inside
these questions is the marker ‘us,’ which shows the mediator as an integral
part of the community. Such a marker can be the case of the dramatical model
of action since the mediator identifies himself, or rather want to be seen
as part of the community in question. The mediator uses present tense to
represent his thoughts to his discourse community.

3.2.2. Category “duality” (conditions and activity)
Supplementing posts meaning with different conditions allows the mediator
to be direct in his thoughts, yet most sub-categories have dual-fold sense.

The first instance of the dual-fold understanding is to describe the conditions
in which mediator is before joining the discussion. The description may
be a complex set of features as to why the mediator writes in the first place,
what are his aims, what is the context behind the statements and/or questions.
Sometimes the mediator portrays himself as trivial and funny, which proves
the use of a dramatical model of action to integrate with the group and the
negative tension release, which may be the reason for future disputes.
In Picture 2 we can see the connection of conditioning with activity (that is driving), location (represented by a specific city in Poland), manner (conditioning
the action as an immediate), activity 1 (local people greeting), activity 2 (local
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people asking), condition (having spare items), purpose (food
and medication). Immediately
we can see that there are two
types of activities, on the one
hand, framing the mediator in
the stereotypical view of the
city and its residents and describing the activity of locals
on the other hand. The reason
behind posting such content
is quite clear to readers who
know the stereotypical reality, represented subjectively in
this post. Otherwise, we can
take it seriously and believe
the reality as it is framed here.

We can also see the conditioning by studying the very picPic. 1. Category ‘duality’. Picture caption in its
ture. It depicts a stereotypical
English translation: When you enter the city
of Łódź, locals greet you immediately asking
representation of poverty and
for something to eat and some medication…
mysterious figures, possibly
interrupting tourists. Framing
the photo with the actual written text below adds to the stereotypical meaning
that the mediator can view the particular city in a pejorative way.
On the other hand, it could be just a humorous tool, used for interactive purposes in the discussion, the fact which is highlighted by the mediator’s statement at the top of the picture – the word umarłem (‘I died’) – which refers not
to the fact of actual death but the metaphorical death after seeing something
that appears too funny.

3.2.3. Category “attitude”
Mediator 1 is attitude biased. The instances of using attitude in posts dominate his actualisation of meaning within posts. By stating clearly his attitude to the presented problems, we see how this specific mediator thinks
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and what kind of person he is.
For instance, when the prob-

lem of transplanting of human
organs is introduced (see pic-

ture 2) in the discussion, the
mediator replied with the pic-

ture that generally influences
a specific choice. Communicants here have two options either to choose to give their or-

gans to bugs, therefore waste
it, or give it to other people, the

action which may prolong their
life.

Pic. 2. Category ‘attitude’. Picture caption in
English: To whom do you want to give your
organs?

Contrary to the group, the mediator defines his choice to give the organs to
bugs, because they “seem to look more friendly” (“Robaczki jakoś milej wyglądają”). The use of a particular event, typically serious, again is the reason
for the mediator to joke and change his identity within the dramatical model
of action.

It may seem that M1 purposefully uses his sense of humor inside his discourse

community to create individual identity, yet when it comes to the favor of the
group, he remains serious. Using attitude as conditioning feature is present in

the request posed to the group, when mediator asks for support in the activity
of the other interrelated group of vegan origin:
kochane Warzywka, na koślawe
zwierzaki, nowy post. Będę wdzięczyny
za lajki i udostępnienia.

dear Veggies, on the ’Koślawe Zwierzaki’
group, there is a new post. I will
appreciate your likes and shares

As soon as the problem is introduced to the audience, the mediator specifies
the issue and expresses that he will be grateful for help in sharing and liking

the post. This attitude is dependent on the condition of sharing this post,

suggesting that the mediator is or will be grateful only if the audience obeys
to his errand.
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3.3. Discourse categories actualized in the discourse of Mediator 2
3.3.1. Category “involvement”
Just like M1, M2 engages the group with the question. However, his strategy of
involvement is different. Look at the post made on September 9th:
Cześć. Planuję kupić lub adoptować
Rasowego szczeniaka Alaskan malamut
(haski syberyjski). Kupę lat temu
mieliśmy takiego psa o imieniu Bary.
Ale musieliśmy go oddać. Haski miałby
kilkunastotysięczny metrowy wybieg.
Dostęp do Chłodni również latem, bo
wtedy mu ciężko. Na pewno miałby
u mnie aktywne życie. Jakie byłyby
zalecenia żywienia od osób mających te
rasę?

Hi. I plan to buy or adopt a Racial puppy
Alaskan malamute (Siberian husky).
A lot of time ago we had such a dog
called Bary. However, we had to give
him back. Husky would have a couple
of thousands of meters of the enclosure.
Access to the cooling room also during
summer because it is hard for him this
season. For sure, he would have
an active life. What would be feeding
suggestions from people who had this
breed?

By sharing his plans on a dog adoption with the group mediator uses

specifics of the place where the dog will be kept. We can see that the
language of mediator is tailored to fit the group by describing the problem

very accurately, and to get the specific reply, the mediator uses structures

of communicative cortege and his relationship with the group to solve the
problem. A personal reality that is subjectively described here is introduced

to the social word (discourse community). From the perspective of CGA, we

can see the elements of communicative activity (due to open question to the
group), phenomenological and practical activity (the mediator wants to get
knowledge which he could apply to keep the dog in the right conditions),
experience gaining activity (as all questions are due to the will of achieving
specific expertise) and lastly elements of communicative cortege, posing
an open question to the audience, placing himself as a part of the group.

M2 is more context-biased which is reflected in more detailed introductions
of the issues, fewer photos and interrelating his posts to political and
economic problems. The mediator uses his personal life as a base for creating

posts instead of using images and if images are involved, they are serious and
strictly connected to the discussed issue.
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3.3.2. Category “duality” (purpose and activity)
The category of duality the content of which in M1’s discourse is conditions and
activities reveals itself in the discourse of M2 through purpose and activity.
Stating the purpose of writing has a dual-fold understanding whether it
represents the reason for writing or justifies of one element inside the post,
i.e. activity for a specific purpose.
For example, let us consider the following post:
Ja idę zabijać [picture of a boar] za dużo
tego wokół mnie się zrobiło kiedyś ich
nie było. Trzeba przywrócić stan przed
lat: p

dI go to kill [picture of a boar] there are
too many of them around my house. I1n
the past they were absent. We have to
reinstate the condition from the past: p

It is added in the context of mandatory boar shooting regulation introduced in
Poland. As we can see, the first purpose is connected to the activity of killing
boars because the number of their population grew too big. Another purpose
is explained after conditioning of why the number is increased in the first
place, reference to the past situation, and the aim to regulate the natural law
(defined by people), which is to terminate the excessive number of species.
Immediately we can see that the teleological model of action is present,
referring to the actual events and regulation that happen under specific
conditions. The post, however, clearly belongs to the dramatical model of
action since mediator pays no attention to social norms and fact that talking
about killing animals inside the vegan group may not be a wise decision.

There is another example of using the purpose (of travel) to justify the action
of getting up at 5 a.m.:
wstaję o 5 rano ubieram się pakuje
samochód i jade w trasę:D

3.3.3. Category “location”

I wake up at 5 a.m., put my clothes on,
pack my car and go for a road:D

While M1 specifies himself as an individual through the category of ‘attitude’
and, thus, locates himself in some virtual space of relations and emotions, M2
identifies himself and the referents he mentions through physical locations.
The attribute of ‘location’ in M2’s discourse works in two ways: to specify
the mediator’s place of action/interaction with the reality or to condition the
problem inside the post:
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Ex.1 teraz wiecie, dlaczego dziki są
wybijane, niszczą świątynie!’

now you know why boars are butchered,
it’s because they destroy the temples

Ex.2 Gdzie były wtedy krzyki z miasta?
Niektórzy ludzie zostali zlicytowani nie
mając na utrzymanie gospodarstwa…

Where were screams of the city at that
time? Some people were auctioned
without having anything to maintain
their farms…

In example 1 the attribute of location is used to specify the place ‘świątynie’,
’miasta,’ and ‘gospodarstwa.’ (English: temples, cities, and farms). The

conditioning of location in the second example, however, contrasts the two
places of town and farm. This conditioning is applied when one action of

the city should be the response to conditions that take place on the farms.
In these tables, we can see that the reality is actual and refers to the same
boar killing event as present in the earlier part of this research. However, the

use of different attitudes towards the problems shows the contrast between
socially defined norms of behavior, which is to be concerned about the life of
boars.

3.4. Shifting one’s attention
This cursory review on the examples that I have made so far allows us to see
the common categories of the mediators’ discourse (involvement, duality,
attitude/location) and identify the difference in their content through a metacategory of a strategic nature – the one of “attention shifting”.

Posts of mediators present that each communicant inside the group pays
attention to different aspects of the same discussed problem. For example,

while talking about cooking dogs, an idea practiced in the poorer districts of
China (or stereotypically represented reality), both mediators express their
statements differently:

M1. Jak mówi stare chińskie przysłowie–
pies, który szczeka jest niedogotowany.

As the old Chinese saying states – a dog
which barks is undercooked.

M2. Właśnie Jadłem Doga Hot. Nie
szczekał, ale z keczupem był nawet
spoko.

I just have eaten Dog Hot. It did not
bark, but with ketchup, it was quite nice.
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Therefore, talking about mutually shared beliefs, whether they view the
situation stereotypically or refer to the actual practices can be seen in
the mediator focus on the attitude towards the stated issue, showing his
distance to the idea of dog cooking and expressing the poorly chosen joke for
the vegan community.
Mediator 1 is in the idea-biased and attitude-biased reality, specifying his
attitude by sharing this post with others, who may feel the same way at
the same time seeking for interaction from within the group. The response of
mediator 2, however, is presented at the same level of humor, yet the focus is
elsewhere. The mediator’s reaction is all about the activity of eating the ‘Doga
Hot,’ a funny inverted wordplay of ‘hot dog,’ followed immediately by a set of
circumstances (conditions) of the represented action.

4. Conclusions
Within the database collected we reconstructed 26 posts presented by M1 and
22 posts by M2. The analysis was based on Habermas’s meaningful model of
communication, Frame Analysis and CGA discourse perspective.
The themes developed in the discussion are varied from personal and
objective reality (routine and activities), through social and ecological events.
The choice of such topics obviously is oriented around contemporary social
and political events, thus, commenting on the reality on a daily basis is the
main feature of this discourse community.
The categories which were reconstructed from the given material are implicit
corteges, involvement, duality, attitude, activity, purpose, and location. Each
of these categories is specific to the mediator, thus one uses attitude and
cortege while the second mediator is activity centered and more often states
the location as well as purpose of his actions.
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Concluding notes on Round Table 1

After the participants have introduced such a broad range of seemingly
different practical experience in online discourse studies, it has become
viable to emphasise similar perspectives the scholars implied.

To begin with, we all approach online reality and online discourse in particular

as a domain of constant change not only because it is being subjected to
permanent alteration through technologies and genres convergence, but

mostly because it is changing the social landscape in an unpredictable way. Just

like the circulation of matter in the terrestrial mantle provokes the movements
of tectonic plates and, through this, causes terrible natural disasters, the
circulation of discourses on the Internetet leads to global reformation of
rules and traditions of human coexistence. It is exactly the unpredictability

of this change that calls for immediate scientific action and requires such
a research approach to online discourse that, being fundamental in its nature,

can be applicable to different situations of online interactions. This approach

is expected to give tools to optimize professional online practices, minimise
threats to individual online experiences and, most importantly, to forecast
further social change and its consequences.

With this in mind, we all argue that the approach of Discourse Linguistics
is the one to cover the aim of combining fundamental and applied research

by means of interdisciplinarity. It easily encompasses the methodology of
Philosophy, Linguistics, Sociology, Psychology and other social sciences.

Being based on the common sense and principles of hard science, it aims
at developing practical solutions to current and most urgent problems.

Originated in Linguistics, it employs a very fundamental systemic approach
to its study object and operates with a contemporary research apparatus,
which on its own is remarkably diverse and interdisciplinary.
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Each study presented in this Round Table makes a great example of multifocal
methodology which seeks to cover as many features of the online discourse
conditioned by linguistic and social factors as possible with obligatory
distinction between typical features (type-constructing) and unique ones,
group/community specific and individually performed. This recognition of
individual specificity of every discursive practice which cannot be ignored
in a systemic approach to discourse, made each scholar refer to the research
design of case study. It is remarkable also that methodologies of each study
in Round Table 1 consider interactive category of discourse (communicants
who create the discourse), called ‘cortege’ in the studies by Lioudmila
Kourchak and Michał Robak and ‘addressation’ in the study by Alena Savich,
to be a semantic category together with referential (thematic) ones, though
it is not directly stated in the study on the websites discourse by Tereza
Klabíková Rábová, Soňa Schneiderová, and Ladislav Janovec. The category
here is split and can be reconstructed out of numerous subcategories, such
as ‘user’s interaction with the webpage’, ‘gender/age stereotypes’, ‘primary
audience/target group, ‘politeness’, ‘dominant appeals/arguments’, ‘call for
conflict or cooperation’, ‘the first impression of the website to the visitor’,
‘trustworthiness of the website’, etc. For us it is clear that only with this
category being reconstructed one can analyse such a vague but central to any
discourse study and community characteristic of communication/discourse
as efficiency.
Not all the contributions in Round Table 1 provide the results of complete
studies, though it is fair to say that pilot research into online discourse is as
valuable (and sometimes even more valuable) as a fundamental study with
verified conclusions.

It is obvious that online environment provides favourable ground for new
genres and types of interaction to appear at an enormous speed. Online
discourses, be it website discourse, vegan online community discourse, online
media discourse of lobbying or online employment discourse, show not only
the traits of online discourse, but also the traits of economic sector, social
group, political and employment discourses respectively.
Such hybrid discourses are vulnerable as they depend on the changes in
social and communicative practices/technologies that their parental domains
reveal. At the end of the day, their only constant feature is dynamism. So,
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being fundamentally studied (like the studies of media lobbying discourse
and websites discourse), these discourses highlight meta-structure which can
be used as a matrix/checklist for educational purposes during professional
training and for practical purposes during professional performance.
Meanwhile, pilot research into the discursive practices (like the studies
of online employment discourse and the discourse of vegan community
mediators) can give sufficient insight into the trends in these social practices
and make the basis for quick development of individual behaviors and/or
social policies.
The authors should be distinguished for following an advanced multi-focal
approach in their original and topical research.

R O U N D T A B L E 2.

Political, Public and Media Types of Discourse:
Applied Theory and Research

Mediators’ Introductory Words –

Ek ater ina Vasil enko

and Ir ina O uk hv anov a

Political, media and public discourse may be viewed as specific spheres
which having great potential to demonstrate interdiscursivity, which is
manifested via numerous marker of representations. Genre transformation
realised internally and our vectors of discourse in function reveal their
phenomenological and ideational, action-based and event-based capacities. It
promotes balance and disbalance of genre informative and interactive values
and structure-reconstructive and deconstructive moves in new genres and
formats production realised within old and new discourse types.
The participants of Round table 2 are focusing on new research objects
crystallised out of types of discourse rooted in the history of discourse
production at micro and macrolevels. It explains a search for and wish to
test new theoretical approaches for some of the researchers involved in this
Round Table, while for the others to stay within the theories already tested
and approved to apply them for newly collected research corpora.
We would like to present the topics proposed and research problems raised by
the researchers who are meeting in this Round focused on particular objectives
and united by the general one, e.g. to investigate and present different types
of models which make discourse type organization transparent to the viewer.
As for the particular objectives, they can be viewed in finding out:
◎
◎
◎

how the researchers view history and contemporaneity in a broader
perspective;
what is the specifics of organisation and functioning of particular types
of discourses in a local space (the study of particular cases);
which tools (methods and techniques) are suitable to meet the
complexity of the chosen research problems;
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◎

how effective is communication in question represented by genres and,
thus, discursive practices worldwide.

With this in mind we are opening our Round table and invite researchers
from Belarus, the Czech Republic, Poland and Russia to present their research
cases and views on the research theories chosen and themes actualised.

Issue 1. Political and Public Discourses in Their Extreme
Representations: Theory Modelling and Application

Ek ater ina Vasil enko

Gender-Biased Hate Speech Functioning in Media:
Factor-Production Specifics (a Belarusian case study) 1
1. Introduction
Hate speech is a topical problem for Europe nowadays. The 2018 report of the
European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) states that

Xenophobic populism continues to make its mark on the contemporary
political climate in Europe. It fuels an anti-immigrant rhetoric, which
often results in racist hate speech, breaking taboos and inciting further
expressions of hatred (ECRI, 2019: 8).

This determines the relevance of hate speech studies in European context,
hence a large amount of research in this sphere conducted by European
scholars over the last decade. Surprisingly, though throughout history Belarus
has often been an arena for solving international conflicts and right now
Minsk is a venue for settling a Russian-Ukrainian disagreement, this topic is
only emerging in Belarusian research in humanities.

The article suggests my vision of research field for Belarusian case study
with its focus on gender, the object of the research being gender-biased
hate speech functioning in the media. The study is aimed at finding key
factors influencing the object of research in Belarusian context. Admitting

The research has been carried out with financial support of Belarusian Republican
Fund for Fundamental Research (BRFFR / БРФФИ), project № Г19М-127.
1
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the multidimensionality of the term hate speech, I deal with hate speech as
action, phenomenon and idea (see the development of this idea in works of the
representatives of Casual-Genetic Approach which integrates three facets of
discourse as a structure functioning in the society, e.g. Ухванова-Шмыгова,
2014), focusing mostly on its verbal, i.e. textual representation in the media.

The study, as seen from the title, is conducted within the frame of functional
linguistics or, to be more precise, within the functional perspective of
discourse linguistics (see the development of this idea in Kuzmina et al., 2017)
which, with its focus on social context, places itself in textuality and speech
communication and is a part of discourse studies with an emphasis on the
analysis of language use. Taking into account the fact that Belarusian and
Russian contexts are inextricably linked, the study is to a great extent based
on the papers of Russian scholars.
Thus, the article presents different approaches to hate speech studies,
provides a comparative analysis of definitions, and focuses on a Belarusian
case-study.

2. Hate speech in the media as an object of research
2.1. Literature review
Hate speech carries a significant social danger, since it can manifest
a particular type of discrimination or intolerance: racism, sexism, xenophobia,
homophobia, etc. Therefore, hate speech has obviously become an object of
undiminished interest of researchers all over the world, and the debate about
the need to ban it by law continues unabated: opponents of such legislation
proclaim the priority of freedom of speech, and supporters argue that
freedom of speech is the freedom to offend (see the development of these
ideas in Dworkin, 2011 and Padmanabhan, 2016 respectively).
A legislative approach to hate speech is introduced in many political documents.
For example, according to the ECRI General Policy Recommendation No. 15
“On Combating Hate Speech” adopted on December 8, 2015,
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hate speech is to be understood for the purpose of the present General Policy
Recommendation as the advocacy, promotion or incitement, in any form, of
the denigration, hatred or vilification of a person or group of persons, as well

as any harassment, insult, negative stereotyping, stigmatization or threat
in respect of such a person or group of persons and the justification of all
the preceding types of expression, on the ground of “race”, colour, descent,
national or ethnic origin, age, disability, language, religion or belief, sex,
gender, gender identity, sexual orientation and other personal characteristics
or status (ECRI, 2016: 3).

This definition reveals such key categories of discourse of hatred as advocacy,
promotion, incitement, denigration, hatred, vilification, harassment, insult,
negative stereotyping, stigmatisation and threat and emphasizes that hate
speech can take various forms: verbal (both oral and written) and non-verbal
(these include gestures, images, symbolic actions, etc.).
The component speech of the term has led many scholars to the theory of
speech acts, i.e. to pragmatic understanding of the phenomenon. K. Gelber
even uses the term hate-speech-acts that are defined by the author as “raising
validity claims which enact discrimination and support inequality,” that is
as utterances which perpetrate, perpetuate and maintain discrimination
(Gelber, 2002: 69). Though not dealing with legal categories listed above,
while introducing two of the most important categories of discourse of hatred
– discrimination and inequality, this definition of hate speech converges with
the legislative one.
However, despite the fact that the phenomenon under study is predominantly
considered from a judicial point of view, it is obvious that hate speech is not
only a legal, but also an ordinary concept (Brown, 2017: 422), which means it
is greatly influenced by the context within it functions.

In such a way, the research of D. Boromisza-Habashi demonstrates how
the methodology of the term discussion naturally leads to the study of its
representation in a discourse community. The discussion stems from three
assumptions: 1) the meanings of political concepts can shape the meanings
of the issues for which they stand; 2) political concepts and the issues they
stand for are the elements of language use: their meanings are born, live,
and die in language use; 3) the contestation of political concepts is a morally
infused action, that is why determining the meaning of hate speech is not
“an exercise in lexicography for many, but a matter of clean conscience and
human dignity” (Boromisza-Habashi, 2013: 2). The author assumes that the
cultural logics of using the term hate speech is best derived from the analysis
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of its actual representations in a community (ibid.: 115) and substantiates the
interconnection of political, cultural and moral factors of its functioning.

2.2. Hate speech: towards terminological clarity

Hate speech is a complex and multidimensional phenomenon, as it can be
clearly seen from the definitions presented above, which encompasses the
units of different levels: lexical, syntactical, textual, and discursive. I assume
that when describing hate speech functioning in a social context, it seems
more relevant to use a broader term manifestation of hostility (hostility is
a more appropriate term here than hate, the latter being a more acute form of
the similar state), rather than hate speech that is, undoubtedly, its immediate
and most important component.

I also believe that hate speech per se should be considered, first of all, from the
standpoint of linguistics – and the component speech serves as proof of this – but
taking into account the characteristics of manifestation of hostility as a social
phenomenon. The definition of hate speech that I suggest is consonant with those
introduced in the papers of European scholars but is predominantly focused on
functional linguistic perspective. I understand hate speech as a set of language
means expressing negative, based on stereotypes or prejudices, attitude towards
the addressee as a carrier of values different from those of the addresser and, as
a result, verbalising one or another type of discrimination or intolerance.
I also believe that hate speech has a kind of centre and periphery, i.e. a certain
gradation in the “strength” of language means. In this case, the sharpest forms
of verbalisation of hostility will be placed in the center making up what can be
interpreted as verbal extremism and used in the legal space.

Therefore, the relationship between the manifestation of hostility, hate
speech and verbal extremism can be represented as follows (Figure 1).
It should also be mentioned that the borders between the phenomena under
consideration are quite vague and in some cases difficult to differentiate. The
complexity and versatility of the very phenomenon of hate speech makes it
necessary in a linguistic analysis to take into account the totality of extralinguistic factors of its emergence and functioning. Of particular interest to
my research is functioning of hate speech in the media in general and on the
Internet in particular.
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Manifestation of hostility
Hate speech
Verbal
extremism

Figure 1. Interconnection of manifestation of
hostility, hate speech and verbal extremism

2.3. Internet as a sphere of hate speech functioning
Modern communication is significantly conditioned by the media, and the
emergence of the Internet as a means of obtaining and storing information
has changed it greatly. Today, the Internet is the most important socialising
platform for many users. It provides a huge range of opportunities for
communication in a new format, which allows us to talk about the Internet
not only as a medium of mass information, but also as a medium of mass
communication.

Anonymity, as one of the most important characteristics of the communicative
genres of the Internet discourse, causes the increase in the quantity of negative
statements, which is especially vivid in cases when questions about basic
norms and values are discussed by subjects with different beliefs and world
outlooks. In such cases, it becomes possible to speak about verbalisation of
the communicative-pragmatic category of hostility that takes the form of hate
speech.
The 2018 ECRI report outlining the main trends in the fields of racism,
xenophobia, antisemitism and intolerance in Europe indicates that
hate speech is particularly prevalent on the internet and in social media, fed
by so-called “opinion-bubbles” in which people communicate with others
holding similar views (ECRI, 2019: 9).

Therefore, the analysis of online communication can reveal the most burning
issues in a particular discourse community. Thus, the pilot study has showed
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that for Belarusian discourse community such an acute topic is gender, and
gender-biased hate speech in Belarusian media discourse is used 1) towards
LGBT community (more often) and 2) towards women (less often).

3. Results and discussion
As it has already been stated, Belarusian discourse community is
interconnected with that of Russia (due to the common history and language),
therefore it becomes vital to take into account the factors of hate speech
functioning in Russian context and hence the works by Russian linguists.
Thus I.M. Dzyaloshinsky notes that that the level of aggression of Russian
mass media is determined by several groups of factors: social, economic,
political and cultural (Дзялошинский, 2007b: 84–85), A.V. Evstafyeva –
sociopolitical, psychological and culturological, communicative, legal, and
ethical (Евстафьева, 2009: 11–16).

The research showed that gender-biased hate speech functioning in Belarusian
media discourse is influenced by political and legal, cultural and ethical, and
social factors (the following list is based on the research mentioned above).

3.1. Political and legal factors of gender-biased hate speech functioning
in Belarusian media discourse

Political and legal factors are traditionally viewed separately, but, according
to N.A. Antanovich, the very essence of law as a regulator of public relations
connects it not only with state institutions, but also with the political process,
and citizens evaluate government activities from a political-legal, rather
than a purely legal point of view, paying attention to the observation of the
principles of equality, freedom, and justice (Антанович, 2006: 336–337).
Therefore, I believe that political and legal factors can be combined into one
group which includes:
◎

◎
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the lack of legal sanctions for the use of hate speech: the legal documents
of the Republic of Belarus do not outline the concepts of hate speech
and hate crimes;
the loyal attitude of the authorities towards the demonstration of
gender discrimination and their use of discriminatory statements.

The first factor needs to be explained in more detail.

In the course of the cognitive-semantic analysis of the texts of the legislative
documents of the Republic of Belarus (Constitution, Criminal Code,
Administrative Code and Law on Counteraction to Extremism), it was stated
that to the qualifying semantic dominants (understood as nominatives that
are the main semantic ideas of the articles of the law – see Денисова, 2011: 223)
related to the phenomenon under consideration belong those of «вражда»
‘hostility’, «рознь» ‘strife’, and «дискриминация» ‘discrimination’. There
is no such notion as «ненависть» 'hate’ in Belarusian legislation (c.f. hate
can be identified in the legislation of all the neighbouring countries: Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Russia, and Ukraine). The only basis on which the Belarusian
legislation prohibits discrimination in the context of the given problem is the
basis of sex and such notions as gender, gender identity and sexual orientation
are not found in the documents, whereas discrimination based on gender
identity is prohibited in European countries such as Greece, Cyprus, Malta;
based on sexual orientation – in Greece, Denmark, Cyprus, Lithuania, Malta,
Romania, Spain (Assimakopoulos [etc.], 2017: 6–10).

3.2. Cultural and ethical factors of gender-biased hate speech
functioning in Belarusian media discourse
Cultural and ethical factors can be grouped together as

unlike other norms, which can differ greatly from each other in different
groups and circles within one society, ethical norms are more stable and
general in nature. (…) these norms are associated with the dominant
culture and are an integral element of its functioning (Сорвин, Сусоколов,
2011: 127) 2 .

This group includes such factors as:
◎

2

the presence of homophobic (to a greater extent) and sexist (to
a lesser) moods in the Belarusian society, the lack of tolerance towards
representatives of another gender and, as a result, the lack of tradition
of condemnation of hate speech. Thus, according to the study of Pew
Research Center conducted in 2018, 81% of Belarusians do not support

Hereinafter translated by E. Vasilenko.
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◎

◎

the idea of legalizing same-sex marriage. In conrast, in Sweden,
Denmark, the Netherlands, and Belgium more than 80% of respondents
favoured it (Sahgal 2018: 12);
the formation and maintenance of gender stereotypes by the media
(often Russian ones which are very popular among the Belarusian
population) as well as active exploitation of discriminatory topics;
the lack of awareness of the majority of the academic community in the
field of gender issues.

3.3. Social factors of gender-biased hate speech functioning
in Belarusian media discourse

Social factors that influence functioning of gender-bias hate speech in the
Belarusian media include those of socio-political, socio-economic and sociocultural character, such as:
◎

◎

◎

◎
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the change of the historical (might also be referred to as historicalcultural, socio-cultural) paradigm. As Yu.V. Nikulichev states, “we
have a completely new paradigm of national culture in front of us,
a paradigm that, by its sociologics, by its social essence, by the sum
of its social circumstances, possesses perfect qualitative certainty, it
is another thing that in many of its content features – in its filling – it
really has not clarified itself yet" (Никуличев, 2007: 34). The quoted
statement refers to Russian culture but it can be fully attributed to the
modern Belarusian historical-cultural paradigm;
the active development of Internet communication technologies which
has led to the inclusion of a person into the system of universal, global
coordinates;
increased social mobility horizontally and vertically which has led
to the fact that people regardless of their gender can relatively easily
change, for example, their place of residence or citizenship, the role
of women in society has been altered tremendously, and high-level
positions worldwide are increasingly occupied by open representatives
of the LGBT community;
weak civil society: according to the Center for European Transformation (CET), in comparison with other countries of the Eastern
Partnership region, Belarus has the smallest number of public orga-

nizations both in absolute figures and per 100 thousand people (data
as of 2016) (Егоров [etc.], 2017: 4–5). As of July 1, 2018, 2907 public as-

sociations were registered in the republic, 32 of which were women’s

(О государственной регистрации, 2018). The number of organizations working with representatives of the LGBT community is not indicated, but a number of youth organisations are working in this direction among other things.

4. Conclusions

Hate speech, being a complex phenomenon and one of the forms

of manifestation of hostility and including such hard forms that can be viewed

as verbal extremism, is nowadays an issue of topical research and everyday

interest. From the functional linguistic perspective, hate speech can be

viewed as a set of language means expressing negative, based on stereotypes
or prejudices, attitude towards the addressee as a carrier of values different

from those of the addresser, and, as a result, verbalising one or another type
of discrimination or intolerance.

Functioning of hate speech in a particular discourse community is always

predetermined by a set of factors that are greatly defined by chronotopic
and thematic parameters. Thus the use of gender-biased hate speech in
the Belarusian media and everyday communication, which is significantly

influenced by them, is determined by a number of political and legal, cultural
and ethical, and social factors which are deeply interconnected and mutually

defining. It is obvious, though, that the list presented is not exhaustive as the use

of hate speech is to a great extent dependent of individual (e.g. psychological)
and contextual (e.g. communication framework) factors.

It should also be underlined that the study of hate speech and other forms
of manifestation of hostility in the Belarusian context is becoming a growing
challenge in the view of the country’s commitment to proceed with
political dialogues with Europe. The existing initiatives, e.g. Journalists for

Tolerance (Инициативная группа, 2017), contribute greatly to the process;
nevertheless, a sound scientific approach is needed to address the problem
effectively.
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Ma gdal ena H ądzlik- B ia ł ek

Hate Speech and Swearing in Contemporary Society
(a Polish case study)
1. Introduction
The article covers the topics of hate speech and swearing in the contemporary

Polish Internet society. The research is rooted in the field of discourse

linguistics. The object of the research encompasses the acts of verbal and

nonverbal aggression in the form of hate speech occurring in the Polish
Internet society. The article presents introductory research, the corpus for
which was based on the posts and comments in groups and fanpages on

Facebook. To reveal the cases of hate speech in posts and comments, we

have worked out criteria for the differentiation between hate speech and
constructive criticism, using Omar and Abdulharim constructive criticism
approach.

The reason for conducting the research the results of which are presented
in this article was the increase in the frequency of hate speech observed on

the Internet which may be a factor contributing to a social change in speech

and behaviour. The need to understand hate speech and its implications
in communication is vital to observing the trends and tendencies in its

development as well as the consequences they may carry for the society and
social relations.
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2. In search of a proper definition
Hate speech is a very complex phenomenon and, therefore, coining its
definition is problematic. According to the European Court of Human Rights,
hate speech is defined as

all forms of expression, verbal or written which spread, incite, promote or
justify hatred based on intolerance (also on grounds of religion) (Palmadottir
and Kalenikova, 2018: 7).

Hate speech may include the topics of racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-Semitism,
aggressive nationalism and ethnocentrism, discrimination of minorities and
migrants (ibid.).

The definition presented by Palmadottir and Kalenikova focuses on the fact
that hate can be conveyed both in a written and oral form. Therefore, the
term, although widespread, is not accurate. A more appropriate term would be
hateful comments as it would include both oral and written communication. Yet,
because of the popularity of the term hate speech, it will be used in the article.

Moreover, the range of topics which trigger hate speech is narrow in the
definition presented by Palmadottir and Kalenikova. Apart from racial
and national intolerance, hateful comments may concern political beliefs,
sexual orientation and gender (someone’s gender or the idea of non-duality
of genders). Hate speech may also affect a single person when it comes to
their facial expression, figure (e.g. fat-shaming), hair colour, skin colour,
etc. Therefore, a limited number of topics provided by the authors is a mere
outline of the scale of hate speech.
The Casual-Genetic Approach to discourse analysis developed in Discourse
Linguistics (hereinafter referred to as CGA) suggests analyzing discourse by
reconstructing actual discourse categories, which form discourse realities of
a different kind. In discourse of hatred such realities might be of interactive
nature (with a focus on communicative cortege that represents interrelation
between people actualised communication). In my case, it may be aggressive
relationship, evaluative judgmental relationship etc. which actualise specific
language reality when language of hatred is used, e.g. swearwords. The other
reality is a referential one. In case of present research, the references are
marked with hatred and the category of Topic is actualised in its development.
Thus, hate speech may refer to an individual, a group, an abstract notion
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or a quality etc. Here it is necessary to consider categories “Aggression as
Knowledge” and “Aggression as Relation”. Otherwise, discourse constructs
and, thus, reflects in its content relationship between the communicants
(the addresser and addressee). This relationship is actualised by socialising
(pragmatic specification of the communicative cortege’s content) and
verbalising (its textual specification) (Oukhvanova, 2015). This approach to
discourse analysis allows researching discourse at large and includes genre
and format of an act of communication as well as its stylistic level. Therefore,
this approach seemed best in the research of hate speech in Internet comments
as it includes all their specific aspects.

At the same time, a few words should be said on the term comments as a genre.
Comments, through their existence and development on the Internet, have
become a specific type of speech act and should be treated as a separate
genre. The language used in comments is extremely informal and although
comments are written, they are constructed as spoken utterances. Through
their informality, comments account for the use of various styles, including
hate speech and swearing.

Another issue with the definition presented above is the fact that it does not
mention non-verbal communication which may also have the features of hate
speech. The users of non-verbal hate speech may show obscene gestures when
a social group is mentioned in a conversation. In Internet communication,
a hateful, non-verbal reaction may be an offensive meme, GIF or picture.
Hence, especially in the case of Internet communication, limiting hate speech
to written and spoken mode is unnecessary and incorrect.
Brown defines hate speech as

insulting, degrading, defaming negatively stereotyping or inciting hatred,
discrimination and violence against people in virtue of their race, ethnicity,
nationality, religion, sexual orientation, disability, gender identity (Brown,
2017: 419–420).

The author also states that the occurrence of hate speech in communication
negatively affects or even prevents a substantial dialogue based on mutual
respect (ibid.). This definition presents a more complex listing of the aspects of
hate speech, as it also mentions defaming, insulting and negative stereotyping.
Especially the latter seems to be dangerous and may cause further spreading
of hate speech. The reason for that is the fact that stereotypes are statements
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which may not be true, yet they function as true in culture and society. Hate
speech creates a dual relation with stereotypes: (1) the use of hate speech
may cause new stereotypes to arise and (2) new stereotypes may be a basis
for hateful comments. Therefore, the definition suggested by Brown points
out the crucial elements of hate speech.
On the basis of the definitions presented above, it is possible to state that hate
speech is an act of verbal, non-verbal or written communication which intends
to offend and downgrade members of social groups or people sharing certain
beliefs.

3. Hate speech vs. criticism
An important yet complex part of the discussion about hate speech is the
establishment of the border between hate speech and criticism. Omer and
Abdularhim enumerate the following features of constructive feedback:
immediate, specific, helpful, accurate, relevant, tailored, solicited, frequent,
balanced, confidential, understandable, non-judgmental, based on first-hand
data, involving correcting plans (Omer, Abdularhim, 2017: 45). It can be easily
noticed that hate speech meets only one criterion – immediacy. The features
of constructive criticism in contrast to hate speech are presented in the table
below (created on the basis of Omer, Abdularhim, 2017: 45 and the author’s
own research).
Table 1. The comparison of constructive criticism and hate speech
Constructive criticism

Immediate

Immediate

Accurate

Not accurate

Specific
Helpful

Relevant
Tailored

Solicited

Frequent
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Hate speech

Non-specific, sometimes departing from the subject

Not helpful, downgrading, in extreme cases may lead
to depression
Irrelevant and unnecessary, often containing
offensive language
Inappropriate

Not expected or asked for

Frequent only in connection to certain topics

Balanced

Unbalanced and aggressive

Non-judgemental

Extremely judgmental and based on stereotypes

Confidential

Understandable

Based on first-hand data
Involving correcting
plans

Stated in open discussions

Incomprehensible when it comes to ideas and often
the language; written hateful comments may contain
many mistakes, probably due to emotional load and
speed of writing
Based on one’s subjective beliefs

Suggestions at corrective plans presented in
an offensive and abusive way, usually including
statements about the addressee’s poor mental health

Many users call hate speech a harsh but constructive criticism. Yet
there are certain distinct differences between the analyzed phenomena,
e.g. constructive criticism should be solicited, helpful, specific and nonjudgmental, which means that the addressee of the criticism should not be
judged positively or negatively for their opinion; in contrast, hate speech is
not asked for, not helpful as it is based on uttering one’s negative opinion with
no intent on helping the addressee by giving them information or explaining
a notion as well as highly judgmental as it originates from a wish to judge,
usually in a negative way, someone’s opinion. Therefore, no utterance can be
called constructively critical if it contains abuse, offensive statements, verbal
aggression, defaming or downgrading.
In this paper, the term hate speech is used in reference to acts of written and
idiographic communication between the addresser of the message (the user
of hate speech) and its addressee (the person towards whom the hate speech
is directed). It is defined as a critical, judgmental and offensive message which
expresses strong emotions and targets the addressee personally without any
support from data.

4. Material and methods
The research presented in this article is based on the analysis of comments
from the following fanpages and groups on Facebook
◎

Nasze Kielce [Our Kielce];
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◎
◎
◎
◎
◎
◎

Scyzoryk się otwiera – satyryczna strona Kielc [The pocketknife opens
itself – a satyrical side of Kielce];
Anarchistyczne Kielce [Anarchist Kielce];
Demotywatory [Demotivators];
Ośrodek Monitorowania Zachowań Rasistowskich i Ksenofobicznych
[The Centre of Monitoring of Racist and Xenophobic Behaviour];
Gazeta Wyborcza [Electoral Newspaper];
Echo Dnia [The Echo of the Day].

All of these pages are moderated. Yet, they allow complete freedom of speech,
even when utterances cross the line between criticizing and hating. Hence,
these fanpages constitute a valuable observation point for the hate speech
trends in the Polish Internet society.

While conducting the research, the material was gathered from comments
on the above-mentioned pages and groups. In order for the comment to be
included in the material it had to have the following features:
◎
◎

◎

unsolicited – the addressee did not ask for anyone’s opinion,
judgmental – the addresser provides a critical judgment of the
addressee with the use of offensive words which meaning is abusive or
downgrading,
personal and not supported by any data – the addresser does not know
the addressee to the extent allowing very personal remarks, yet, they
are given; the message itself is targeted directly at the addressee and
addressee’s opinions.

Although there are many more features of hate speech, the three mentioned
above are perceived as most vital to determining if a message contains hate
speech and distinguish it from constructive criticism. The gathered material
was divided into two categories, namely abuse and stereotypes. This division
has facilitated the analysis of the contents of single comments the examples
of which are presented below.

5. Results and discussion: hate speech in the genre of comments
In the Polish Internet society, the most heated discussions are carried out
on the topics of politics, religion, gender and sexuality. The following part
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of the article is a presentation of examples of Polish hateful comments with
their translation into English and commentary. Its aim is to show the typical
utterances included in the material and gathered in the course of research.
The original spelling was maintained in the quoted comments.

(1) Otóż kurwa nie. Wam tam w „ruchu”
już dawno hipisiarstwo z anarchizmem
pomyliło. To, że ktoś wpierdala
uśmieszki i „ale was popieram” nie
znaczy że mam wokół niego tańczyć
skoro przyszedł to tylko po to żeby
epatować swoim pasywno agfresywnym
gównem.

Well, fuck, no. You in your „movement”
have long ago mistaken being a hippie
for being an anarchist. The fact that
someone throws in fucking smilies and
“I support you” does not mean that
I have to dance around them since they
came here only to display their passiveaggressive shit.

(2) Ty popaprańcu

You freak/sick dude!

(3) Zabronić propagacji tego. Chronić
dzieci w szkołach.

Ban the propagation of this. Protect
children at school

Example 1 contains swearwords which cause the statement to be perceived
as aggressive and is very judgmental. It refers to political beliefs and criticises
the addressee’s approach.
Example 2 belongs to the largest group of comments gathered in course
of research. It provides no argument or justification for the statement and
suggests, using a swearword suggesting that the addressee is suffering
from mental health problems. The comment is judgmental, highly offensive,
downgrading and based on a subjective opinion about the addressee in the
form of name-calling with the use of offensive words.

Example 3. This comment was made in relation to an article about the parade
of the LGBTQ community. It implies that a certain group of people are annoyed
by the parade and the LGBTQ community having homosexual relations and
stating their presence in society. This comment is judgmental as the writer
cannot know that the entire group of right-wing supporters is homosexual. It is
hurtful towards this group because the right-wing supporters in Poland present
traditional values and are usually against parades of the LGBTQ community.
The level of expressiveness of swearwords used in this group of comments
varied significantly from slightly offensive to extremely offensive, usually
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implying problems with mental health or promiscuity. It relates to the feature
of judgmentality and offensiveness of comments in which hate speech is
applied.
(4) To jest przysłowiowa blondynka.
Facet w Audi.

A stereotypical blonde. A guy in Audi.

(5) A jak kierowca wróci to jeszcze
strzelić w ryj.

And when the driver gets back, slap his
mug

Example 4. This comment has traits of negative stereotypes. It not only
spreads the stereotype of a blonde woman being of lesser intelligence
but also creates a new one about men possessing and driving Audi cars as
being of lesser intelligence. This comment is not only hateful but also bears
a possibility to create new hurtful comments in future as the new stereotype
establishes and maintains its position in the culture of the writer.
Example 5. This comment calls for open physical aggression and violence
towards another person. Its hateful features are not veiled but stated plainly
and openly.
As the examples presented above show, hate speech in the Polish Internet
society includes a variety of topics. When it comes to linguistic features,
hateful comments express their negative qualities in a straightforward or
more veiled way. Some of them apply swearwords as a means of expressing
emotions. The types of hate speech found in the Polish Internet encompass
creating new stereotypes, calling for physical violence, implying mental
health problems or depicting homosexuality in a negative way which may be
considered as homophobic.

None of the examples presented above or included in the research corpus
comprised argumentation. Hateful comments contained only a statement not
supported by any evidence, or objective, data-based arguments. Many of them
could not be supported in any way as they referred to a single individual and
would require knowing the said individual. Overgeneralisation in the form
of stereotypes was also a commonly observed feature of hate speech on the
Internet.
In the course of research, it was established that hate speech occurs on the
basis of strong, negative emotions connected with the belief that certain
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people should be considered as worse. It can be concluded that hate speech is
closely related to verbal or non-verbal aggression which in turn is connected
with swearwords and swearing.

Swearwords may be defined as acts of verbal or non-verbal communication
which break the linguistic taboo and are, therefore, offensive, and should not
occur in a conversation. The primary function of swearing is an expression
of the speaker’s negative or positive emotions, while the secondary function
is the one of linguistic habit (Hądzlik-Białek, 2018: 92-93). The crucial aspect
of swearing in the light of hate speech is the fact that they have an ability to
express negative emotions in a way that is offensive towards the addressee.
As it was established in the course of the research, swearwords are often
a part of a hateful message.

6. Case study: a fanpage
The level of offensiveness varied among comments containing hate speech as
some of them did not involve swearwords and others used the ones with the
highest level of expressiveness. Yet, all of them were hateful, defaming and
downgrading in its contents.
One Facebook page consisted of a special category, namely the fanpage of
Ośrodek Monitorowania Zachowań Rasistowskich i Ksenofobicznych (The
Centre of Monitoring of Racist and Xenophobic Behaviour). This institution
is concerned with controlling and legal counteraction against racist and
xenophobic behaviour, including hate speech. On their Facebook fanpage,
they publish news about their actions as well as cases against which they
counteract. Their main focus being battling hate crimes, they publish cases
of hate speech but only as examples of behaviour they are trying to correct.
One of their most recent cases is against the author of the Twitter post who
stated that “LGBT should be shot”. This statement has all the characteristics
of hate speech. It is not supported by any arguments, calls for open, physical
violence towards a certain social group, in this case, the sexual minority
and is homophobic. It also serves as a good example of statements which
Ośrodek Monitorowania Zachowań Rasistowskich i Ksenofobicznych fights
against.
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One could assume that people who follow this fanpage share the same beliefs
and opinions and that the comments on a fanpage of an organization whose

goal is to battle any and all manifestations of hate speech, would be devoid of
hateful and degrading utterances. Yet, although the number of hate speech

acts is smaller than in case of any other page which was analyzed in course of
the research, the fanpage of Ośrodek Monitorowania Zachowań Rasistowskich
i Ksenofobicznych is not free of the problem of hating.

For example, one of the comments to the post about the statement presented

above voiced: “Rest in peace, the fandom greets you”. Although the comment is
not offensive in its linguistic form, it may be considered hateful as it implies
someone’s death in a social context. Another comment reads: “Please, delete

the large photo of his disgusting face. Fortunately, I did not eat recently”. Once

again the comment does not contain any swearwords, yet its contents is

offensive. The writer attacks someone’s appearance, calling it disgusting.
This is a very judgmental comment based on the writer’s personal, subjective
opinion about someone else’s physical appearance.

Another comment from the same fanpage is as follows: “This ex-priest is
a dingbat”. The comment suggests that the writer does not respect both
the person they are writing about and the views and beliefs they hold.

Name-calling may also be considered hate speech. The writer’s statement is
subjective and judgmental and is not supported by any evidence.

The situation described above shows a certain sociological phenomenon. The
fanpage which propagates hate-free speech suffers from hateful comments

made by the followers who support the goal of the fanpage. This means
that even people who oppose the use of hate speech are not entirely certain
about the border between criticism and hating and may, knowingly or not
knowingly, use hate speech to criticise it and propagate hate-free speech.

7. Hate speech as non-verbal communication
As it was stated above, hate speech may also take the form of non-verbal
communication. In the case of Internet interactions, memes and pictures can
be used to express hateful contents. The examples are presented below.
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The meme presented above is one
of the most commonly used memes
aimed at degrading another
person. The meme uses the picture
of Master Yoda, a character from
the Star Wars movie series who
is very wise. In the meme, Master
Yoda advises the addressee to
“whack themselves on the fucking
head, do not save your strength”. By
using this meme, a person gives
their subjective, negative opinion
about the addressee’s intelligence.
The statement has the features of offensiveness and downgrading as it
advises the addressee to physically punish themselves for the alleged lack of
intelligence in a way that an older person may punish a child.
Another example of a hateful meme is presented below.

This meme includes the image of
Chuck Norris as a Texas ranger who
was known for his shooting skills.
The text reads: “So many idiots so
little ammunition”, which implies
that people who are considered of
lesser intelligence should be shot.
This is not only a downgrading
comment regarding someone’s
intelligence but also a call for open,
physical violence. This meme is
defaming, downgrading, offensive and aggressive towards people of different
beliefs. Its hatefulness is significantly underlined by the implication of
shooting people who do not share the writer’s beliefs. Its level of offensiveness
is increased by the linguistic form which includes name-calling.

In the Polish Internet communication both comments and pictures or memes
are used to create an act of hate speech. There are two reasons for the offensiveness of memes: 1) they are downgrading and hateful in their linguistic or
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visual expression; 2) the fact of posting a meme instead of writing a comment
may be perceived as offensive. The writer does not want to take time and effort to hatefully criticise someone. Instead, they send a picture which is easier
and faster than writing and may be sent in massive numbers. Memes also enable their users to spread hateful comments faster as several memes may be
sent in the time which takes to write a comment.

In all three forms of hate speech, namely written, oral and idiographic, the
offensiveness may be expressed at two levels: 1) the contents by expressing
someone’s negative, subjective opinion which is not based on data or arguments,
as well as 2) stylistics by the use of offensive words, name-calling or swearwords.
Polish Internet communication acts contain examples of hate speech on all
topics usually connected with the discussed phenomenon, but most commonly
hateful comments appear in discussions about gender and sexuality, politics
and religion. The unexpected part of the research outcomes was the fact that
in communities which support hate-free speech, hateful comments appear,
although less frequently than in other communities. This may be the result of poor
social understanding of the differences between hate speech and constructive
criticism. From a linguistic point of view, hate speech promotes hatred instead
of communication in the form of a dialogue as it is defaming, downgrading and
offensive towards the interlocutor as well as prevents any discussion of defence.
The use of swearwords in acts of hate speech increases the level of offensiveness
of the statement and is a sign of verbal aggression towards the interlocutor.

8. Conclusions
Comments on the Internet, especially on social media platforms create a new
genre of speech and a tool for researching sociolinguistic phenomena like hate
speech. The nature of Internet comments which encompass aspects like verbal
and non-verbal aggression, slang expressions and stereotypes (both existing
stereotypes as well as stereotypes-in-making) requires a very advanced
research method which would cover both linguistic and extralinguistic
aspects of utterance. Yet, Casual-Genetic Approach suggested by professor
Irina Oukhvanova served the purpose as this method of discourse analysis
considers not only the verbal information carried in an utterance but also its
genre, mode and sociolinguistic aspects.
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The research revealed that hate speech in Polish Internet society covers
various topics and is an ever-growing phenomenon. It uses direct aggression
in the form of swear words and indirect aggression, e.g. offensive memes. It
applies not only direct abuse and offensiveness but also stereotypes which
function as indirect abuse.

It is evident that the research of hate speech in Polish Internet society,
especially on social media platforms should be further developed to
facilitate the understanding of its nature, trends of development and ways of
counteracting its negative effects.
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Tatiana K r asnov a

Russian History-Rooted Probolshevist Discourse:
Multitheoretical and Applied Perspectives
(translated from Russian by Ekaterina Vasilenko)

1. Introduction
Political discourse should be considered as a special object of linguistic
research in the paradigm of cognitive and cultural studies. We will primarily
pay attention to the integrative approach to the understanding of such complex
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interaction as the correlation between text, discourse and reality, which is
common for discourse analysis, paying particular attention to the specifying
categories of ideological discourse (especially those of oppositiveness and
ideological assessment), and provide the field model of oppositive discourse
about Russia at the beginning of the 20th century.

2. Text ↔ discourse ↔ reality correlation: towards terminological
clarity
Discourse is viewed here as an “extravertive figure” of communication
(Прохоров, 2004: 33), which displays one of the configurations of reality and
exists in texts in accordance with this configuration as a socially determined
conceptual understanding of reality through speech.

The key unit of investigation in discourse analysis is text. Firstly, in its
broad sense, text is the basic unit of communication. Secondly, text is a unit
possessing reference (Барт, 1978; Бенвенист, 1974, Прохоров, 2004, etc.), and
as such, it contributes to the formation of conventional forms of display of
typical referent-situations in discourse (it includes frames, scripts, schemes,
etc.). Thirdly, being a fact of reality, text, according to its social purpose, is
multi-functional and contains regulatory tools and frameworks related to its
functional features. In this sense, the analysis of discourse seeks to become
a true discipline of textual analysis (Серио, 1999: 17). But the interrelation
of text and discourse can only be considered “from above” – from a higher
level of generalization, reality and real communication being above it. Text
and discourse emerge from them as participants of the response status of
interaction.
Discourse is different from the traditional objects of linguistics by its
social orientation and mental conditions of the very process of ideological
attribution within the structures of “political discourse practices of society”,
by an obvious and unobvious verbal-semantic component of speech (along
with the figurative or object-symbolic), and by its categorical specificity
(Методология, 1998). Compare the views of P.F. Strawson:
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… we can readily acknowledge that the types of audience-directed intention
involved may be very various and, also, that different types may be
exemplified by one and the same utterance (Strawson, 1964: 150).

3. Specifying categories of ideological discourse
Discourse possesses internal specifics. It contains an ideologically linking
“conceptual thread” and quantitative-qualitative indicators of its length in
texts, including so-called diagonal statements. Such statements may indicate
the internal dialogical character of discourse, the homogeneity or variability
of its ideological content. Diagonal statements are important repeated
statements, oral or written, relating to a particular field of knowledge
in a certain era from the standpoint of ideology and way of thinking
(Лейчик, 2009: 64). A decisive role in newspaper discourse is played by
ideology. Once activated, ideology (or propaganda) is understood with a view to
ideologemes prevailing in discourse.

To refer to a conventional “subject of ideology” the term ideological
subject (e.g., IS of a newspaper) is used. It is identified with the position of
the performer, the conductor of this ideology (journalist, editor). In texts,
ideological subject is not identified with the person. It refers to an abstract
subject or the conventional subject who this discourse may belong to. The
subject is “crystallized” in discourse and exists in the communicative
space “diagonally”, i.e. in a multitude of texts-utterances. According to
M. Foucault, it is “unique, yet subject to repetition, transformation, and
reactivation” (Foucault, 1972: 28). In discourse, there are ideological
positions characterising not certain individuals but entire political formations
which have entered or are entering into antagonistic relations. Each of these
formations is the aggregation of positions and representations that are more
or less specificating. Their specificity lies in the nature of the preconstruct
containing the concept struggle and determining the restrictive frame in
the deployment of discourse meanings. This frame includes the primary
formula – sources of conflict, serving as “a draft” for a discourse formation.
Verticality (the sphere of memory) of speaking manifests itself in the form
of preconstructs of what has already been said that serves the purposes of
ideological coercion, which can be illustrated by a striking example from the
emigrant press (“Общее дело” ‘Common case’. Paris. April 2, 1919):
Красный террор, – заявил Зиновьев, –
сильное средство, но ослабления
«нажима» не может быть. […]

Red terror, said Zinovjev, is a strong
means, but there cannot be any
weakening of the “pressure”. […]
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Теперь выясняется окончательно,
что только партия коммунистов
может свободно существовать.
Других партий мы не можем
терпеть (аплодисменты).

Now it is finally clear that only the
communist party can exist freely.
We cannot tolerate other parties
(applause)

It is essential that the researchers of the French school of discourse analysis,
whose tenets we share, have concluded: at the level of discourse, the subject
is not the centre of analysis, i.e. it is not viewed as the source of the produced
meaning and is not considered to be responsible for it (Серио, 1999). The
features that define the subject are inscribed directly in discourse. Discourse
is a specific area of the conscious and unconscious which turns the subject
into subordinate.

Institutional framework limits the activity of the subjects of speech. “Any
organism” that imposes restrictions on the action of utterance function can act
as an ideological “institute” putting bans (Серио, 1999: 29). The restrictions
are put on the content and modality of what can and should be said (with
a view to political or economic benefits). It is generally known that political
discourse exists in two main varieties: critical-polemic, directed against the
regulations established by the authority (in the broad sense) and apologetic,
aimed at the adoption of such regulations. Authority’s effective restraints on
the freedom of action or opinion of the opponent can be motivation of the
power position profitable for it within public communication.
Oppositiveness – ideological contraposition – is a structural indicator
of a discourse process in politics. There might be some conception of
an “origination point” of the utterance. This point is understood not as
a subjective form but as a position in which the subjects of utterance can be
interchangeable at the discourse level. In any case, discourse seems to have
a kernel with sustainable sense.
Functioning of discourse in relation to itself, i.e. the sum of the phenomena
of “coreference” gives it what can be called a thread of discourse but what is
called intradiscourse. The concept carries out the conceptual beginning of
a discourse chain. Intradiscourse of power contains an implicit component of
discourse of knowledge and on the basis of it – a group discourse of opinion.
Ideology, being the interpretation of meaning in a particular direction, creates
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an excess of conceptual information which creates the effect of obviousness.
One result of this excess is a broad representation of conceptualised frames
in media discourse.

The main frame is struggle (political contraposition). The oppositive way
of mental and verbal representations of this state is common to all types of
political discourse (in the examples, oppositiveness is indicated graphically).
Struggle can be understood as a competitive activity in which relations of
conceptual oppositiveness are ontologically laid. In any struggle, there are
not just participants but rivals (opponents, enemies); there are some tools of
struggle (armed intervention, terrorism; radical type of ideology). A potential
role of the observer of events with the ideology of non-intervention is
presumed.

The way how and to whom these roles are attributed within a frame at all
stages of discourse deployment with the frame struggle is set by a political
and ideological assessment. The support of such information strategies
in media texts is the basis for grouping periodicals according to ideological
types of discourse. Linguistic forms are considered as means of realisation
of cultural meanings which reflect assessments and value orientations shared
by the members of discourse community. In other words, linguistic forms are
semantic forms reflecting the group’s interests in the socio-cultural context. The
nature and types of context is one of the key questions in discourse analysis.

4. Holistic contextual approach and field model of discourse
The main research question deals with the possibility of a full-fledged
discourse analysis that will take into account many factors – external and
human. The operational concept of context allows us to distinguish different
manifestation of the world of discourse artificially and forget temporarily
about their synthesis in the human mind.
The notions of centre and periphery, which are connected with context, as
well as the “prototype” approach, are well known in philology. A number of
sciences (literary criticism, pragmatics, sociolinguistics, cognitive linguistics,
functional grammar) traditionally apply them. But cognitive linguistics plays
here a special role. According to the opinion of its Belgian representative
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D. Geeraerts, it “rehabilitated” the notion of context and holds the most radical
position on this issue (Вопросы, 2009: 154).

In this regard, it is interesting to turn to the evolution of Russian social
linguistics which was compelled to reckon with the dictatorship of power in
Soviet Russia. So, in the 1980s, when the authority conducted “rehabilitation”
of specific sociolinguistic studies, a “change of the scientific paradigm”
emerged. Cognitive revolution was one of the manifestations of the general
tendency towards an interpretative approach across different disciplines
(Краснова, 2011).
When discussing context, we should set its correlation with the notion
of discourse. The majority of scholars, with some exceptions (review in
Прохоров, 2004), link the notion “discourse” with the world of external reality,
with extralinguistic factors of communication and with the reflection of the
subject-object interpretation of the world of objects in speech. Discourse
is interpreted from a different position by the scientists who consider this
concept to be dependent on the internal dynamics of subjectivity, on mental
sphere of human activity. Let us take a brief look at two works by famous
French semiologists. Though opposite in approach, these works complement
each other in the direction of a holistic analysis of discourse.
Exterior context of historical discourse (M. Foucault). In “The archaeology
of Knowledge” the author claims the priority of search for an external field of
regularities:

discourse is not the majestically unfolding manifestation of a thinking,
knowing, speaking subject, but, on the contrary, a totality, in which
the dispersion of the subject and his discontinuity with himself may be
determined. It is a space of exteriority in which a network of distinct sites is
deployed (Foucault, 1972: 55).

However, the “extraction” of the subject is a research technique. Foucault
explains: “…I am abolishing all interiority in that exterior” (Foucault, 1972:
210). The conditions under which the object of discourse appears are historical
conditions.
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Discursive relations … are, in a sense, at the limit of discourse: they offer it
objects of which it can speak, or rather (for this image of offering presupposes
that objects are formed independently of discourse), they determine the
group of relations that discourse must establish (Foucault, 1972: 46).

Interior context of semiotic discourse (A.J. Greimas, J. Fontanille). The
authors of “The Semiotics of Passions” consider interior context and discourse
as immanent structures intended to express conditions and preconditions
of manifestation of the meaning. The dependence of discourse on passion
dynamics that is characteristic of the subject is stated. The focus of attention is
on perception and feeling. Feeling of the object occurs in discourse sooner than
a discursive object (Греймас, Фонтаний, 2007: 17). According to the concepts
expressed in “The Semiotics of Passions”, relations between a perceiving
subject (as an operator) and basic internal structures (as a representation of
the knowable world) are built as a result of the transformation of the world.
The action of the subject is modeled in the epistemic mind as an “abstract
transaction”. The question about the “way of existence” of modal competence
is put. Moreover, along with modal competence the impassioned subject has
also semantic competence (Греймас, Фонтаний, 2007: 322).

We associate the way of existence of the narrative subject’s consciousness
with ideological modalisation, which is the inner source of all operations.
It is regarded as a prerequisite (context) and as potentiality of action. For us
it is important that competence exists primarily as the state of the subject.
And this inner state is a form of its “being”, a form that is actualised and prior
to implementation. Theoretical separation of the external and internal world
should be overcome by considering their live connection. This is possible
due to the process of modalisation. I.M. Sechenov mentions that external
conditions should not be separated from mental and moral personal features
because they act only with the help of the latter (Сеченов, 1947: 311). When
studying modalised discursive objects one should obviously consider them
from two sides: 1) from “historical” context (the world of “objects”, including
the world of ideas) and 2) from intrasubjective context (referents of “discourse
of passions”, indicators of approval, condemnation, jealousy, revenge, etc.).

The major factors that determined oppositiveness of communication in
Russian discourse from the external and internal fields of its referent
dependencies should be paid more attention to. The name field is used
as an analogue to the context, but it allows us to talk about context not in
some definite respect but in an extended understanding. Three external
factors of the oppositive character of communication in discourse should
be mentioned: socio-historical, socio-political and cultural. The core of
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the content of communicative conflicts is the discrepancy between ideal and
real components of public conscience, the conflict between the aim and the
means of its achievement, etc. But there is as well a psychological side of
these components: sense of dissatisfaction (compassion, prosecution, and
revenge), awareness of the impossibility of realizing one’s dreams, conflict
in the system of social values, moral standards and attitudes. A huge role in
discourse is played by the expression of modality, the process of ideological
modalisation of produced texts.

5. The internal field of dependency: oppositive modalisation
of consciousness
Foreign philosophy of language has obviously become psychologised with
the appearance of J.R. Searle’s “Intentionality” (1983). Intentional states
(connected with modalisation) became a tool of connecting the subject
with the world because they are a fundamental and integral property of
consciousness (Серль, 1987: 123), more fundamental than language. At the
same time Searle claims that language is derived from intentionality (Серль,
1987: 101).

In Russian psycholinguistics, it is difficult to underestimate L.S. Vygotsky’s
contribution to the understanding of the hidden side of speech. His work
made natural the idea that “introvertive” side of communication (the flow
and direction of the thought) depends on the state in the motivating sphere
of consciousness. modalisation can be correlated with a speech experience
which is an internal side of a speech flow or inner speech. Inner speech it
is not speech at all, but an intellectual, affective-volitional activity, including
the motives of speech (Выготский, 2005: 303). L.S. Vygotsky notes that
meanings as if pour into each other (influence each other), so the subsequent
meaning as if contains preceding ones and is modified by them. Thought
is not born of other thoughts. It has its origins in the motivating sphere of
consciousness that includes our inclinations and needs, our interests and
impulses and our affects and emotions. The affective and volitional tendency
stands behind thought (Выготский, 2005: 343). We should add that thinking
activity is constructive and related to ideological construction. In any way,
it contains ideological concepts of an initial construct and implies a reaction
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of consciousness to what is happening in the form of modal actions: I accept
(I agree) / I do not accept (I doubt).

Affective-volitional unacceptance (rejection) is the true background
of oppositive discourse. Motives of approval or disapproval which are

motivated by the preconstruct in an explicit or implicit form generate the
thought and participate in its formatting. Modalisation affects the utterance.

Owing to modalisation and its mental-psychological background, the critical
presupposition I accept or I don’t accept affects the speaker’s statement. The

speaker demonstrates either categorical assurance or uncertainty of what is
stated.

Anyway, the problem of studying the ideological assessment and modalisation

of discourse must be associated with a broadly understood category of

modality, modus and affective-rhetorical opposition to the other in the

discourse of passions. We suppose that formation of oppositive discourse is

provided by the modus concepts acceptance/unacceptance that are determined

by the ideological preconstruct and form with it ideological presupposition of
discourse utterances.

6. Modus concepts acceptance/unacceptance as before-text
components of ideological presupposition
The content of consciousness is identified with ideology (Волошинов, 1993).
At first, vague and subjective concepts of axiological and modal planes can

be found in consciousness. The transition to tough programmes of human

activity from them is accomplished in an accentuated utterance, in a text.
Relatively speaking, the mental system of oppositiveness is based on the
principles underlying the relevant aspect of behaviour and determining what
picture of the world is demonstrated. What are these principles?

1. Modalisation concepts acceptance/unacceptance describing the internal
context of utterances in discourse already suggest conflict interaction
resulting from negative emotions.

2. The consequence is a proposition accentuated in speech, often acting as
an affected violation of normative behaviour.
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3. The role of the preconstruct is actualised in a hidden form and
modalisation on its basis leads to understanding the words in the
framework of the current ideology.
Let us consider one significant example of the emigrant press dating
back to the time of the civil war in Russia – probolshevist discourse in the
newspaper “Голос Труженика” (‘The Voice of the Toiler’, Chicago, 1919). The
metalanguage of its discourse is original as it suggests the specific ideology
of class struggle as a preconstruct. The information included in the concept
word “bolshevism” of the Russian newspaper in America is semanticised in
two directions – object-thematic (activity from the position of strength) and
modal (activity causing approval).

Течение большевизма идет все
дальше к нашей великой радости…
Большевизм является народным
восстанием против старого
режима… Захватывая власть,
большевики занимают места, где
раньше сидели сатрапы старого
режима. Типичная большевистская
революция – это политическая
революция – насильно…
Можно ожидать, что волны
большевистских восстаний
захватят всю Европу…

The movement of bolshevism goes
further to our great joy… Bolshevism
is the people’s uprising against the
old regime… Seizing power, Bolsheviks
take places where satraps of the old
regime used to sit. A typical bolshevist
revolution is a political revolution –
by force… It can be expected that the
waves of bolshevist revolts will capture
the whole Europe….

Though there is negative semantics in the text (“the old regime”, “satraps
of the old regime”, “uprising against”, “by force”, “capture”), the ideological
assessment is positive. Moreover, the semantics of approval is intensified
not only despite, but due to the fact that it attaches and transfigures concrete
meanings of the negative elements. The meanings are transformed towards
the interpretation of such linguistic forms as “eradication of the enemy”, “an
obstacle that can be successfully overcome.” The process of reconsideration
is accomplished by following the lines of supreme relations through the
highest measure of the community – the veils of ideological concepts
(“the important success of Bolsheviks”, “the success of political struggle”).
The meaning of the statement in the mode of acceptance is not unilinear. In
the text, it is composed by at least two lines of propaganda modalisation:
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assertion of the obviousness of the situation and confidence that everything is

as it should be.

Ideological aspects of attribution related to the super-meaning of language
expressions may seem paradoxical at first glance. See, e.g., the oppositive
meaning of the previous text in terms of general assessment: “It is good

that satraps of the old regime feel bad”. The assessment is divided into
two components – modus ideological and dictum factual: “It is

satraps of the old regime feel

fact

mod

good that

bad”. The modus assessment refers to the

entire statement and is defined by the concepts of ambivalent relationships
motivated by the ideology: unacceptance of the class enemy / approval of the

struggle against them.

In one way or another, the signs (+/−) of the meaning and the extent of ideological
oppositiveness are connected with the cognitive modus and modality.

We adhere to the opinion that a broad understanding of modality, including

an actualising frame, ideological assessment and other qualifying categories,

turns out to be the most fruitful to explore the ideological arrangement of
utterances in discourse. By the mechanism of speech action ideological
assessment is connected with verbs indicating the state of mind and thinking
operations: I think, conclude that… Such “modus” sentence occurs in the mental

field of discourse based on the value preconstruct. In accordance with the

preconstruct, modal support and assertion of acceptance or unacceptance
of the reality picture is formed.

IDEOLOGICAL PRESUPPOSITION OF DISCOURSE
preconstruct and modus acceptance/unacceptance
of reality configuration
↓

mental representation
(“the picture of the world” modified by counteractions)
↓

oppositive embodiment of the “the picture of the world”
in the speech “body” of discourse
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The scheme includes the ideological concepts preconstruct and modus of
categorical acceptance/unacceptance of the proposition determining the
oppositiveness into the structure of discourse generation.

Thus, oppositiveness exists as: 1) socio-psychic reaction to what is happening;
2) ideologically directed modalisation, which brings the structure of the
cognitive semantic opposition to the speech “body” of discourse. It is also
necessary to mention that positive and negative assessments of what is stated
are associated with other qualifying types of modalities – ascertaining,
obligatory, hypothetical, etc. Thus, the material with the structure of
oppositiveness does not only express an idea but replaces the contradiction of
reality, expressing a problem.

7. Field model of oppositive discourse about Russia (1919)
Discourse is an extravertive figure of communication because it belongs to
historical reality. Discourse is reality itself, but it is more mental, though also
practical, verbal.
field of the external, object-practical
reality of an acute “configuration”
↓↑

external (verbal) and internal (mental)
components of discourse
streams of discourse expressed in speech
or “affecting” it
(antibolsh. discourse of war, on war
and on the bolshevist “disease” of Russia)
↓↑
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field of the internal, mental subjectively painful stream of
the conscious and unconscious
in verbal and non-verbal images, pictures, intentions
(“painful” antibolsh. discourse of hatred and love)

The description of discourse is possible only in context(s). Discourse has
an external and an internal fields of dependencies in the real space of existence.
The external field of discourse dependency is of conventionally formed by
object reality itself (contradictory reality) and the internal – by socio-psychic
reality and frames of group ideology in which discourse and its concepts are
immersed. Both fields exist in the synthesis of interpenetration. The above is
generalised in the scheme which relates to the antibolshevist community that
was dominant in the emigrant discourse of wartime

8. Conclusions
To sum up, in contrast to the prevailing views in the scientific literature,
discourse is not only speech. Discourse is fluid images, pictures, thoughts,
intentions, i.e. mental states which emerge under the influence of the
speakers’ external and internal worlds. Discourse is speech and presupposition
to it, an act and an internal comment on it (V.N. Voloshinov). Discourse can
be dual, e.g. common (to everybody) and individual, inter alia unconscious
(L. Althusser, M. Pêcheux). In texts, it can be simultaneously multiple,
e.g. being at the same time information about war and war discourse, affective
discourse of hatred and discourse of compassion.
Discourse is a continuous flow of the mental, while an utterance is only
a configurative “island” in this flow.

We understand oppositive discourse as an ideological formation which cannot
be considered in isolation from the phenomenon of the world of discourse and
its interpretation. It seems reasonable to distinguish three general guidelines
in the interpretation of the phenomenon of the world of discourse.
◎

◎

The world of discourse is the field of the external, subject-practical,
including the material and the ideal sides of reality. The field of the
external as one of the social manifestations of discourse implies the
before-text object world, a special part of which is the world of ideology.
The world of discourse is the field of the internal and mental. The field
of the internal implies a modalised state of consciousness of the subject
before and during the speech act. Eventually, mental experience is
the internal which becomes the external. It is in this manifestation
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of discourse that mind destroys itself by becoming an ideology

(Волошинов, 1993: 254).
The centre (core) of political discourse is the language picture of the
world transformed by modalised consciousness into speech reality with
an oppositive structure.
Opposition is understood as ideologically motivated modalisation permeating
the activity of the subject of consciousness and manifesting itself as the
attitude of rejection (bewilderment) that emerged in the course of interpreting
the reality from the position of counteraction (or mental opposition) on the
basis of the ideological preconstruct. In the inner context, with its specific
referents, we deal with a certain type of ideological assessment which is
included in the general cognitive-semantic process of discourse modalisation.
◎

Ideological assessment with the limiting concept of acceptance or unacceptance
is recognized in discourse as a modal frame which is imposed on the descriptive content of verbal expressions, but, strictly speaking, is determined by the
type of discourse in general, that is by the complex of its elements, including
the ideological preconstruct, general modalisation, point of view, situational presupposition of the utterance, stereotypes and the scale of assessments
which exist in the social ideas of the speakers (or are created by groups).
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Issue 2. Oral and Written Political Discourse Research:
Testing Applied Theory

Tereza K lab í kov á Ráb ov á

Media Discourse of the EU Council Presidency
(a Francophone research perspective 1)
Introduction
The importance of discourse research is increasing along with the changes
taking place in society, culture and linguistics. In their interactions with one
another, various disciplines influence discourse analysis. From the current
French perspective, which we follow in our research, discourse analysis is
viewed as a separate, heterogeneous sector of research activity. It has been
developed on the basis of sociology, rhetoric, stylistics, theory of argumentation,
conversation analysis, ethnomethodology, pragmatics and textual analysis
over the last few decades. The French tradition of discourse analysis also
involves semantics and the theory of enunciation (théorie de l’énonciation).
Besides this, other directions are considered in francophone discourse
analysis, including social interaction analysis focused on the ideological or
power-based effects of language (sciences du langage), an aspect of the French
tradition which provides a framework for understanding the very essence of
current discourse. Its core, as we see it, is reconstructing the internal relations
of particular text utterances rather than in focusing on specific utterances or
texts in a broader (extra-textual) context (Nekvapil, 2006).
This study was supported by the Charles University Research Programme
“Progres” Q18 – Social Sciences: From Multidisciplinarity to Interdisciplinarity.
1
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Our approach is based on hermeneutic interpretation with an emphasis
on a detailed understanding of texts and their situational epistemological
contexts. Textual analysis is inherently complicated and is subjective to
a certain extent. C. Kerbrat-Orecchioni observes:

Given the enormous complexity of interpretative mechanisms … the
decoding operation on a linguistic level is always a process of a random
nature, as well as a variable one, depending on the subject (C. KerbratOrecchioni, 1980: 237).

However, if we use a sophisticated set of methodological tools, discourse
analysis becomes much more objective, accurate and valid. The advantage of
this approach is the attention it gives to detail, rather than the most obvious
linguistic structures and textual contexts. It is the first step in uncovering
the emotional and value orientation of the discourse under analysis. Another
advantage of applying discourse analysis is the interdisciplinary approach
that is effectively transforming it and, as Charaudeau and Maingueneau say,
focuses on “the genuine complex of speech activities, ranging from the most
common everyday communication through the production of mass media to
the most official speeches” (Charaudeau and Maingueneau, 2002).
The available methodological tools allow us to interpret textual phenomena
and events embodied in texts with the focus on the semantic potential of the
overall structure and on text construction. Other foci are representational
semantics, discourse markers and keywords as well as the instruments which
construct linguistic subjectivity, the author’s linguistic manifestations in the
text (énonciation), markers of modality and connectors.
The object of our research in this case is an editorial with the political theme
published in Le Monde in 2009, entitled “UE: un passage de témoin à haut
risque” (“The EU: A High Risk Baton Pass”).

Newspaper articles age rapidly, and as a result they are very rarely subjected
to a detailed message analysis (Sedláková, 2014). However, they have
enormous linguistic and socio-cultural power which greatly influences public
opinion and forms a powerful discourse of its own type worth paying special
attention. Media discourse has influence on major political, social and cultural
topics and directly forms public opinion. We want to undertake investigation
inside and behind a media text to find the meanings that are not obvious
at first glance, but that are crucial, generally applicable and culturally and
linguistically significant.
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Taking media discourse as a research object, we focus on how the leading
French newspapers covered (or failed to cover) the French and Czech
Presidencies of the EU Council. Our subject-matter is the discursive role,
values, prestige, stereotypes and achievements attributed to these countries in
media texts and represented in them verbally.
To construct these discourse categories in this instance, it is necessary to
uncover the meanings which are often implicit, presupposed and thoroughly
encoded, and which constitute the unsaid dimension of speech (Kraus, 2009).
The methods used to uncover that contain instructions for interpreting
the meaning of content which migrates through public space and serves as
a precursor of other communication of various types.

Analysis of Commentary in “UE : un passage de témoin à haut risque”
(“The EU: A High Risk Baton Pass”)
The media text we examine deals with the change in the presiding country
of the European Council of the EU from France to the Czech Republic which
is identified as risky four times. Neuralgic points of French state history (the
legacy of the “Jacques Chirac era”, the failure of social and economic reforms,
the negative public opinion of the referendum on the European Constitution
in 2005) are mentioned as well as the internal Czech political difficulties (the
fall of Topolánek’s government, Klaus’s attitude to the Lisbon Treaty).

A list of French achievements during its Presidency follows (its role in the
negotiations in the Russia-Georgia conflict, the European Immigration Pact
and a set of measures related to “climate change and renewable energy”) as
well as some unfinished projects and recommendations on how to “return
France to Europe.”
One more guideline follows, this time addressed to the Czech Republic as the
new head of the European Union and France. The conclusion of the editorial is
devoted to reducing the risk of change, claiming that if certain conditions are
met, an optimistic outlook for the future appears.

The title of the text under analysis warns of a high risk baton pass, i.e. the
transfer of the EU Council presidency from one country to the other. This
static, expressive and original title is used as a sports metaphor, a baton pass,
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revealing the article’s intent only vaguely. It diverts the attention of the reader
from the analysis in which the French Presidency is outlined in a relatively
positive light.

The title contains one of the two dominant discourse markers of text content,

i.e. the adjective phrase à haut risque (‘high risk‘) which later appears twice
in the text) attributed to the baton pass between the two heads of the
European Union. High risk and a recurrent expression inquiétudes (concerns,
uneasiness) contrasts with the emphasis on just finished performance of
France at the head of the EU. It is metaphorically described as haute en
couleur (used in a figurative sense as original, distinguished by its appearance
or behavior) and flamboyant (radiant) in some cases. In our opinion, those
terms provide the key to the overall meaning of the text (or its preferred
reading, according to S. Hall, 1980). They reveal the attitude of the enunciator
(a discursive enunciator/inscriptor/locator), who is not a biographical subject
(see: Ducrot, 1984).
There is not a single appearance in the text of any marker that suggests
an equal partnership or that the importance of both countries is comparable,
which would dampen the repeated “praise” of France, even though the word
partner occurs in the text three times.

The text under analysis resonates with the politique de grandeur (politics of
greatness), an ideologeme primarily associated with the era of Ch. De Gaulle,
to which this intertextual allusion points. It also draws attention to the
patriotic spirit of France, and there is no indication of irony in the entire
text. It creates a powerful, distinctive semantic motif that, even though the
commentary purports to offer “balanced” information on both the positive
and the negative aspects of the Presidency of both countries, France is
presented as “better.”
The reporting on the results of the French Presidency proceeds in the
following three paragraphs (following the key paragraph, in which the text
refers to France’s brilliant Presidency):
◎
◎

the first passage ( facts-bringing) is on the projects deemed successfully
achieved;
the second passage (heavily modalised) is about important failures of
the French Presidency;
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◎

the third passage (heavily modalised) gives advice and recommendations
(how France ought to act in order to maintain a positive image after its
European Union Presidency).

(1) La France est aussi parvenue
à piloter un début de réponse
européenne à la crise financière. La
présidence de l’Union est devenue, face
aux circonstances exceptionnelles et du
fait de l’approche volontariste de Nicolas
Sarkozy, une fonction politique, avec une
réelle capacité de leadership.

France has also managed to launch
a European response to the financial
crisis. The Presidency of the Union has
become, in exceptional circumstances
and because of the proactive approach of
Nicolas Sarkozy, a political function, with
a real capacity of leadership.

(2) Toutefois, si la contribution à ces
avancées significatives de l’intégration
européenne constitue un gain important
de crédibilité pour la France, force
est de constater que certaines vieilles
«pulsions» françaises sont réapparues.
Des frictions inutiles sont apparues avec
la Commission européenne (notamment
avec Peter Mandelson, le commissaire
chargé du commerce extérieur) et avec
la Banque centrale européenne (BCE).
La polémique autour de la volonté
supposée de la France de continuer
à présider l'Union (au moins au niveau
de la zone euro et de l’Union pour la
Méditerranée), une certaine tendance
à l’autocongratulation, l’impression
d’une France imprévisible qui malmène
ses partenaires (à commencer par
l'Allemagne) et les met devant le fait
accompli – tout cela a pu réveiller de
vieilles méfiances.

However, if the contribution to these
significant advances in European
integration is an important gain of
credibility for France, it is clear that
some old French “impulses” have
reappeared. Unnecessary friction has
emerged with the European Commission
(notably with Peter Mandelson, the
Commissioner for Foreign Trade)
and with the European Central Bank
(ECB). The controversy over France’s
supposed willingness to continue to
preside over the Union (at least at the
level of the eurozone and the Union for
the Mediterranean), a certain tendency
towards self-congratulation, the
impression of an unpredictable France
that mistreats its partners (starting
with Germany), that presents them with
a fait accompli – all this could wake up
old mistrust.

(3) Ainsi, pour que le «retour» de la
France en Europe soit définitivement
gagnant, Paris doit rompre avec l’image
d’ «arrogance» qui lui colle à la peau
et jouer le jeu collectif européen.

Thus, for the „return“ of France in Europe
to be a definite winner, Paris must break
with the image of „arrogance“ that
sticks to its skin and play the collective
European game. This means reconciling
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Il s'agit de concilier la volonté positive
de faire activement de la politique au
niveau de l'Union et une attitude plus
modeste et moins conflictuelle, moins
contentieuse, fondée sur ce principe
de base de l’UE qu‘est le respect entre
partenaires.

the positive willingness to actively
engage in politics at the EU level
and a more modest and a less
confrontational, less contentious attitude
based on the core EU principle of respect
among partners.

A text of 3 paragraphs, separated by graphics and textual connectors
with completely different linguistic structures clearly displays discursive
engagement, i.e. an overall conceptual, content and factual focus of the
enunciator, a specific linguistic and textual manifestation of the enunciator,
the enunciators’ presence in the text as well as the comment on his own
utterances.
The structure of the text, the choice of grammatical and lexical instruments,
as well as the extent of text dedicated to the French presidency significantly
support a thesis that the editorial assesses the French side more favorably.

Connectors serve not only as a text-structuring element, but also orient the
paragraphs towards each other.

Thus, aussi (also) in passage (1) refers to the previous passage, noting that
in addition to what has been already mentioned there are other (= among
some others) undeniable achievements of the French Presidency. These four
lines seem objective; at first sight we do not perceive the presence of the
enunciator. However, the effect of objectivity (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 1980) is
obvious. Events (successful management of the European response to the
financial crisis, strengthening the influence of the presiding country) are
presented unproblematically as if they really happened like that. The absence
of modalising instruments, verbs in past indicative and the absence of
deictic words implies a type of text that É. Benveniste (1966) identified as
a history. However, the passage contains a hidden evaluation and expresses
the preference of the enunciator, who nevertheless is aiming for invisibility.
The choice of subjectivemes (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 1980) La France est aussi
parvenue (France managed), avec une capacité de réelle leadership (with true
leadership ability) is connected with emotive significance and brings evidence
of the opinion which the enunciator expresses on the topic. The enunciator
implies: “I think these results are worthy of admiration,” and the verb parvenir
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(reach) is even used twice intentionally. The achievement is “more admirable”
because it was made under certain unspecified exceptional conditions and
as a consequence of Sarkozy’s voluntaristic approach (which seems to be
understood in a positive sense – the expression du fait de (as a result of ) could
be replaced by thanks to). Other examples of enunciated subjectivity: the
expression Si elle a séduit par la capacité à jouer la carte collective pendant is
présidence (If France has seduced by its ability to play the collective card during
its presidency), adjectives (which are typically used to express subjective
features) couple improbable (improbable couple), France arrogante (arrogant
France), caricature malveillante (malicious caricature), but also more complex
structures: … la France prouvera que sa prétendue volonté de prolonger sa
présidence n’a été qu’une caricature malveillante (France will prove that its
alleged desire to extend its presidency was merely a malicious caricature), which
in external argumentation indicates such a conclusion would be desirable
(which would be adequate/suitable/we would like that). Moreover, the use of
the future suggests the same meaning: France will prove, leaving no doubt (the
enunciator could have chosen a conditional for expressing the eventuality).

However, in the following (2) paragraph, the style of expression changes.
Thematically, it is devoted to events which did not end successfully during
the French Presidency of the European Union (here following the journalistic
ideals of objectivity and balance). Yet the enunciator diminishes the importance
of these events that were not so well handled by choosing the subjunctive
conjunction si (if ) at the beginning of the paragraph, instead of using
a connector like néanmoins (nevertheless), which would imply a semantic
contrast to the failed projects presented in the first paragraph). Moreover,
the enunciator once more summarises and underlines the credibility (and
praise) which France has obtained : Toutefois, si la contribution à ces avancées
significatives de l’intégration européenne constitue un gain important de
crédibilité pour la France… (however, if the contribution to these significant
advances in European integration constitutes a significant gain in credibility
for France…) Problems are mentioned only after this positive statement. The
description of French difficulties is further softened owing to the expression
certaines vieilles “pulsions” françaises (some old-time French “impulses”);
the quotation marks express a degree of disapproval by the enunciator
(Charaudeau and Maingueneau, 2002) in the sense of hedging – implying
an objection to the statement as improper. (Moreover, the word pulsion is
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connected with Freudian psychoanalysis, it is, therefore, transferred from
a slightly different thematic and lexical field.)

It is no coincidence that the expression “pulsions” (“impulses”) with quotation
marks is accompanied by the adjective certaines (certain) by which the
overall impression of the statement is further weakened and blurred. It
again supports the euphemistic aspects of the expression and a semantic
preference for the French presidency. The same meaning could be expressed
directly, e.g.: however, these problematic aspects appeared to be discussed
further. The difference between the two assertions is precise in the degree
of the enunciator’s presentation of his opinion of the factual content as
well as his own words. This interference with the “objectivity” of the
communicated content culminates with the following: une certaine tendance
à l’autocongratulation, l’impression d’une France imprévisible qui malmène
ses partenaires (…) – tout cela a pu réveiller de vieilles méfiances (a certain
tendency towards autocongratulation, the impression of an unpredictable
France that is mishandling its partners (…) – all this could have aroused old
mistrust).
Again, the adjective certaine is used here “blurring” the sharpness of the
expression and in combination with tendency, the use of which for the second
time in a row cannot be an accident. The enunciator, thus, does not speak
about “France having tendencies to ‘self-praise,’” but of certain tendencies to
self-praise. This is a cultural feature widely attributed to France so it is no
wonder that the enunciator chooses a moderate tone. Similarly, l’impression
d’une France imprévisible (the impression of an unpredictable France), not
directly an unpredictable France. Another comment by the author is to be
found at the end of the paragraph – the modal verb pouvoir (can): …tout cela
a pu réveiller de vieilles méfiances (all this could have aroused old mistrust)
It is obvious that the use of modal verbs instead of the expression all this
aroused an ancient mistrust supports our previous contention, and suggests
a deliberately designed system of presentation that intentionally inclines to
imprecision, relativisation of the spoken word, weakening the utterance and
expressing an opinion by a one who is a “protector” of the French side from
a linguistic point of view.
After analysing and comparing both paragraphs, it is now evident that the
method of their construction is different: the first paragraph, with its positive
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content about the French side, is objectified in utterance, while the other one,
highlighting the weaknesses of the French Presidency, “defuses” the content
by using the adjective sure, the noun tendency to something, by placing chosen
expressions in quotation marks, and by using the modal verb pouvoir (can).

From the thematic, factual and logical point of view, the passage concludes
with the third (3) paragraph from which it is evident how the enunciator
intends to progress. On the basis of the connectors used and of the processing
of the content, we note that the passage corresponds to the structure thesis –
antithesis – synthesis. The thesis is La France est aussi parvenue… (France has
also managed…). It is followed by the antithesis, toutefois… (nevertheless…),
which contrasts with the previous words in both content and utterance. The
expression toutefois (however) does not indicate only the opposite idea, but
also a concession, a journalistic “reservation” and the possibility that things
could be otherwise. The certainty and the force of the utterance are thereby
weakened again. The whole structure is concluded with the synthesis: ainsi
(so/thus). Ainsi, pour que le “retour de la France en Europe” soit définitivement
gagnant… (Thus, for the “return” of France in Europe to be a definite winner…)
Furthermore, the intent of the paragraph changes again. It acquires the
nature of a conclusion and bases some recommendations and advice on the
facts given. The linguistic structures of the editorial are subject to this
communication plan.

The enunciator again modalises selected expressions through quotation
marks, this time even twice in one paragraph. Le ”retour de la France en
Europe” (“France’s return to Europe”) is presented (promoted) as a desirable
outcome, it is put in quotation marks without the definite article le, which
means that the utterance distance is indicated only in relation to the
designation “France’s return to Europe”, not in relation to the grammatical
complex involved in the whole utterance. The reasons that the phrase
“return to Europe” is separated from the surrounding text by quotation
marks are twofold: the first lies in the semantics of the term: it is clear that
France is a part of Europe, so no return is therefore necessary. France even
occupies a central position in the European Union among other European
countries as a founder. The enunciator is aware of this fact, but by using
quotation marks he expresses essentially so-called or we would say, let
us use this term. It is, thus, a kind of exaggeration, pointing out a meaning
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that does not quite correspond to reality. We see the second reason in the
complete text layout of the statement, namely an indication of the result the
enunciator desires, precisely France’s return to Europe. The second term in
quotation marks – located in the same sentence – l’image d’ “arrogance” (the
image of “arrogance”) is anticipatory and confirms the conceptual focus
of the statement. The emotive noun arrogance which has a negative slant
and a depreciative meaning is not stated directly per se, but in quotation
marks. The enunciator, thus, “washes his hands” of clearly attributing this
expression to France; he resists that and distances himself from it by using
quotation marks.
This “typographical” modalisation is further enhanced by using the modal
verb devoir (must): Ainsi, pour que le “retour de la France en Europe” soit
définitivement gagnant, Paris doit rompre avec l’image d’ ”arrogance”… (Thus,
for the “return of France to Europe” to be a definite winner, Paris must break
with the image of “arrogance”…), especially by using the subjectifying
subjunctive. This way of indicating inter alia the subjectivity of the enunciator
and the desired action quite explicitly gives a subjectified impression of this
third passage. It offers advice or a recommendation: And so, in order for France
to finally succeeded with its return to Europe, Paris must put an end to its
“arrogant” image.
The subjective attitude of the enunciator is clear from the language structures
used; it is woven inside them and from them, not “added” from the outside as
a certain extension. It is based in the very meaning of the lexical units and
their combination within the text. Although the enunciator is ostensibly
trying to provide a fair and balanced evaluation of the two countries who are
“passing the baton,” the choice of words and the grammatical and syntactical
structure reveal his subjective approach and views on the matter.
A textual and thematic counterpoint to the previous three paragraphs, and
a symmetrical passage to a certain extent (albeit with different proportions
in terms of length and particularly importance, as described below), focuses
on the incoming Czech Presidency. The tone is different, however. In terms
of applied grammatical structures and tenses, it is rather austere and
uncommitted. It has the character of a statement and description (indicative,
past tense), does not show any utterance specifics, and “looks” objective. The
fact that the enunciator will now be paying attention to the Czech Presidency,
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is shown by the connector/marker quant à elle (as for): La présidence tchèque,
quant à elle, s’est trouvée contestée avant même de commencer. (The Czech
Presidency, for its part, was challenged before it even started.)

The significant semantic aspects of this passage deal only with negative
facts, e.g. un gouvernement affaibli (a weakened government). And there is
also a subjective evaluation of the Czech presidency which, however, is not
directly expressed by the verbs and tenses used. In terms of content, the list of
positives is limited to the Czechs’ technical and administrative preparedness,
and instead of its (intended) flattering conclusion, it turns into the opposite.
The impression of wholly siding with the French six-month presidency is
softened by this passage:

Au-delà de l’euroscepticisme radical de
Vaclav Klaus déjà évoqué, la situation
politique intérieure du pays – avec
un gouvernement affaibli à l’issue des
élections régionales – a rendu les choses
encore plus complexe.

Beyond the radical Euroscepticism
of Vaclav Klaus already mentioned,
the domestic political situation of the
country with a weakened government
after the regional elections has made
things even more complex.

It refers to the Czech internal political difficulties as complex, complicated, intricate and not by any stronger expression (e.g., a very serious, problematic,
threatening the Presidency), thereby intentionally “improving” the problematic Czech image.
The statement (and also the judgment) carries an ironic tone in its essence:.
Certes, M. Klaus ne manquera pas
la présidence tchèque de sorties
eurosceptiques… mais sans portée réelle
sur la politique européenne du pays.

Certainly, Mr Klaus will not fail to make
eurosceptic statements during the
Czech presidency … but without any real
impact on the country‘s European policy.

Several factors interact here: the certainty of the enunciator (who does not
refer to facts, but to utterance and discourse) which is expressed using the
future tense (“I think something will actually happen in the future”): Klaus
ne manquera pas… (Klaus will not fail…) combined with an ellipsis, the adverb
of certainty certes (certainly) and the verb agrémenter (beautify) which also
carries an evaluating and ironic meaning, and along with the subsequent
mais sans réelle portée sur la politique européenne du pays (but without any real
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impact on the country’s European policy) completes the ironic impression. The
connector mais (but) in this case indicates not only opposition Sure, Klaus will
not fail to enliven Czech Presidency with his Eurosceptic attacks, but/however/
nevertheless, without real influence on European politics of the country. It
also carries the argument of the entire text. It provides a gradation in its
ironic tone, because the mocking confidence expressed by the enunciator
in the first part of the statement is “contradicted” by its highlighting of the
President Klaus’s inability to influence the internal political situation in his
country. This paragraph illustrates how combinations and multiple uses
of modalising elements (the thematic-rhematic order of utterances; tense
and mode, adverbs, connectors) affect the final subjective impression of
a communication. The impression does not arise only from one element, but
from a mutual interaction, a combination of several semantic elements.

However, there is a quite fundamental comment buried within the generally
positive context (the belief that the Czech Republic can master its Presidency,
at least considering technical and administrative aspects). It is the term
relativement “européanisées” (relatively “Europeanised”). The use of this
expression betrays, perhaps unconsciously or without ill intention, within the
positively oriented passages about the expectations for the Czech Presidency,
the existence of the intellectual and cultural distance France feels with
regard to the Czech Republic (and neighboring countries). It reflects a sense of
superiority. A similar meaning could certainly be expressed differently. The
verbal adjective “européanisées”, formally resembles the adjectives apprivoisé
(domesticated) or civilisé (civilised) in type and importance. Additionally, it
is possible to detect the unsaid expression enfin or heureusement ( finally,
thankfully) in the statement. Refining a severe judgment by putting it in
quotation marks, which suggests that the enunciator is aware that the term is
somewhat pejorative, does not help much to soften it. The resulting impression
of the enunciator’s subjective evaluation is, on the contrary, greatly enhanced
by the adverb relativement that in the context and in combination with the
expression “européanisées” (“Europeanised”) sounds supercilious. Such
a statement is, in essence, disrespectful, degrading and clumsily ethnocentric.
The entire utterance escalates: the strongest and most emotional expression
occurs at the end of the relevant passage, implying thorough and thoughtful
wordsmithing as well as the intended effect of the expression (illocution).
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???
u otwarcie
nawiasu
– gdzie
amknięcie?

A passage follows, again devoted to “advice” (one piece of which is directed
to France and the other to the Czech Republic, both of which begin with
connectors having the same meaning: toutefois, or néanmoins (nevertheless).
This identifies their mutual relationship and signals the attitude to the reader.
They advocate how the Czech Republic ought to proceed during its Presidency
in order to be successful, both for its own sake and for the European Union).
A hypothetical nature is imparted to this phrase by the use of the conditional
modal verb pouvoir (can) (again, notice the combination of a modal verb with
the “modalising” conditional: Quelle pourrait être la recette… (What could be
the recipe…) Compared to the paragraph dedicated to the French Presidency,
the entire passage has a static, passive nature; it contains mainly of a list of
nouns without verbs; at the very end the text is revived by the gerund tout
en affirmant and the subjunctive form which has a rather nonverbal either-or
function:
D’abord, une clarification de la ligne
politique du pays sur son engagement
européen: une ratification rapide du
traité de Lisbonne, une affirmation nette
du leadership du gouvernement sur les
dossiers européens, face à un président
eurosceptique marginalisé. Ensuite, la
démonstration qu’une présidence peut
être efficace sans le style flamboyant
du président français, en s'inscrivant
judicieusement dans la continuité
des présidences précédentes, tout en
affirmant sa spécificité sur certains
dossiers, que ce soit une vision plus
libérale de l’économie, une attitude
plus méfiante à l’égard de la Russie,
un intérêt affirmé pour le voisinage
oriental de l’UE ou un attachement fort
à la relation transatlantique.

First, a clarification of the country‘s
political line on its European
commitment: rapid ratification of
the Lisbon Treaty, a clear affirmation
of the government‘s leadership
on European issues in the face of
a marginalised eurosceptic president.
Then, the demonstration that
a presidency can be effective without
the flamboyant style of the French
president by fitting itself judiciously
into the continuity of previous
presidencies; while affirming its
specificity on certain issues whether it
is a more liberal vision of the economy,
a more mistrustful attitude towards
Russia, a strong interest in the EU‘s
eastern neighborhood or a strong
attachment to the transatlantic
relationship.

Using such instruments, this paragraph appears less committed, in other
words the enunciator is more direct, clear and concise; the communication is
not so “dear to his heart.” The expressions and their combinations (especially
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the list of effects) give a more indifferent impression to the expectations for
the Czech presidency. The entire passage is not so dynamic, without serious
involvement of the enunciator, we might say that, based on his material

processing, he does not really care about the content so much. The utterance
is functional like the content.

Conclusions
1. French commentary more frequently uses syntactic structures such as UE:

un passage de témoin à haut risque (The EU: A High Risk Baton Pass), personal

pronouns and conjunctions. It is characterised by smoothness and a certain
elegance of speech (which is difficult to define); it has an essayistic nature. It

creatively operates by projecting meanings from one semantic field to another

(metaphors). Inside the text, narrative, descriptive and explanatory passages
appear in combination; it is therefore possible to talk about a hybrid text. It

is the entire structure of the text (“enchaînement”) which has the most

significant effect on the resulting message. The structure is the sum of the

individual elements within the higher textual units, one section is related to
another, and each one determines the shape of the other. The whole structure of

the text is argumentative and affects its preferred reading. The interconnected
meanings of individual words, statements and other text units, integrated
into more complex units, all participate in the argumentation.

2. It is necessary to understand hidden meanings that are not apparent at

first sight and characteristics attributed to the entities about which the text

reports. Due to the paraphrasing methods of the linguistic instruments used,
finding equivalents and synonymous expressions, it is possible to demonstrate

the existence and importance of key orienters pointing to other media,

conversations, political discourse etc. (the thematisation of Jacques Chirac’s
era, the achievements of the Presidency, haut en couleur etc.). The commentary

works with a limited range of topics and exhibits a considerable degree of

subjectivity in their selection. We have documented that the judgments about

the Czech and French Presidency in the Le Monde text favor the French side.
From the factual point of view, this means that the discursive enunciator

is emphasising the incompetence of the Czech Republic. Based on this
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article, Le Monde is not as neutral and impartial in its content and preferences
as it is generally believed; it supports a rather negative image of the Czech
Republic in comparison to its “praise” of France, thereby confirming that it
holds some stereotypes about the two countries.

3. The objectivity effect or the neutralisation of opinion is one of the
primary objectives of the text, even though as journalistic commentary
it can (and must) have a certain degree of subjectivity. Argumentative
passages do not show many typical argumentative connectors. However,
the objective passages do not deny that they contain subjective elements:
“confession”, evaluation and commenting on the text (e.g. using present
tense, deictic words, modalisators and qualifying adjectives). Such passages
appear in the article frequently and they are present in most parts of the
text, thereby defining its entire type. The emotional and generally personal
commitment of the enunciator who adds opinions to objective reporting
about reality is not a feature associated with the rational meaning of
communication, e.g. the author uses slanted language (court-circuiter;
short-circuit). His commitment is also constructed by linking utterances to
larger text units. Specific instruments take advantage of the grammatical,
lexical and structural-textual possibilities of French which is an analytical
type of language. They affect not only the purely linguistic dimension of
the communication, but also its pragmatic dimension as we have shown
by examples of the pragmatic effect of its linguistic structures. The same
instrument can perform several functions. In some cases it may even express
seemingly contradictory attitudes of the enunciator. The interpretation of
the communication functions used by the addressee depends on context
and on the pragmatic factors (see, e.g. the recipient’s work with the
encyclopedic base of the communication). It also depends on the general
style of thinking (cognitive operations), writing (arrangement of elements
in utterances), the overall wording of the text, stylistic rules and unwritten
recommendations which are generally more obligatory in French than in Czech
stylistic usage.
We believe we have demonstrated the usefulness and appropriateness of the
stated methods for analysing discourse with various focuses and we hope that
these methods will continue to be applied for their undisputed theoretical
and practical advantages in our collective attempt.
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Ver a Us tinov ic h

Preamble as a Spoken Discourse Unit: Analysing
TV and Radio Debate Content Applying M.-A. Morel
& L. Danon-Boileau’s Approach (a French case study)
1. Introduction
The object of our study, as indicated in the title, are genre elements within
their correlations with the oral paragraph preamble in the terminology
of M.A. Morel and L. Danon-Boileau and the subject is preamble elements
proposed by the mentioned authors and discussed below as they become
elements of the macro-structure.
The purpose of this article is to provide the analysis of the preamble
interpretation in relation to a specific type of discourse, i.e. socio-political
discourse in French television and radio debates, in order to apply its results
to the analysis of oral texts with possible outcome into the social space.
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The preamble is fundamentally important for the development of the

discourse content aspect of the oral paragraph. The validation of this fact is
the objective of our article. To treat this problem, we should initially recognise

that identifying our research field as that of discourse analysis is not accurate
enough. Therefore, we should provide more details on our position.

2. Identifying our research field
Interdisciplinarity permeates modern linguistic research. The focus of

linguists’ scientific interests is aimed at the study of correlations that arise
(a) within the linguistic competence (E. Roulet, 2001), i.e. between syntactic,

lexico-semantic and prosodic structures, and (b outside linguistic competence
as such, i.e. between this particular competence and discourse as its product
generated along with it by other competencies of the communicants.

In other words, the study of discourse includes not only the study of what is
inherent in the language, but also what remains “behind the scenes”, which

allows, among other things, to consider from a new angle both functions of
language levels units and the implementation variability of these functions.

We can say that communicants react not only and not so much to the content

of the text (discourse), but to how it is presented in the concrete situation

of communication (i.e. to the verbal representation of discourse). But if we
completely accept this, then perhaps we will agree with the idea of causal-

genetic modeling of discourse (see the works by I. Oukhvanova (Ухванова,
2014), A. Popova (Попова, 2008), E. Savich (Савич, 2012), L. Kurchak (Курчак,

2012), etc.) that the verbal representation of discourse (both linear-textological

and systemic-linguistic) as well as non-verbal (cognitive-structured or
structurally conceptualized and hierarchically represented or pragmatically
signified) are equal and act as conjugate sources of discourse content.

Thus, this study can be projected onto the research field of discourse analysis

backed by linguistics of discourse, including the field of multimodal discourse
which is directly related to the field of speech synthesis. In a sense, this is

a new, dynamically developing field of integrative research which studies
codes for the information transmission and interchange.
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We should recognize that no matter how we define our research field at this
stage, we can see it in its main characteristics: (a) interdisciplinarity, manifested both intralinguistically and extralinguistically; and (b) functionality
opened to a specific set of variable forms, but controlled from the point of view
of the discourse content.

3. Material and method
The intonational grammar of French linguists M.-A. Morel and L. DanonBoileau served as reference for the theoretical modeling of the analysed
macrounit with a specific focus on its initial element (preamble). The linguists
study it from the perspective of its structure, its form, but we shall consider it
as a specific genre macro-structure.

The material for the practical functional discourse analysis conducted in this
pilot study were debates presenting two kinds of discourse practices from the
informational and interactional point of view: 1) debates with the participation
of French presidential candidates (E. Macron, M. Le Pen, F. Fillon, B. Hamon,
J.L. Mélenchon) within the framework of the organized pre-election TV-debates
where candidates were interviewed by journalists, representatives of rival
parties, as well as ordinary voters, and also 2) debates on main sociopolitical
topics where invited participants held opposing views on issues under
discussion. The number of the analysed oral paragraphs is 256.
In this study we applied reconstructive approach based on text analysis and
verification analysis to examine how the discussed theory is applied to the
concrete discourse.

We see the pertinence of this article in the growing need to study oral
discourse and its components and elements, including the oral paragraph in
the context of the focus of modern linguistics being transferred from form to
content and from micro- to macro-units of the oral discourse analysis. The
oral paragraph, as we shall see further, possesses all the qualities of such unit
and, at the same time, retains a certain compactness of the structure. It makes
this unit optimal for testing a number of hypotheses about the specifics of the
manifestation of phonological units of the macro-structural organization of
language in a broad social context.
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4. Discourse analysis units: From utterance to oral paragraph
E. Benveniste noted that “at the level of a phrase, we leave the domain of
language as a system of signs and enter the domain of language as a tool of

communication” (Benveniste, 1969: 129-130) 2 . The development of research on
spontaneous oral speech in a real communication situation made obvious the
fact that the traditional binary segmentation of the utterance communicative
structure on theme and rheme as well as the limited research scope of the
isolated utterance, do not reflect the complex hierarchical connections of
the utterance elements and do not meet the needs for a detailed analysis of
the communicative structure and more generally of the discourse structure.
In this connection intonologists, in particular, French linguists (P. Martin,
B. Combettes, J. Vassière, A. Di Cristo, P. Mertens, and others), pay special
attention to the study of discourse. Among them are M.-A. Morel and L. DanonBoileau, the authors of the Intonational Grammar, the scholars engaged in
interdisciplinary research in the field of experimental phonology and analysis
of the structure of discourse who have proposed a detailed multi-component
analysis of the oral paragraph.

In spontaneous oral speech, the boundaries of utterances, including
prosodic ones, are “erased”, therefore, some modern researchers consider
it appropriate to abandon the analysis of an isolated utterance with no
relation to the context. M.-A. Morel and L. Danon-Boileau suggest such
subject of study as the oral paragraph (paragraphe oral) which they
define as follows:
The unit of analysis of spontaneous speech – the maximal unit having
‘grammar’, beyond which the relationship between elements refers to the
analysis of discourse (Morel, Danon-Boileau, 1998: 21).

We shall then consider the oral paragraph as a unit for discourse structure
construction. The decisive role in how the speaker structures their message
is the awareness that it must meet the criteria of the genre and the format
of communication, as well as their understanding of these criteria. Genre
blends any text to the speaker-listener interaction, which is demonstrated by
the analysis of our material: TV and radio debates. According to this format,
2

Hereinafter translated by V. Usinovich.
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the speaker seeks, first of all, to obtain the interlocutor’s consent regarding

the communication topic, to ensure that the interlocutor’s attention is directed
to them and that the interlocutor is ready for the correct perception of some

new/important information. Participants have limited time to express their
position. The role of moderators is to control both the total debate time, and
the speech time for each participant. They maintain the structure of the
debate with following remarks:

Je regarde le chronomètre, il nous reste peu de temps ‘I am looking at the
stopwatch, we have little time’; Ne confisquez pas la parole, c’est un débat ‘Turn
the floor over to…, this is a debate’; Une réponse brève, s’il vous plait ‘Short
answer, please’.

Moreover, the participants themselves may also remind the interlocutor
about the format of their communication:

Je pensais que c’était un débat ‘I thought it is a debate’; Si je peux avoir deux
minutes pour vous répondre ‘Can you give me two minutes to answer’; Laissezmoi vous répondre ‘Let me answer’

Participants are aware about this and seek to fit the maximum of information

that they consider necessary to convey not only to the interlocutor, but also to
the whole audience into a limited time period which predetermines a certain
structure of their speech.

5. Preamble structure
In the considered theory, the oral paragraph structure consists of a multicomponent preamble, a rheme and a post-rhematical component:

Paragraphe oral = Préambule + Rhème + Postrhème

According to M.-A. Morel and L. Danon-Boileau, rheme is the only obligatory
element of the oral paragraph and preamble and post-rheme are optional. At

the same time, the attention of the researchers is concentrated mainly on the
number and function of the elements making up that part of the utterance

that precedes the rheme since the rhematic component is generally short and
its role is determined unequivocally. The multi-component character of the
preamble in this approach is explained by the following statement:
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For the French speaker, the main task is not so much to emphasize what is
new, but how to define clearly the starting point and its value (Morel, DanonBoileau, 1998: 37).

The preamble can consist of several discursive segments (segments discursifs).
In particular, M.-A. Morel and L. Danon-Boileau distinguish the following four
segments:
1)
2)
3)
4)

connector (ligateur),
markers of modality (indices de modalité),
frame (cadre),
lexical support (support lexical).

The elements of the oral paragraph preamble are singled out, in the first
place, due to the prosody, namely the combination of acoustic parameters:
(1) frequency (F0), (2) intensity, (3) duration and also (4) pauses (Morel,
Danon-Boileau, 1998; Morel, 1992). In addition, the preamble elements should
be integrated into its structure at the syntactic level in the sense that,
according to the authors, all elements have fixed localization in the component
structure, which is confirmed by M.-A. Morel and L. Danon-Boileau’s study of
oral discourse based not only on the French language, but also on many other
languages, in particular English, Moroccan Arabic, modern Greek, Japanese,
Portuguese, Turkish (Danon-Boileau, Morel, 1995).

Connector. M.-A. Morel and L. Danon-Boileau distinguish a narrative
connector (tu vois ‘you see’, disons ‘let’s say’, écoute ‘listen’) and a discursive
connector (et ‘and’, donc ‘so’, mais ‘but’). The function of the element is to
maintain the integrity of the discourse and to ensure communication with
what was said earlier.

Markers of modality. M.-A. Morel and L. Danon-Boileau subdivide them into
(1) those expressing a point of view (point de vue) and allowing us to represent
a source of information: à mon avis ‘in my opinion’, on m’a dit ‘I was told’; and
(2) those being a separated modus expressing epistemic and/or evaluative
modality (modus dissocié à valeur épistémique et/ou appréciative): évidemment
‘obviously’, sans doute ‘no doubt’).

Frame. Its function, according to the authors of this approach, is to define
the field of predication (Morel, 1992). The term “frame” is used by many
researchers to describe the space-time boundaries within which an utterance
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is placed, however, in the understanding of M.-A. Morel and L. Danon-Boileau,
the frame correlates with topos in Aristotle’s interpretation.

Lexical support. This is a structural element actualised immediately before
the beginning of the rheme (i.e. before the predicate). It can be separated
or attached (in this case it coincides with the grammatical subject of the
utterance). Separated lexical support is introduced in French either by means
of the presentation structure il y a (1), or the dislocation of the subject (2): 3 4 5
(1) Donc e il y a eu deux ou trois
personnes comme ça mais c’est assez
c’est vrai que c’est assez rare […]3

(2) Moi, j’entends la colère de nos
concitoyens4

So there were two or three people like
that, but this is enough, though this is
quite rare […]
I, I hear the anger of our compatriots

The preamble does not necessarily include all the listed elements, thus, “if
the preamble consists of one element […] it assumes the functions of the
remaining elements” (Danon-Boileau, Morel, 1995: 10):

(3) La ligne de partage entre ces deux-là
c’est l’islam … Pour Mélenchon (ligateur
+ point de vue + cadre) c’est une chance,
l’islam. Pour Marine Le Pen (ligateur
+ point de vue + cadre) c’est une
catastrophe (Underlined by us – V.U.)5

These two disagree on Islam…
For Mélenchon it is a chance, Islam.
For Marine Le Pen it is a disaster

In the example above, the underlined elements (Pour Mélenchon and Pour
Marine Le Pen) serve simultaneously as a connection with the context, express
a point of view (determining who it belongs to), and also act as a frame.
This theory has already been successfully applied to the study of spontaneous
oral speech not only for the French language, but also, in particular, for

3
Morel, M.-A., Danon-Boileau L. Grammaire de l’intonation. L’exemple du français
oral. Paris-Gap, 1998. P. 42
4
Best-of du grand debat du 3 mai 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
MOMFaReggj4
5
Marine Le Pen aux portes du pouvoir? (2/5) – Ce soir (ou jamais!) – 12/09/2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YulQkqpfxqE
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Swedish (Conway, 2006) and Finnish (Lehtinen, 2010). The mentioned paper
contain a comparative analysis of two languages (French and Swedish or

Finnish respectively) in order to determine the influence of interference (for
Swedish) and the process of rheme re-categorization (for Finnish). These

studies were based on the corpus of spontaneous oral speech in the format of
informal communication.

In this regard, it is pertinent to carry out an analysis of preamble elements
distribution depending on the format and genre of discourse. In this article,
we propose a pilot study of how the analysis based on the preamble elements
allows us to deepen the understanding of the informative characteristics,

namely the speaker’s communicative attitude of the debate discourse as
a specific genre.

6. Analysis of the oral paragraph preamble based on the French
debates
Our preliminary analysis was carried out on the role-based structure of the

oral discourse (the representation by the participants of antagonistic roles:
“attacking” and “defending”).

Below we offer some illustrative material from this pilot study and conclusions
on the tendencies in the actualisation of structural and functional discourse

components within the analysed approach as well as conclusions on how
these components affect the content potential of the debate discourse.

We clearly see two key functions of preamble elements: to launch a discussion

and to stress main topics. The actualised pair roles of the participants in the
debates – “attacking” and “defending” – are presented in the analysed pilot
construction as interchangeable. Thus, the discourse of each participant
naturally included oral paragraphs demonstrating either role.

The analysis of the discourse of debaters who actualise the “attacking” role

showed that the most frequent element in the preamble was the frame (41.7%)
used to put the utterance in a particular thematic, or topical, context to set the

direction of the debate and to emphasise the degree of awareness about the
interlocutor (see the examples of this tendency actualisation below):
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Aujourd’hui, à Paris, il y a eu trente
lycées qui ont été bloqués par des bandes
de jeunes voyous (cadre) […] Alors moi,
je voudrais vous demander, monsieur
Mélenchon, est-ce que vous condamnez
ces violences? 6

Today in Paris, thirty schools were
blocked by gangs of hooligans […]
So, I would like to ask you,
Mr. Mélenchon, do you condemn these
disorders?

Vous avez été contre la loi sur
l’interdiction de la burka, regardez sur
internet, vous reprendrez vos propos
(cadre) […]7

You were against the law banning
the wearing of burkha, check on the
Internet, you will see what you said […]

Je ne pense pas que les gens soient
contre les migrants […]8

I don’t think people are against migrants
[…]

The debaters who actualise the “defending” role mostly use a preamble
consisting of modality indicators (16.7%) to facilitate self-representation as
well as of separated lexical support (29.7%) which is probably due to the fact
that in a situation of defense the participant has to refer to what was said by
the interlocutor and work out counter-arguments:

Moi, je crois que c’est une priorité vitale9
Moi, je propose, contrairement
à d’autres candidats à l’élection
présidentielle, notamment monsieur
Macron, que ce soient des partenaires
sociaux10

I, I think this is a vital priority

I, I propose, unlike the other presidential
candidates, in particular Mr. Macron,
that these should be social partners

However, the roles of the participants are not fixed. The speaker in the
“defensive” position can include a frame element in the preamble in order to
switch the audience’s negative attention to the personality of the opponent or
their ideas. In such a way, the candidate Benoît Hamon who was asked several
L’Emission politique du 23/02/2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aszol6mspP0
L’Emission politique du 09/03/2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PK6qD3l3NiY
8
On n‘est pas couché 22 septembre 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= lCjAcXnqhj0
9
Débat du jour du 26/09/2018 http://rfi-debat-du-jour.lepodcast.fr/emmanuelmacron-merite-t-il-detre- appele-champion-de-la-terre
10 François Fillon, invité de L’Emission politique (intégralité) du 24/03/2017 https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Xp4mRllM1k
6
7
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questions by the General Director of the Chemical Enterprises Union instead
of answering switches to an attack:
Aujourd’hui nous avons une explosion
des diabètes de type 2, des cancers liés
aux hormones, cancer de la prostate,
cancer de l’utérus (cadre) […] des
familles posent la question de savoir
ce qui dans leur cadre de vie, dans leur
mode de vie peut être responsable
de ces maladies chroniques11

Today we see a significant increase in
the number of type 2 diabetes, hormonerelated cancers, prostate cancer, uterine
cancer […] families wonder about what
in their environment, in their way of life
is responsible for the occurrence of these
chronic diseases

Moreover, foreseeing the interlocutor’s disagreement, the “attacker” can
anticipate the reaction and build up the oral paragraph preamble as a response
to the presupposed reproach, using for that purpose lexical support:
Vous voyez, Madame Le Pen, moi,
la République, je l’aime12

You see, Madam Le Pen, I, I love it,
the Republic

The examined approach is rather detailed, however, in our opinion, some
questions still remain in the presented theory and this fact creates interest
for further research. These particular issues are:

a) distribution of the meanings and functions of the missing preamble
elements between those expressed in it:
Donc (ligateur+?) évidemment
(modus+?) l’opposition va continuer
à utiliser cette brèche dans le
quinquennat Macron13

So obviously the opposition will
continue to use this hole in the five-year
presidency of Macron

b) distribution of the meanings and functions of the elements due to the
change of their prescribed localisation, in particular after the verbal part of
the predicate as well as their order described by the authors as fixed:

11 Benoît Hamon à l‘émission politique/décembre 2016 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=CP_zF02ylvE
12 Face-à-face Marine Le Pen / Najat Vallaud-B. – L‘Emission politique le 10 février
2017 (France 2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5HHrZwwpSE
13 Le débat d’Europe soir du 05/08/19 https://www.europe1.fr/emissions/lesexperts-deurope-soir/le-debat-deurope-soir-theo-maneval-05082018-3726617
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Les lois sont aujourd’hui (cadre?)
suffisamment en tout cas (ligateur?)
claires14

Laws are today clear enough

Sur ce plan-là (support lexical?), pour
être très clair (point de vue?), vous
savez (ligateur?), il contrarie la société
politique15

As for this plan, to be clear, you know, it
hinders the creation of a political society

7. Some conclusions based on the pilot study
We can draw the conclusion that the theory of oral paragraph proposed by
M.A. Morel and L. Danon-Boileau has certain significance for its use in the
practice of discourse analysis, since it helps to detect important content
elements through its actual categories. Thus, the conducted analysis of the
preambles in the discourse of debaters demonstrates the correlation between
the communicative role performed by the speakers and their use of certain
preamble elements in the oral paragraph. In addition, if the interlocutor
decides to change their role, it is also marked by the choice of preamble
elements: in this case, they are selected from the discursive segments that are
characteristic of the preambles of the interlocutor performing the opposite
role. Since the preamble does not always include all segments that are
identified within the framework of the theory under our consideration, but
rather the most communicatively significant ones, this can serve as a fairly
reliable marker of the role in which the speaker represents themselves, as
well as an indicator of the change of this role. 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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Persuasion in Political Discourse: Election Manifesto of
the UK Conservative Party
Introduction
The general election in the United Kingdom took place on June 8, 2017 and
citizens from 650 constituencies voted. The five parties which won the
greatest number of seats were the Conservative Party (317 of 650 seats,
42.3%), the Labour Party (262 seats, 40.0%), the Scottish National Party (SNP,
35 seats), the Liberal Democrats (12 seats), and the Democratic Unionist Party
(DUP, 10 seats). 16
http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-7979
and https://www.theguardian.com/politics/ng-interactive/2017/jun/08/live-uk-election-results-in-full-2017
16
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The purpose of this article is to present an analysis of persuasion in the
section “New Rules for a Changing Economy” from the first chapter, i.e.
“A Strong Economy that Works for Everyone”, of the election program of the
UK Conservative Party, as this party won the greatest number of votes. Thus,
the following hypothesis is explored: an election program is such a type of
text which includes elements of indirect persuasion.
The article is divided into three sections. The first one concerns pragmatics,
with a special subsection on persuasion, the second one presents the view
from the systemic functional linguistics perspective and the third one the
above-mentioned analysis on the basis of the theoretical part from the first
two sections.

1. Pragmatics and the issue of persuasion
This section concerns pragmatics, i.e. the study of what a speaker signifies
by an utterance. Pragmatics, thus, concerns “invisible” meaning, in other
words, how one understands what message is conveyed even in cases when
the meaning is not openly stated. For this to be possible, there need to be
many mutual assumptions as well as expectations in communication (Yule,
2006).

1.1. Context

The way in which given words are understood depends not only on the
words themselves, but also on their context and on one’s previous knowledge
concerning the possible meaning of the message. One type of context is
linguistic context or co-text. It is comprised of the words which are also used
in the phrase or sentence in which that word appears. Co-text plays a crucial
role in how one interprets the meaning of the word. Another type of context is
physical context. For instance, if the word bank is written on the wall of a city
building, the location will in some way determine how the word is interpreted
in this case. It needs to be noted, however, that the context which is used in
understanding words or sentences is not the physical situation itself, but one’s
mental representation of the physical elements. The comprehension of many
ideas which one reads and hears is concerned with interpreting elements
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regarding the physical context, in particular the time and the location, when
and where one comes across linguistic expressions (Yule, 2006).

1.2. Deictic expressions

Another crucial matter concerning the interpretation of words are deictic
expressions, i.e. such expressions which can be understood only with reference
to the speaker’s intended meaning. The term deictic expressions comes from
the Greek word deixis meaning “pointing” with the help of language. One can
distinguish between three types of these expressions, namely, person deixis,
spatial deixis, and temporal deixis. The first type is used when talking about
people (e.g. him, them) or things (e.g. it, this), the second type when speaking
of a location (e.g. here, near that) and the third type when mentioning a given
time (e.g. now, last week). The expressions need to be understood in accordance
with which person etc. is meant by the speaker (Yule, 2006).

1.3. Speech act theory

Moreover, it needs to be noted that an important part of pragmatics is also
based on the work of two philosophers, namely John L. Austin and John R.
Searle. Although their theories differ from each other in terms of different
aspects, their work is usually collectively described as speech act theory
(Graefen and Liedke, 2012).

Speech acts are acts carried out while speaking. A large part of speech
act theory is concerned with finding the adequate balance between the
convention of saying something and the intention of the utterance. The
modern investigation of speech acts has its initial source in Austin’s (1962)
published lectures known as How to Do Things with Words. The author
speaks here of performatives which are sentences used to do something,
e.g. to wed (I now pronounce you man and wife) or christen and not just
to say something. Further, he presents locutionary, illocutionary, and
perlocutionary acts. Austin (1962) states that a locutionary act is the act
of speaking; it is used in constructing speech. He defines an illocutionary
act as an act carried out in speaking, especially one being the reason for
uttering a performative sentence, e.g. marrying or christening. The last
type of act, i.e. a perlocutionary act is performed by speaking; such an act is
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a consequence of speaking, which may be intended or not. As Austin (1962)
states, a perlocutionary act is convincing someone that a given statement is
true (Austin, 1962 in Sadock, 2006).

Searle (1969) presents his own classification of speech acts. Thus, he
differentiates between declarations, representatives or assertives, expressives,
directives, and commissives. Declarations change a situation via declaring
something (I now declare you husband and wife). The purpose of representatives
or assertives is to represent or assert a situation in the way in which the
speaker perceives it (I claim that this theory needs revision). Expressives are
used to express one’s feelings and inner states (Good job!). Directives are to
direct someone to do something (Could you please show me the way?). The
purpose of the commissives is to commit the speaker to do something (Shall
I get you some water?) (Searle, 1969 in Plag et al., 2009).

1.4. Persuasion

This subsection is devoted to persuasion. Persuasion is the skill of making
others accept given beliefs and values by exerting influence on their way of
thinking and acting with the help of certain methods (Hogan, 2004). Thus, via
persuasion one aims to shape the beliefs of someone else and cause them to
behave according to what one wishes. Persuasion requires a certain level of
trust (O’Shaughnessy and O’Shaughnessy, 2004).
Texts are persuasive tools which can influence people’s thoughts cognitively
and emotionally. The strategies used for the aim of persuasion can be
different depending on which type of text is used. The choice of strategies is
also concerned with the social area in which they are employed, e.g. politics
or advertising. In general, persuasion and the language used for its purpose
play a crucial role in mass media as well as in everyday life (Schwarz-Friesel
and Consten, 2014).

2. Systemic functional linguistics
The following section regards systemic functional linguistics. It was chiefly
developed by M.A.K. Halliday in the United Kingdom in the 1960s. After this
period, it was also developed in Australia. Nowadays, SFL is used universally,
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especially in language education as well as in discourse analysis (O’Donnell,
2011-12).

Systemic-functional linguistics or SFL is a branch of linguistics concerned with
sociology, i.e. it studies in what way language is used in given social contexts
with the purpose of achieving certain aims. It regards discourse and the
context in which the discourse is produced. For the reason that SFL concerns
the use of language, the greater focus here is on the function of language and
not on its structure (O’Donnell, 2011-12).

In a systemic approach, language is treated as a potential of choices. In this
approach, one concentrates on meaningful choices concerning language, for
instance, one is to choose between active and passive, and consequently, there
is no need to consider the structure realizing it. A key element of SFL is the
acceptance that choice is implied by meaning. Thus, when something specific
must be done because a different option does not exist, then it cannot be
regarded as meaningful. However, it is also accepted that if a choice exists in
a context, then the choice is meaningful. For example, when someone chooses
to use the word fag instead of cigarette, the choice is meaningful in the sense
that the person indicates the informality of the situation. This can also be
a sign of the person’s socio-cultural background (O’Donnell, 2011-12).

The fact that the orientation of SFL is functional means that it is more crucial
to concentrate on what is done via language than on how this is done. The
realisation of a functional approach takes place in different ways. For instance,
syntactic elements are given function labels, which means that grammar is
not only organized according to classes of units; it is also organized according
to functions, such as Subject or Actor. Another example of the realization of
a functional approach is an orientation towards the distinct function of every
utterance, i.e. speech functions; in terms of SFL, every utterance has a speech
function, such as giving information (in the form of a statement), demanding
information (in the form of a question), or offering action (e.g. by formulating
it as an offer or promise). Moreover, in a functional approach, texts are
treated as a whole with specific social functions, such as giving information
or building and supporting social relations. Furthermore, in this approach,
language is perceived as functional, i.e. it is not principally treated as a way of
expressing ideas, but as a way of doing things. Communicating ideas is here
merely a part of performing something (O’Donnell, 2011-12).
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3. Analysis of the election manifesto
This part focuses on the analysis of the section “New Rules for a Changing
Economy” included in the first chapter titled “A Strong Economy that Works
for Everyone” in the Conservative Party’s election program. The analysis is
based on investigating how the purpose of indirect persuasion is realised in
terms of the functions of chosen linguistic elements used in the text.

A vital persuasive element is the repeating of the name of the party in a couple
of places in the text, e.g. in the sentence Conservatives believe that if you value
something, you must be prepared to reform it in order to conserve it. In this
sentence, there is a clear connection between the party’s name and the word
conserve. The government wants to depict that their goal is to preserve the
good economic development of the country by bringing about changes. The
words you must are a sign of the government’s determination to make these
changes. The deictic expression you shows that the party is addressing every
potential voter and this way identifies itself with the British citizens. The
modal verb must strengthens the message of the sentence.

The name of the party is repeated in phrases such as [a] new Conservative
government will continue to increase the National Living Wage… and [the] next
Conservative government will legislate… The words new and next signal that
the government has new aims concerning the future of the British economy.
Moreover, the modal verb will is present in both of these sentences as well as in
other parts of the text, which can further show the determination of the party
to fulfill specific objectives and is concurrently a promise of the government
to do so. This determination is also signaled by the use of the word believe in
the phrases Conservatives believe and [we] believe. These phrases emphasize
the aims of the governing party. The emphasis is also shown by repeating
the name of the party a couple of times and using the word conserve to refer
to the name of the party in the earlier mentioned sentence Conservatives
believe that if you value something, you must be prepared to reform it in order to
conserve it as well as by the help of phrases such as [we] have taken vigorous
action against tax avoidance and evasion, closing the tax gap, where the strong
adjective vigorous is used.

Apart from must and will, the modal verbs shall, can, and might are also present
in the text. With the help of shall, the government formulates the promise [we]
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shall also take action to protect our critical national infrastructure. The deictic
expression our in this sentence is another persuasive element showing that
the government identifies itself with the citizens. Another deictic expression
now as well as the modal verb can are used in the phrase we can state now,
which is to show the government’s confidence and seriousness concerning its
statement.

Another persuasive aspect which is to signal that the party treats its plans
seriously is the use of very formal language, such as scrutinise, punitive fines,
robust approach, etc. and specialist language, including Insolvency Service,
Value Added Text, etc. The use of such language shows the government’s
knowledge of economic issues. On the other hand, the party also makes use
of colloquialisms, which can make the language more pleasant and more
understandable for voters. Examples include lifting millions of people out of
poverty, stamp down on smuggling and ‘gig’ economy. Furthermore, the use
of the modern technical word update in the sentence [we] will update the
rules that govern mergers and takeovers helps in fulfilling the same function
as informal language and, furthermore, shows that the government has
a modern approach to economic issues. Another sign that the government
wants to show its modern approach is the use of the deictic expression today
in [so] it is today with our economy.

It is also crucial to note that the party uses both positive as well as negative
expressions which can also be good means of persuasion, i.e. the former are
used in terms of the government’s plans for the development of the economy and the latter to disregard behavior the party perceives as inappropriate.
Examples of the positive expressions include [we] must first ensure that everyone is paid fairly for their work and A STRONG ECONOMY THAT WORKS FOR EVERYONE, which is one of the headings of one of the subsections of the text. The
word fairly in the first phrase and the word everyone in both of the phrases is
to show that it is vital to the government that all of the citizens are treated in
an appropriate, i.e., fair, honest way. An instance of a negative expression is
[b]usiness owners who abuse pension funds and put them at risk, sometimes for
their own lavish enrichment, are entirely in the wrong. This again is to be a sign
that honesty towards the citizens is a crucial matter for the government. In
case of both positive and negative above-mentioned expressions the party
wants to show that it identifies itself with the British people.
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It is worth mentioning that the party wants to show its knowledge and
experience concerning the economy by presenting the relationship between
different pieces of information, as in [t]he modern joint stock company is
a British invention. It works because it is rules-based, but the rules need to
change as the world changes. In this way, the party reminds the people about
the British achievements and, therefore, states that there need to be changes
in the functioning of the economy for more success to be possible. This is,
thus, another element of the party’s manifesto which can play a crucial role in
persuading electorate to vote for it.

Moreover, it needs to be stated that the whole text fulfills an informative
function. With the help of the above analysed types of linguistic elements, this
information is presented in such a way that the text plays the role of indirect
persuasion.

Conclusion
The analysis shows that the election program of the Conservative Party
consists of a variety of persuasive elements. These include repetition, deictic
expressions, formal/specialist language and contrasting colloquial language,
positive and negative expressions, modal verbs, and the emphasis of given
information, as well as the modern technical word update. Moreover, the
relationship between certain pieces of information is presented in a way
which can also serve the purpose of persuasion. The diverse linguistic features
and the informative function of the program cause that it is a tool of indirect
persuasion. Thus, the following thesis is confirmed: an election program is
such a text type which consists of elements of indirect persuasion.
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Concluding notes on Round Table 2

Round table 2 unfolds in two directions: analysing hatred and political
discourse. In Issue 1 we have just as if opened a door discussing the steps
needed to go through. And still, the idea of the causes and consequences
actualised in discussing the issue of hatred (as an idea and phenomenon and
an activity that integrates verbal and social worlds making it the reality of
our life) makes the contributions on the topic united and developed. While
the topicality of this direction of research seems evident as the contemporary
world is globally contaminated with it, the significance of the research
depends on whether it is a pure theoretical research problem or an applied
one just as the way it is treated by the researchers.

Paying more attention to the applied set of arguments for deeper research,
we definitely place an applied discourse research on agenda and consider it
based on Belarusian, Polish, and Russian case-studies in their contemporary
(see the articles by Ekaterina Vasilenko and Magdalena Hądzlik-Białek) and
historical (see the article by Tatiana Krasnova) perspectives.
At the same time we tried not to underestimate the role of the textual and
genre organisation of discourse (see the articles by Tereza Klabíková Rábová,
Vera Ustinovich, and Patrycja Kubicha). The authors of Issue 2 focused on
political discourse (with its representation in the media) whose pragmatic
nature determines the interest of linguists in the role that language plays in
altering the addressee’s individual picture of the world and affecting their
thoughts and emotions.
As seen from the above, the authors of Round table 2 worked within functional,
pragmatic, cognitive and discursive paradigms of language studies, thus
revealing the complex, multi-layered, and multi-dimensional character of
political, public, and media types of discourses being objects of research.
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We believe that the articles presented in this Round Table demonstrate the
plurality of standpoints and methods applied for the analysis of the mentioned
types of discourse. We are open to a deeper and more comprehensive analysis
of language phenomena functioning in a particular discursive setting and
invite researchers to expand our efforts in search for enlarging and specifying
the agenda and join our future Round tables.

R O U N D T A B L E 3.

Professional Discourse as an Object of
Applied Research Discussion

Mediator’s Introductory Words –

Yuli y a B ek reyev a

Professional discourse has become an interdisciplinary research field within
Applied Linguistics and discourse analysis as its integral part. It could also
be attributed to the area of languages for specific purposes (ESP), though the
latter has a more didactic focus. Professional discourse as any other type of
discourse is discussed in relation to content production and representations
via semiotic forms – spoken, written or visual. Hence, it comes as

[…] constituted by and constitutive of social and domain-specific contexts, and
used by professionals with special training in order to achieve transactional
and interactional as well as socialization and normative functions (Kong,
2014: 3).

Our virtual Round Table meeting is aimed at discussing a certain variety of
professional discourses via its applied science nature covering a number of
issues. This type of discourse can be categorised in accordance with its (1)
professional domain representation (legal, medical, scientific etc.) and (2)
interaction mode representation. The latest covers intraprofessional (within
a specific profession), interprofessional (between representatives of different
professions), and professional-lay discourse.
Contributing to the study of professional discourse our Round Table focuses
on the following issues:
◎
◎
◎

what challenges linguists face, while operating in different professional
settings (contexts and frames);
how discourse analysis contributes to interpreting and understanding
situated professional practices;
how discourse represents regulatory or normative objectives to shape
and form profession (or professional domain) in question;
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◎

how researcher’s expertise in analysing discourse and, thus, language
among other aspects of discourse representations could be applied by
professional practitioners.

Our Round Table considers the Republic expertise of the representatives of
three research domains and scientific schools that is those of Applied Philology
focusing on extending the borderlines of linguistic knowledge for training
specialists in discourse expertise, Discursive Psychology with its focus on
family mediation discourse representation and Academic Writing focused on
the problem of integrating Czech researchers into English language research
community.

Professional discourse is both the object of research and the process through
which they collect necessary knowledge and teach others professional
practices for the participants of the Round Table. Research and teaching in
the joint field of Applied Linguistics and Discourse Linguistics is a challenge
when the identity of the specialist in the field is shaped, this being a special
topic in the Round table discussion here.

With these considerations we start our Round Table discussion inviting
researchers from Poland, Czech Republic and Russia to present their
theoretical considerations and case studies.
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Applied Philology and Linguistic Expertise: Practical Steps
to Extending Discipline Borders
1. Introduction
Linguistic expertology 1 is a branch of linguistics which studies methods and
techniques of the analysis of the text which became the object of linguistic
research in the course of trial. It emerged in the late 90s when Russian citizens
got the opportunity to protect their good name in court in the cases involving
insults and dissemination of knowingly false information in the media and
to resolve other documentation and information disputes, emerging due to
different interpretations of the same texts by different subjects (Чернышова,
2015: 315–318; Чернышова, 2016). Thus, the need for qualitative analyses
of texts that would be accepted in court contributes to the development of
linguistic expertology in Russia.
Analytical-expert activity of a philologist-practitioner in the field requires
the following skills:
◎
◎

to transform various types of texts, including creating new texts on the
basis of a transformed one;
to produce independent verbal constructs which have a semantic,
aesthetic and practical value, namely texts of linguistic expertise and
linguistic research as a special kind of derivative text created on the
basis of an in-depth analysis of controversial (conflict) text and aimed
at giving a well-founded answer whether the analysed text can be
qualified as a verbal offense or not.

In Anglophone science the term “forensic linguistics” is an analogue of this
concept.
1
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In general, analytical-expert activity in the course of linguistic expertise
includes at least two stages:
1) the analysis of the original text taking into account its discursive,
communicative and stylistic specifics;
2) the evaluation of the original text using the methods and techniques of
linguistic analysis developed in philology [(Чернышова, 2012: 316).

The quality of an expert evaluation and the adequacy of expert’s answers to
the questions posed during the expertise procedure depend on the quality of
the linguistic analysis carried out at the first stage, i.e. they depend on how
professionally the analytic-expert activity was performed. Therefore, the
problem of choosing the research method and technique for the original
controversial text is essential., an expert needs to consider the whole set of
methods and techniques for text analysis developed in Russian and foreign
linguistics.
Often the expertise carried out by linguists in Russian non-governmental
and state institutions are criticised by the judicial authorities, lawyers and
forensic linguists involved in the theory and practice of linguistic expertise.
Here are some examples.
A.D. Chernov, the chairman of the Krasnodar Regional Court, said:

Often the expertise […] suffers from incompleteness; the expert’s conclusions
are ambiguous and hypothetical. […] There are many cases when the expert’s
opinion is poorly grounded, the research methodology is not explained
and the conclusions are not correlated with the order and methodology
of the study (Чернов, 2013: 10).

E.R. Rossinskaya, the head of the Institute of Forensic Expertise of the Moscow
State Law Academy named after O.E. Kutafin, notes the following flaws:

The procedure of the expert research including the recommended (certified)
techniques is not thoroughly explained. In cases where the certified
techniques were not employed there should be references to scientific works
which contain some recommendations for analyzing objects similar to those
in the research; the conducted examinations and their conditions are not
described (Россинская, 2013: 23).

E.I. Galyashina, professor of the Institute of Forensic Expertise of the Moscow
State Law Academy named after O.E. Kutafin said:
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The reasons for the experts’ mistakes can be objective (the absence of
an elaborated technique or the imperfection of the methods used
[…] etc.). Experts’ mistakes can also be caused by subjective reasons
(professional incompetence, neglect, carelessness, superficial research, notfollowing the research procedure […]) (Галяшина, 2013: 38).

The quotes above (especially the parts we have marked in bold) show that
critical claims are related to techniques and methodology of the study. They
also emphasise the idea that for controversial text analysis experts should
use the “recommended (certified) expert techniques” approved by the judicial
community.
To understand whether such criticism and recommendations are wellgrounded we are going to dwell on the following questions in this paper:

1. What does the legislation of the Russian Federation say about the
fundamentals of linguistic expert activity and how does it regulate
analytical-expert activity in general?
2. Who can be appointed as an expert for the cases related to information
and documentation disputes by court?
3. Is there a significant difference between methods and techniques
of text analysis developed in modern linguistics and methods of text
analysis in forensic linguistic expertise?
4. What are the preferred methods and techniques in the study of
controversial text?
These questions will be considered in detail below.

2. Fundamentals and legal regulations of forensic expert activity
in the Russian Federation
The first two questions have a direct connection on the Federal Law “On
State Forensic Expert Activities in the Russian Federation” adopted by the
State Council on April 5, 2001. It was approved by the Federation Council on
May 16, 2001. This Federal Law determines the legal basis, principles and
general trends of state forensic expert activity in the Russian Federation in
civil, administrative and criminal proceedings. The law specifically notes the
following:
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The purpose of the state forensic expert activity is to assist the courts, judges,
investigative authorities, inquiry officers, investigators and prosecutors in
establishing the circumstances to be proved in a particular case by resolving
issues requiring special knowledge in the field of science, technology, art
or craft (Федеральный закон, 2001).

Thus, the law specifies that assistance to judicial and investigative
authorities in forensic linguistic expertise is provided by specialists with
higher philological education, i.е. employees of research centers and higher
education institutions, etc.
In accordance with the rules of procedural law of the Russian Federation,
namely, article 41 forensic expertise can be conducted outside state forensic
expert institutions by persons who possess expertise in the field of
science, technology, art or craft, but who are not state forensic experts.
Article 8 “Objectivity, comprehensiveness and completeness of research” is
of particular interest, as it gives insight on the methodological grounds and
professional ethics of analytical-expert activity. It says the following:

The expert conducts research objectively, on a strictly scientific and
practical basis, within the relevant specialty, thoroughly and in full.
The expert’s opinion should be based on provisions which make it possible
to verify its validity and reliability ounderlying generally accepted scientific
and practical data (Федеральный закон, 2001).

As it can be concluded from the above, the scientific nature of linguistic
research is ensured in the expert opinions of both forensic experts and
linguists by continuously developing a system of knowledge within the field
of linguistics in which the expert works.
However, as we can see, there is no indication in the law that a linguist (or
a forensic expert) should use predominantly certified methods. And this is
not accidental. It is worth mentioning that the linguistic expertise (which
is a research of speech products) was included in the “List of examinations
performed in the state forensic expert institutions of the Ministry of Justice
of the Russian Federation” and the “List of expert specialties which have the
right to independently conduct forensic expertise in state forensic expert
institutions of the Russian Federation Ministry of Justice” on March 9, 2006 (i.e.
only ten years ago), while philology as a science has existed for more than one
hundred years in Russia. It is obvious that the theoretical and methodological
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basis of forensic linguistic methods is comprised of basic methods of modern
domestic and foreign linguistics.

3. Methods and techniques of text analysis: modern linguistics vs.
forensic linguistic expertise
There are many different fields in modern Russian linguistics. Apparently,
this explains the diversity of research methods, approaches and techniques
which a linguist expert uses and which are difficult to enumerate or choose.
It is undeniable that a variety of methods should be regulated, but not
legislatively and not for a personal benefit. Instead, it should be done in line
with the same principles which ensure the scientific nature, completeness
and comprehensiveness of linguistic research in general and linguistic
expertise in particular. There is also no need to reinvent the wheel. These
principles have long been known to researchers – from the choice of a method
and methodology to drawing the conclusion in accordance with the selected
approach.
Thus, research methods are based on a scientific criterion which includes
a large number of concepts, such as objectivity, rationality (validity,
evidentiality), reliability of conclusions, reliability, consistency, systemic
approach, an ability to reproduce the data etc. (Леонтович, 2011: 10).

The method in science in general and in linguistic expertise in particular
serves as a research path, as “families of related procedures whose
relationship is determined by one or more common features”, for example,
by a common theoretical base, relationship to the research object, efficiency
and limitations (Titscher et al, 2000: 8). So, when choosing research methods
for a controversial text it is important to take into account the exact wording
of the questions which the expert is going to answer. Tischer et al also notes:
in order to implement particular procedures or develop and apply data certain
techniques and apply tools for data collection instruments, a corresponding
superstructure is needed: some theoretical approach to which researchers
feel themselves to be committed and which, together with their common
sense, influences their thinking (ibid.: 10).
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Finally, the fundamental rule in any scientific work is to verify each method
which was used to obtain the results. There should always be a way to compare
and reproduce. This provision directly relates to the following wording of the
Federal Law on expert activities:

The expert’s opinion should be based on provisions that make it possible
to verify its validity and reliability on the basis of generally accepted
scientific and practical data (emphasis added) (Федеральный закон, 2001).

According to Titscher et al. (2000) creation (development) of techniques/
methodological procedures to study controversial texts, as well as the
necessity of a transparent procedure which would guarantee the validity of
the findings, is supported by the following claims:
a) decision – what to study about (object, subject);
b) idea – why it is reasonable to study this exact phenomenon in a specific
way (the research motif);
c) procedures of investigation (in linguistic expertise they are the questions
the expert should answer) – “which methods are most suitable and/
or economical for a particular research question” of a particular issue”
(ibid.: 12);
d) procedure of checking – a proof to ensure that it is possible to study the
chosen phenomenon with specific techniques.

In our opinion, the fact that certified methods are prioritised over the
methods which were verified during the research conducted by linguists
creates an artificial obstacle designed to limit the participation of linguists in
forensic expert activity.

To answer the question whether there is any significant difference between
the methods and techniques of text analysis developed in modern linguistics
and methods of text analysis in forensic linguistic expertise let us consider
some examples from the expert reports of forensic experts and linguists:

Example 1 is the expert report prepared by the forensic expert of the
Russian Federal Center of Forensic Expertise under the Ministry of Justice of
the Russian Federation of March 19, 2013. There is no section “The research
methods” in the study. A brief listing of the methods is given in the section
“External inspection and description of the object” without specifying and
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describing the techniques of analysis. In particular the report states: “The
study was conducted with the use of lexical-semantic, contextual, syntagmatic
and pragmatic analysis” (p. 3). The study has only references to a few linguistic
books where the mentioned methods are likely to be described (for e.g. A.N.
Baranov’s textbook “Linguistic expertise of the text. Theoretical grounds and
practice”, Moscow, 2007). However, 4 of 7 references are dictionaries, and no
reference is given to the proprietary methods of studying the controversial
text. Moreover, the initial assumptions of the technique used are unclear. It
is not explained how four methods in question (lexical-semantic, contextual,
syntagmatic, and pragmatic) are coordinated.
Example 2 is taken from the expert report prepared by the forensic expert
of the Forensic Center of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia for the Altai
Region:

The study was conducted in accordance with the standard methodology
of forensic linguistic expertise approved in 2009 by the Methodological
Council of the Forensic Center of the Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs
and cited in “Typical expert techniques for the study of physical evidence”
(Moscow, 2010). Taking into account the specifics of the syntactic, lexical and
morphological levels of written speech as well as the discourse specifics, the
following methods of linguistic analysis were selected:

◎
◎
◎
◎
◎

◎

verbal representatives of the key concept were defined by conceptual
analysis to interpret the meaning of the text;
semantic-syntactic and lexical-semantic analyses were used to determine
the meanings of words, word combinations and sentences;
grammatical analysis of sentences […] revealed grammatical meaning at
the morphological and syntactic levels;
the seme composition of words was determined by component analysis;
the logical basis of the grammatical structure of the sentence (the predicate
with a set of arguments) was determined by propositional analysis (logical
and grammatical). The propositional attitudes were analysed;
the illocutionary function of the utterance was characterized and the type
of speech act was determined by the functional-pragmatic analysis (p. 5).

Here the expert report contains a full list of methods, however, such a detailed
description is rather an exception than the rule.
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Example 3 is taken from the expert report prepared by the commission of
non-forensic experts of the Guild of Linguists-Experts on Documentation and
Information Disputes and published on their website http://www.rusexpert.
ru:

To solve the issues raised in the course of trial a linguistic, lexical-semantic
and semantic-syntactic analyses of the controversial text were conducted.
The methods used in the study were developed in linguistic semantics and
text linguistics.

Further in the section “Contents, results of the examination and applied
methods” a list of sources where these methods are described is given.

Example 4 is from the report prepared by a non-forensic linguist and
published in the journal “Forensic linguistics” (Юрислингвистика-1,
2012: 153). The author enumerates specific techniques which help to describe
discursive fragments more accurately, identify the communicants’ roles and
determine their verbal intentions:

In this case in order to establish whether extortion took place or not […]
the recording of conversations between two communicants was examined
using pragmatic analysis (strategies, tactics of speakers, their roles in
communication, the nature of speakers, the subject of speech, speech events
in the paradigm of the past, present and future and the speech genre)
(ibid.: 153).

Each method used in the report is followed by a reference. Additional methods
are also listed:

In addition, semantic-syntactic analysis of utterances was conducted
(proposition types, utterance semantics, purpose, composition and relations
of propositions within the framework of polypropositional structures);
syntactic analysis of phrases, sentences and text (the syntactic connection
of word forms, the type of syntactic organization of the sentence and the
connections between sentences in the text); stylistic analysis of utterances;
content analysis of discursive fragments (thematic and semantic composition
of speech) (ibid.: 153).

Examples 1-4 show that there are no significant differences between the
methods used by forensic experts and linguists. The differences seem
to exist in the analytical techniques (according to linguists, a research
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technique is a set of approaches, methods and ways of conducting scientific
research (Кравченко, 2005), i.e. it is a certain ready-to-use research design,
an algorithm or a procedure for achieving a goal). However, the effectiveness
of techniques (algorithms, procedures) used by forensic experts in linguistic
expert activity has not been proven in practice yet.

4. Preferred methods and techniques in the study of controversial
texts
It is obvious that the choice of the research method of controversial texts
depends on a number of factors. The factors can be divided into several
groups:
1) textual factors (text type, its structure and form – oral, written,
electronic, genre specifics etc.);
2) communicative and discursive factors (specifics of the interaction
between the participants of speech conflict, longlasting rhetorical
norms, typological features of speech acts, strategies and tactics of
influence etc.);
3) legal linguistic factors (the notion of the controversial text, its legal
qualification, the number and nature of questions);
4) proper linguistic factors which are conditioned by the goals of the
linguistic expert analysis and the scientific field in which the specialist
works etc. According to K.I. Brinev:

the goal of any forensic linguistic expertise is to verify whether the statements
about the research subject are true or false (flat conclusions), possible or
impossible (modal positive and negative conclusions) […] In order to achieve
this goal the linguist has to answer specific research questions which, in our
opinion, are connected with the identity problem… (Бринев, 2009: 52).

With regard to linguistic expertise the identification problem can appear
in three cases: the first is related to the code identification, the second – to
the propositional content identification of the message and the third – to
the identification of the communicator’s intentions and the goals achieved
(ibid.: 53). In K.I. Brinev’s opinion only the first case (the code identification)
appertains to linguists. So, they have to deal with the issues given above.
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As mentioned above in this paper, in order to ensure the effectiveness of the
selected techniques it is necessary to choose the appropriate superstructures,
i.e. a certain theoretical approach which the researchers follow and which
determines the sequence of the expert’s actions in the course of the analysis.
Approaches to text analysis can be described in the following ways 2:

1. Texts can be studied without their connections to objective reality. In
this case the researcher is interested in the text features per se. We
believe that this approach is relevant at the first stage of the analyticalexpert activity when it is important to determine the object of the
research and describe its stylistic and discursive features.
2. Texts can be treated as utterances, i.e. components of communication.
In the course of such analysis statements about the authors of these
texts are made. Therefore, texts can be illustrative of people and their
qualities. This approach is relevant when it is necessary to evaluate the
speaker’s verbal behavior through a description of the behavior that
the speaker chooses in the situation which can be qualified as a verbal
offense.
3. Texts can be treated as an explicit reflection in communication and
as an indicator that allows us to analyze the communicative situation
represented therein. Using this approach, it is appropriate to employ
research methods aimed at identifying various speech acts (insults,
threats, false representations, etc.).

Therefore, the choice of research methods of controversial texts is determined
by the expert’s goals and general theoretical guidelines which have evolved
over a long time in linguistics.
In our opinion, at present the most relevant linguistic fields which enable one to
describe properties of the research object qualitatively and comprehensively
are the following:

1) theory and practice of verbal communication which provides an entire
set of communicative methods (modeling of communicative speech
situation, rhetorical analysis aimed at “identifying rhetorical techniques

We have borrowed these approaches from Titscher et al. (2000: 56) and adapted
them for analysing contraversial texts.
2
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and strategies as means of effective communication and persuasion”,
etc. (Леонтович, 2011: 76);
2) Speech Act Theory and the speech action theory which allow researchers
to identify such speech acts as “insult”, “threat”, “appeal”, etc.;
3) discourse linguistics which uses discourse analysis as a method with
broad possibilities and “the most versatile of all methods which
allow researchers to analyze the process of human communication”
[(ibid.:. 104), namely: participants and the context of communication,
the form of communication, scenarios and patterns of communication,
strategies and tactics;
4) stylistics with its complex linguistic analysis serving as a technique of
stylistic description. Complex linguistic analysis is treated as “a set of
various methods of analysing the text and its linguistic means. Complex
linguistic analysis provides insight into how language functions in
different situations of communication and ways to build theories about
whatever is observed and identified during research” (Данилевская,
2003). Such analysis is based on:
◎ methods of semantic analysis of a text;
◎ interpretation analysis of a text;
◎ methods of semantic summary and rephrasing;
◎ conceptual analysis of a text;
◎ lexical and stylistic analysis of a text;
◎ structural and logical analysis of a text;
◎ genre classification of the a, etc.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, it can be said that modern Russian linguistics has accumulated
a wide range of research techniques with the help of twhich an expert
(linguist) who analyses controversial texts can create a reasonable conclusion
to rely upon the richness and diversity of the theoretical and methodological
basis of modern linguistic knowledge. It is given that studies carried out by
different researchers can vary because controversial text analysis is always
based on an interpretative approach as it is impossible to understand the
text without interpreting it. Interpretation in philology consists of two parts,
i.e. to understand the text for yourself and to explain it to others (Демьянков,
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2001: 309). Attempts to confine interpretative techniques to rigidly defined
algorithms, which form the basis of most certified methods, often lead to
superficial conclusions and violations in research logics. Not to mention these
attempts force a linguist expert out of their field of expertise and into the
fields of political science, ethics, psychology, sociology, etc.
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K at ar z y na O b er da

Family Mediation as a Special Type of Discourse:
Structural Categories and Their Representation
The field of the research presented in this article is intertwined between
Applied Psychology and Applied Linguistics. The latter is represented by
Discourse Linguistics. The research object is family mediation as a special
type of discourse based on particular discursive practices. The subjectmatter is five stages of family mediationwhich build family mediation as such
in their representation. The aim of the article is to focus on family mediation
within its linear dependent discursive practices (stages) finding out the
tendencies in their verbal and social representations. The data for illustrating
representational specifics come from the recorded family mediation 3 .

The excerpts were taken from online videos which are all public domain: Family
Mediation In Action (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21BVczuei0I), Family Media3
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1. Family mediation as a practice and a research object
Mediation is a dynamic, structured and interactive process during which
the third party assists the conflicting parties to resolve the conflict (Boulle,
2005). In the practice of mediation there is a considerable diversity of social
and legal contexts with family mediation included. The mediator with
different types of professional training, cultural background as well as social
skills and competences performs the key function in the process of mediation
as a decision making process. The mediator’s role is to assist the conflicting
parties in their process of decision making to reach the resolution to which
each of they can assent (Boulle, 2005).
In the historical development of mediation discourse, it is possible to
differentiate four models of mediation used in different jurisdiction systems
and subject areas (Roberts, 1998; Spencer, 2005). The first model refers
to facilitative mediation in which the conflicting parties are encouraged
to negotiate following their needs and interests rather than their legal rights
(Spencer, 2005). The second model is known as the settlement mediation model
in which the parties are encouraged to compromise to settle the disputes in
an amicable manner (Spencer, 2005). The third type of mediation model is
transformative mediation in which the conflicting parties are encouraged to
deal with the underlying causes of the conflict (Bush and Pope 2002, Spencer,
2005) to reach the agreement. The fourth model is evaluative mediation in
which the parties are expected to reach the resolution according to their
rights and entitlements (Roberts, 1998).
In this article the model of transformation mediation is analysed as a typical
one of family mediation. Here the underlying causes of the family conflict are
discussed with a view to repairing the relationship between the conflicting
parties to reach the conflict resolution. In order to understand the nature
of mediation we should briefly refer to the development of its institutional
character in the course of history.

According to the Dictionary of Psychology (by American Psychological
Association) and the Online Etymological Dictionary the etymology of
tion Individual Session (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6MU0OkzyWs), An Inside
Look at Family Mediation (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= p89vyvgWQ9s).
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the word ‘mediation’ goes back to the Proto-Indio-European root: medhyo
i.e. ‘middle’ (On-line), as the key structural category of mediation is a mediator
who is in between the people in conflict. Mediation as a professional activity
appeared in Ancient Greece to be developed further in the Roman Empire.
The evolution of the mediation profession reveals itself via vocabulary
development represented in the holistic paradigm of mediator focused terms,
such as internuncius, medium, intercessor, phlantropus, interpolator, conciliator,
interlocutor, interpres and, finally, mediator (Miranda, 2014: 9). The variety of
terms proves the fact of a certain range of types of this professional activity
interconnected with dispute resolution services.

Based on the principles of voluntariness, transparency and mutual
respect, family mediation has evolved in its capacity worldwide to form
the institutional character of mediation and mediator (Directive 2008/52/
EC). Its institutional character is vividly seen within the establishment of
such organisations as Academy of Professional Family Mediator (https://
apfmnet.org/), the Association of Family and Conciliation in Courts in the
United States (https://www.afccnet.org/), Family Mediation Council in the
United Kingdom (https://www.familymediationcouncil.org.uk), Australian
Mediation Association in Australia (https://ama.asn.au/), Arbitrators’ and
Mediators’ Institute of New Zealand Inc (https://www.aminz.org.nz/).
Family Mediators Associations function practically in all countries of the EU
Poland included (The Centre for Arbitration and Mediation http://cpig.pl/en/
centrum-badan-adr/centrum-arbitrazu-i-mediacji/).

Family mediation is an alternative dispute resolution (ADR) measure due to
which the mediator assists the parties involved in a dispute to reach an agreement. In Article 3a of the EU Mediation the term mediation is defined as:
[…] a structured process, however, named or referred to, whereby two or
more parties to a dispute attempt by themselves, on a voluntary basis, to
reach an agreement on the settlement of their dispute with the assistance of
a mediator (Directive2008/52/EC).

In this article family mediation is discussed from the point of view of
transformative mediation model as well as discursive psychology. Firstly,
both transformative mediation model and discursive psychology describe
a unique approach to conflict intervention from social and communicative
perspective of human conflict which is especially relevant at the stage
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of divorce or separation. The family mediation perceived from the
transformative mediation model is based on the presupposition that
a conflict represents first and foremost crisis in family interaction. Since
emotions are involved in the family relationship, the conflicting parties
interact in a more vulnerable, more emotional and more self-absorbed
manner. This negative dynamism of the parties’ communication, which is
an object of discursive psychology investigation, should be controlled and
steered by the mediator to help them transform it into positive dynamism
which may lead to the conflict resolution.
Discursive psychology is defined as:

the study of social interactions and interpersonal relationships with
a particular focus on understanding the ways in which individuals construct
events via written, spoken, or symbolic communication (APA Dictionary).

It is a well-developed field of studies which provides a very promising
methodological framework for family mediation research (Edwards and
Potter, 1992, 2005; Wetherell, 2003). As an applied psychology branch,
discursive psychology is widely considered to be a form of discourse analysis
that involves and further develops psychological themes and concepts. Potter
and Wetherell (1987) not only discuss discourse as a reflection of human
thoughts, emotions and intentions but also they indicate that discursive
psychology is a paradigm in which cognition and attitudes vary and change in
the new social interaction e.g. during the family mediation process.
Being a relatively new branch of psychology discursive psychology is strongly
associated with methodological innovation and, in particular, the analysis of
language and textual data aimed at revealing both cognitive and pragmatic
traits of its study object. Its specifics come with its further elaboration (both
theoretical and applied) of the phenomena of communication, cognition,
emotions and attitudes within their discourse representations. The notion of
discourse in this discourse-based perspective is open to accept words and
categories that perform social actions on and for the occasion of their production
(Edwards, 1997: 22). Discursive psychology has become methodology for
collecting the appropriate data, choosing forms of data representation and
ways as well as the limits of data interpretation (Schegloff, 1997; Wetherell,
1998, 2012).
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Three basic theoretical principles of discursive psychology are based on the
nature of discourse (Potter, 2003; Potter and Edwards 2001). Within them
discourse is viewed as:

1) process-based, being both constructed (composed of meaningful
linguistic units and structures) and constructive (presenting particular
versions of the world);
2) action-based, both communicative (speaking, writing, listening,
reading, interpreting) and social (inviting, justifying, blaming, etc);
3) verbal context-based, e.g. located within specific sequential and textual
environment (linear sequence of units preceding and following).

In this paper, family mediation was viewed as a discourse, i.e.as a process
(which is constructed and constructive), action (communicative and social)
and representation (within its sequential / textual environment). Further, the
structure of this process is described in terms of its discursive traits.

2. Structural components of family mediation
The procedure of family mediation reveals certain structural elements in
their development manifested in such psychological themes and concepts
as communication, emotion and intent (Boulle, 2005; Roberts, 1998; Spencer,
2005; Bush and Pope 2002). The significance of psychological themes and
concepts is revealed at all stages of the mediation process. They are indicated
in the analytical discussion that results from the recorded transcript the
process of family mediation sessions structured in five sequential stages,
each having its own goal. Besides, it demands from the mediator its own
set of responsibilities interconnected with the themes and categories
introduced.
Stage 1: Convening stage which results in willingness of the conflicting
parties to participate in mediation. It relates to bringing the family
conflicting parties to a preliminary meeting during which they should
discuss the underlying issues of the family conflict and consider options for
its resolution.
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The mediator here contacts the parties separately informing them about the
aim of mediation, which is to obtain the conflict resolution in the form of
the written agreement which both conflicted parties sign in the presence
of the mediator. Helping families build understanding and reach agreement
to reduce the conflict and costs of coming to terms presupposes applying
a multi-layered strategy which is realised during the sessions of all five
stages.
The mediator’s responsibility is to assess the family conflict situation, identify
the areas of conflict and their underlying factors. In most cases they are
related to the problems of communication and the mediator is to introduce
options for improving the communication through the control of emotions
revealed in the language used to find the solution to the family conflict.

Assessing the situation in the family includes determining what the
conflicting parties seek to accomplish, whether it is a case of separation,
divorce or solving the problems within marriage. The stage involves carrying
out a number of specific tasks to determine the specific goal of mediation
including de-escalation of the conflicting situation by suggesting or initiating
the conflict resolution via mediation or consensus building. Within it there
comes identification of tasks of what should be done, how it should be done
to obtain the result of this convening stage, which is willingness of the
conflicting parties to participate in family mediation.
Example 1. As I explained to you on the telephone the purpose of this meeting is
primarily for me to introduce myself to you to give some explanation about the
mediation process (Family Mediation Individual Session).

Example 2. Family mediation is there to help parents who are separating or
living apart. The process of mediation will have been explained to each p.m.
at a separate meeting. Once the PM have decided that mediation is a possible
option for them (Family Mediation in Action).

Example 3. What I am always doing […] my mediations have separate time
with each of you before we decide to go ahead to a joint session […] making
sure that mediation is the right choice for you (An Inside Look at Family
Mediation).

In example 1 there are two structural elements manifested: the mediator’s
introducing oneself (the point of starting communication) and focusing
on the forthcoming activities raising the theme “mediation process” (the
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subject-matter of discussion). Their verbal representation is emotionally
neutral, informative, and precise. In example 2 the mediator elaborates on
the theme of “mediation process” with reference to both parties stating what
has been done and reveals his/her goal to help the conflicting parties reach
the resolution. Example 3 unites the mediator and the parties in conflict to
a constructive action (decision to accept mediation).

Stage 2: Opening Session that results in safety and hope. Both safety and
hope are supposed to be achieved through a series of different tasks and
actions. The session is performed in a verbal mode involving the actions of
informing and eliciting verbal reaction of the parties. The mediator’s aim is to
inform the conflicted parties about acting to get both points of view. Hearing
each other they will hear their concerns and hopes.

Example 1. As mediator I am impartial, so I‘m not taking either side and not
representing either of you; your solicitors do that that‘s their role and I‘m not
a judge either.
I‘m not here to judge what you say or what Roger says that‘s the sheriff‘s role if
the matter were to go to court (Family Mediation Individual Session).

Example 2. You’ll know from your intercession that our conversation here are
confidential. They stay within family mediation. My job quite simply is to help
you to have the conversation that you want to have about Rosie and Aiden. So
whatever we talk about. I’ll always be going from one side to the other to get
both points of view (Family Mediation in Action).

Example 3. The purpose of this meeting is to … give you some explanation
about the mediation process – what we’re trying to do here how it works and
also to hear a little bit about the situation from yourself. And – what you have to
understand is that when the party refers to mediation we tend not to have a lot
of background information so it’s very important that I hear from you what your
concerns are what you’re hoping to resolve in mediation (Family Mediation
Individual Session).

Example 4. […] and just getting a perspective from you about what you see you
need to work on in mediation on just to get your viewpoint (An Inside Look at
Family Mediation).

In example 1 the role of the mediator is set via negation which demonstrates the
speaker’s emotional and persuasive involvement into discussion. Repetition
of the idea (of not being and not acting as a judge) makes the speech even
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more emotional. Example 2 inscribes the parties in conflict into conversation

with informing on the mediator’s neutral position in mediation. Examples 3

and 4 develop the theme “mediation” with a focus on each party and their
expectations, knowledge, and vision. Once the results of safety and hope are
obtained in this session the mediator goes further.

Stage 3: Communication that results in expression. This stage is central in

mediation. Its task is to give the conflicting parties an opportunity to express
their points of view in the presence of each other.

Example 1. And the court step usually happens when you‘re fighting and you
can‘t resolve the fighting. So mediation is a way for you to try to work through
the differences here in a more peaceable way (An Inside Look at Family
Mediation).

Example 2. So, there’s obviously something on the horizon that I want you both
to talk about first of all to each other without me (Family Mediation in Action).
Example 3. […] the communication between you two as parents is vital. You
can’t continue to argue because that is what exposes children to upset… it’s
not the fact that you’ve split apart that hurts the children so much, it’s the fact
that you continue the warfare with each other. Now I always hold in my mind
a kind of a mental picture of the children here and over them is an umbrella
or like a rainbow that protects them. And that rainbow is the communication
between mom and dad. And if – they… if your children know that you’re meeting
and you’re talking about them they’ll feel safe. But it if that rainbow’s not there
above their heads if mom and dad don’t talk to each other the children even if
there is nothing said they feel it they feel the hostility they feel the frostiness.
(Family Mediation in Action).

In example 1 the mediator encourages the parties by explaining what they are
not to do with a statement what they are actually doing (fighting), while in

example 2 the mediator turns the parties in conflict to each other making it

priority ( first) and asking them to speak positively to each other. Example 3

develops the theme of parents’ relationship to the theme of children’s
protection. A lot of if-constructions appear to show positive effects of the

parents’ communication change and children’s awareness of the situation.
Such a changing situation is presented in present continuous to make it

visual for the parties in conflict. Visualisation of communication is added
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with an image of the protective umbrella or rainbow used by the mediator as
logical argument in a figurative manner.

As it is seen, for the mediator it is necessity to transform the negative emotions
underlying the conflicting parents conversation into a positive one. Positive
communication is a pre-requisite to move on to the next stage of mediation
negotiation.

Stage 4: Negotiation stage that results in flexibility and innovation. When
the conflicted parties have enough information about the perspective of the
other party and when the mediator has managed to transfer counterproductive
positions and negative emotions into productive ones and positive ones then
the stage of negotiation starts. The involved parties search for available
solution to avoid living in conflict asthe arrangement for meeting children.
For example:
Mediator: […] what it‘s saying really is that the whole situation needs to be
looked at because this is new.
Party 1: What if I pick them up from school on Friday and I have them for
overnight – over two nights at the weekend I see them and then every other
weekend you have them?
Mediator: Okay? What’s your suggestion?
Party 2: Yes, this Saturday you‘ve got them right next, the weekend after my
weekend, and we can start the routine (Family Mediation in Action).

This negotiation starts with the indirect question-suggestion (what if I pick
them up), which opens the floor to other suggestions. It is natural to expect
that when the layout of the arrangement is presented then the request for
consent is addressed to the other party who agrees to it stating that this
arrangement may finally become a routine. Here we also witness a shift from
personal pronouns I and you to we to conclude with the action (we can start
the routine).
Stage 5: Closure that results in informed decision. As communication is
leading to the resolution of the conflict, the agreement is prepared by the
mediator to be signed by all parties of mediation. If the conflicting parties do
settle, they attribute to the success of mediation. This success is expected to
be emphasised by the mediator. For example:
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I think you‘ve done a very very good job and I think your two children Rosie and
Aiden must be a lot happier now… That‘s a great result (Family Mediation in
Action).

In case the conflicting parties do not settle, the mediator should maintain
a positive attitude indicating the progress made and highlighting its
importance. The mediator should likewise encourage the parties to continue
talking so that their communication is free from negative emotions and leads
to agreement.

3. Conclusion
The results of the conducted analysis show that following the transformative
mediation model in the family mediation, the mediator leads the conflicting
parties through different stages of mediation and deals with the underlying
causes of the cproblems. During this activity, the mediator helps the parties
understand the negative dynamism of their communication and transform
it into the positive one to initiate the process of repairing their relationship
with a view to reaching the conflict resolution.

This pilot study of family mediation as a discourse also reveals its holistic
macrostructure based on the process, action and context in which the
negative communication is transformed into positive one with the help of the
mediator, whether the final outcome in the form of the mediation agreement
is reached or not.

Future prospects of family mediation discourse studies seem to be lying in
the following perspective: the interconnection between each stage in their
sequence can be studied and described as interconnected sets of themes
or/and relationships, attitudes, and intents actualised in the discourse.
Moreover, we see a particular value in a complex study of both the contentmaking domains – thematic and communicative ones – in their cooperation
within each discourse practice of family mediation. In such a way, the family
mediation discourse can be reconstructed as a holistic macrostructure, i.e.
as a representation of communicative and social reality, as communicative
and social action and as a verbal context which works as a certain sequential/
textual environment within which specific meanings and senses are being
created by the mediator.
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S o ňa S c hneid erov á

Czech Academic Style in the Context of European
and Anglophone Writing
1. Introduction
The objective of this essay is to highlight certain features of the contemporary
Czech academic text which, like other texts, has been evolving in the course of
time. Although this transformation – taken as a whole – is not so fundamental
and conspicuous as in other fields, for example the field of journalism,
certain shifts are, nevertheless, evident in the use of the linguistic means
and configurative features characterising this stylistic domain – on the one
hand, texts are more adapted to Anglophone standards in the structure;
language means and syntax are more colloquial, on the other hand etc. (for
further detail see e.g. Čmejrková – Daneš – Světlá, 1999). These shifts coincide
with the changes in the use of language within the Czech society: there is
an evident tendency towards freer expression, an endeavour on the part of the
individual to excel by using an attractive manner of expression, the blurring
of boundaries between individual spheres of functional stylistic domains or
an unwillingness on the part of certain users of the language to differentiate
between them (including weakening perception of the appropriateness of
expression with regard to the nature of the communicative event) etc. Due
to the extension of the “university market” and the increased production of
academic works, there are also relatively large differences in the stylistic
standard of the published works. Differences are apparent also in the standard
and thoroughness of the editing work.
In my contribution I would like to share certain thoughts and observations
based on my experience in proofreading work and study of contemporary
academic texts. I have taken excerpts from two published works, two
publications were available in the manuscript, i.e. before the printed
version. Minor alterations have, therefore, been made to the final form. The
contribution does not work with extensive, specific material (examples are
presented from four academic publications and one dissertation work), but
is based on long-term experience of the observation of Czech academic texts.
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In its analytical section, the contribution is also intended to be a probe into
the issue in question and should be taken to highlight certain phenomena
which permeate the contemporary academic text. The contribution cannot,
therefore, be understood as a presentation of definitive judgements.

During the last twenty years the academic style has become one of the renown
themes of Czech stylistics (J.V. Bečka, J. Filipec or M. Jelínek). What concerns
more recent research, it is necessary to mention the compendium from the
conference “Termina 94”, devoted to the issue of academic style as well as
the works of F. Daneš and S. Čmejrková. The researchers are the authors of
several studies focusing on the issue of academic style and are also the authors
(together with J. Světlá) of the complex handbook “Jak napsat odborný text”
(How to Write an Academic Text). The academic style was also the subject of
a work by J. Kraus who also described the transformations of academic text
in one of his studies, as did M. Čechová or M. Krčmová. The contributions of
P. Mareš and P. Kaderka place the Czech academic style within the context
of European and Anglophone writing, but above all represents a summary
description of the linguistic means and configurative schemas of the given
functional style.

The academic style ranks among styles which functionally make use of
relatively limited means of expression which do not change at a rapid pace,
especially regarding the written form. Nevertheless, in the contemporary
academic style it is possible to observe a certain shift in the use ofthe means
of expression, in the width of application of the author’s individuality, in the
difference between the individual academic spheres which are presented
within the framework of the academic style and also – in my opinion – it is
possible to observe a certain generational difference between older and
younger authors.

2. On certain characteristics of contemporary academic style
With regard to the field of academic expression, this area is very broad and
diverse and incorporates the work of several authors from several disciplines.
In spite of this – as it has already been mentioned – the academic style
is relatively stable in terms of the method and means of the semantic and
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configurative schemas in which the text is formulated. A more pronounced
difference can perhaps be identified in this most general view between the
humanities and the natural sciences or between the written and spoken
form. However, let us leave these differences aside and focus on that which
has most recently captured our attention as readers of academic texts. It is
mainly textual incoherence and the use of colloquial, generic Czech in written
academic text and influence of English on contemporary Czech academic text.
We focus our attention on the texts of social sciences (such as linguistics,
media studies, visual arts), not natural sciences.

2.1. Textual incoherence

On the one hand we encounter texts which are stylistically compact and which
attest to a knowledge of the stylistic means of Czech language (and these are
in an ever greater majority). On the other hand texts that can be characterized
as stylistically loose, stylistically very negligent and incoherent are far from
isolated in the contemporary Czech academic world. Textual incoherence
prevents any fluent (comfortable) reading (example 1), or any understanding
of the text whatsoever (example 2).
The following example demonstrates incoherence that stems from violation
of clause connection, respectively double clutch breaking in one sentence:

(1) Využívá sice celou řadu možností internetu, jako je aktuálnost, multimediální
prvky či čtenářská diskusní fóra. Ale v tom podstatném a důležitém kopíruje
práci tradičních médií.
Although a whole range of possibilities of the Internet are utilised, such as
topicality, multimedia elements or readers’ discussion forums, in its essential
and important respects it copies the work of traditional media.

The word “sice”, translated here as although, as a conjunction co-ordinating
within an oppositional relationship, requires its counterpart “ale”, in the
other clause of the sentence. A couplet is formed by the expression although
together with the second clause, which is separated by a comma. This
counterpart clause, therefore, cannot appear as an entirely separate sentence.
The next example presents a paragraph which manifests the lack of coherence.
The relationship between the individual sentences is incoherent and illogical
in terms of content.
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(2) Experti 4 ovšem tvrdí, že i ostatní trhy budou následovat trend v USA a v západní
Evropě. Prodej novin ovlivňují jiné kulturní zvyklosti, ale také popularita
internetu a jeho rozšíření. Navíc, prodej novin výrazně roste v zemích, kde
zároveň rychle roste populace. I v Indii a Číně přejde část dnešních čtenářů
deníků nevyhnutelně k internetu.
However, experts assert that other markets also shall follow the trend in
the USA and Western Europe. The sale of newspapers online is influenced
by other cultural customs as well as by the popularity of the internet and its
expansion. Furthermore, the sale of newspapers is increasing substantially
in countries where there is also rapid population growth. In India and China
also, a part of today’s readership of daily newspapers will inevitably be
drawn over to the internet.

2.2. The influence of spoken form on contemporary academic text in its
written form

Spoken language is a factor which affects contemporary Czech written text.
These are individual lexical forms that have a colloquial standard or even
non-standard stylistic characteristics (generally Czech and expressive), but
spoken mode also affects syntax and text organisation.

Spoken stylisation is manifested in frequent verbalisation of text formulation
(example 3) or as a very loose occasional stylisation of individual testimonies
(this is how we speak at home and on the street) (example 4).
(3) Začněme ale pohledem do odborné literatury.
But let’s start with a look at the academic literature.

(4) Pro svoji knihu neměli jednoznačný závěr: „Je nesmírně těžké určit směr, jímž
se bude mediální komunikace – obohacená o prostředí „sítě sítí“ – dál odvíjet.“
(Jirák, Köpplová, 2003: 198) Autoři směr zkusili odhadnout: (…). 5
They didn’t have a clear-cut conclusion for their book: “It’s really hard to
define the path that media communication – enhanced by the environment
of a “network of networks” – is going to go down in future.” (Jirák, Köpplová,
2003: 198) The authors tried to guess this direction: (…).

The expression “experts” is inappropriate in the present context, however, it is
a common word in journalistic texts. In Czech, we feel the stylistic nuance between
the word “expert” and “odborník”.
5
Let us leave aside for example double inverted commas for a word already
presented with in a quote, for which single inverted commas are required etc.
4
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At the present time, especially in artistic disciplines, we encounter a relatively
frequent phenomenon – the endeavour to enliven a testimony using nonstandard generic Czech and a generally loose form of stylisation of the given
theme.
Let us present an example from a text by Tomáš Hodboď entitled “Útrpné
hledání performerovo“ (The Performer’s Agonising Search) 6 . It is a written
text which is a transcript of a spoken lecture. It contains situational deictics,
verbalisation of wording of text, generic and colloquial Czech language:
(5) Tak … já jsem chtěl říct dobrý večer, ale ono vlastně večer není, akorát tady to
vypadá jak večer … mě překvapuje, že tady je tolik lidí a který znám, jako …
spíš z Prahy třeba od vidění z nějakých výstav, nebo klubů, nebo hospod, pak že
tady jsou vlastně i dokonce někteří absolventi Ateliéru performance … stárnoucí
mladíci … a takže jsem tady vlastně postavenej v takový situaci, do který
jsem se postavil sám, že bych chtěl presentovat sebe jako absolventa ateliéru
performance, který se přímo tak jmenuje, protože vlastně nejsem si úplně jistej,
jestli se nějakej ateliér jmenuje Atelier performance, možná by jste mne mohli
opravit pokud vás něco napadne (?)…
So … I was going to say good evening, but it’s not actually evening, it just looks
like it … I’m surprised there’s so many people I know here, like … probably
from Prague, maybe by sight from some exhibitions or clubs, or pubs and
then there’s also even some graduates from the performance art studio …
ageing youngsters … and so here I am, put in a situation that I’ve actually put
myself in, that I’d like to present myself as a graduate of the performance art
studio, which is its actual name, because in fact I’m completely sure if there’s
some studio called the Performance Art Studio, maybe you could correct me
if you have any ideas (?)…).

The author endeavours to present “the most precise possible transcription
of the recording of the author’s lecture 7, which is partially an improvisation
on the theme stated in the annotation”. The author formulates his testimony
intentionally in this manner and his recommendation is a challenge to the
I used the text with the kind consent of Tomáš Hodboď. I analyzed the text before
correcting and I evaluated as a spoken lecture. The text is currently a part of the
compendium Akce, reakce.
7
There is a question as to whether these were meant to be elements of this
performance and the mistakes which – according to my information – were corrected
by proofreading.
6
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reader: “I recommend that readers do not view this text as a finished state,
but approach it with regard to the general temporal linkage of its origin. The
purpose of such a manner of perception is not an escape from the present
or a plain incapability of formal completion of an academic text, but rather
an endeavour to fully appreciate the unanchored nature of the creative
process in time, space and formal structure.”

The author also inserts private experiences. The text contains spoken language
such as broken repetition, spoken interjections (typically, the stuffing word
jako ‘like‘; protože jsem ho vlastně jako moc neznal; protože mi přišlo jako
zajímavý, že jsem jako nevěděl vůbec jako co mám dělat… etc.), colloquial
expressions (for example, tenhle instead of tento ‘this one‘; doporučuju instead
of doporučuji ‘I recommend‘); general expressions ( jabka instead of jablka) and
shapes of generic Czech (for example, v takový tý podobě instead of v takové té
podobě ‘in this form’), expressive vocabulary (for example, super).
We encounter a projection of the author’s own personality, including the
conspicuousness of style also in the dissertation theses of students whose
focus is one of the artistic disciplines:

(6) V teoretické části mé bakalářské práce se chci zabývat samotným vznikem díla.
Pokusím se rozebrat a snad i nějak pochopit proces mého tvoření. Jelikož vím, že
bohužel nestačí říct jen to klasické klišé "takhle jsem to prostě cítil‘‘, tak se chci
pokusit odpovědět si na otázku: Co mě vlastně vede k tomu, že zaplním prázdný
papír něčím a ani předem, přesně nevím čím. Co je moje inspirace? Můj způsob
kresebného vyjádření není čerpání z dřívějších uměleckých stylů ani inspirace
staršími mistry. Alespoň si to prozatím myslím. Ale myslet znamená hovno
vědět, takže věnovat se tématu své inspirace a otázce vzniku čmáranic v mé
bakalářské práci mi přijde jako dobrý krok. Krok k poznání mojí vlastní identity.
Páni, ta předchozí věta zní jako pěkná sračka. Chci tím jen říct že v sobě mám
celkem chaos a když mě takto pojatá bakalářka donutí popřemýšlet trošku
o mým já, třeba si v sobě udělám trochu pořádek. To by mi mohlo pomoci s mojí
další budoucností, protože zatím se řítím do pekel.
In the theoretical section of my Bachelor’s thesis I wish to deal with the
actual origin of the work. I shall attempt to analyse and perhaps somehow
comprehend my creative process. Since I am aware that unfortunately it
does not suffice to utter the classic cliché “I just felt like it,” I shall attempt to
respond to the question: What led me to fill the empty paper with something
that I don’t precisely know what it’s going to be in advance? What is my
inspiration? My method of sketched expression doesn’t draw upon previous
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artistic styles and isn’t inspired by older masters. At least this is what I think
so far. But thinking means knowing fuck all, so focusing on this theme of my
inspiration and the question of the origin of the scrawlings in my Bachelor’s
work seems like a good step to take. A step towards perceiving my own
identity. My God, that last sentence sounds like a right load of shit. I just want
to say that in general I feel chaos within myself, and if a thesis conceived like
this forces me to think a little about myself, then maybe I’ll clean up that
mess a bit. This could help me on with my future, because right now I’m going
to hell in a handcart.

In general it is possible to state that within Czech academic texts there is
an increase in colloquial, expressive and generic Czech vocabulary 8:
(7) Nemine týden, aby nebyla publikována nějaká nová studie, která by ukázala,
že prodej novin klesá, že čtenářů ubývá a že stávající čtenáři navíc stárnou.
Brutálněji řečeno vymírají.
Never a week goes by without some new study being published which shows
that newspaper sales are falling, that there’s a drop in readership and that
the existing readers are ageing. Brutally speaking, they’re dying out.

(8) Původně dvě věty se během půlhodiny rozrostou o další dva tři odstavce
textu, přijde k nim obrázek nebo nahrubo sestřihané video…
What were originally two sentences, within the course of half an hour
grow by another two or three paragraphs of texts, then comes a picture or
a roughly edited video.
(9) … a i v případě, že souhlasíme, můžeme s klidem tvrdit, že v naší kultuře je
nejlepším překladem uživatelského manuálu ten, který je nejsrozumitelnější… 9
… and in the case that we agree, we can state without batting an eyelid that
in our culture the best translation of a user manual is the one that’s most
comprehensible.

Academic texts are also known as offenses against the present norm.
A widely discussed theme within the Czech environment is declension
of female surnames. For the academic style the recommendation is not
to decline names as a part of the bibliography or as a component of the
annotations. Within the text it is then possible to decline the form of the
name, for example, Fishmanová 2000, shape is possible: Fishman 2000.
Hoffmannová addresses a similar issue in her article from 2014. But it focuses on
the style of academic text reports.
9
The original text was amended within the framework of correction.
8
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However, a peculiar and relatively incomprehensible method of dealing with
female surnames is presented in the publication “Soukromé jazyky/čítanka”
(Private Languages/A Reader) 10, edited by Ondřej Beran. Here, although
the author declares the Czech form of female surnames – e.g. in the words of
Fishmanové (presented here in the genitive case) (Beran, 2013: 147), the nondeclined form of the name, without the female “ová”, is left in the nominative
case: Fishman comments as follows (ibid.). In the editor’s notes, the way of
treatment of female surnames is justified as “an already established way“
with reference to another publication. 11 This is partially an incorrect method
from the perspective of the Czech norm. The mistake is precisely because of
the rejection of deflection of female surnames.

With regard to the norm, the inappropriate use of the possessive adjective
ranks among current trends in the development of Czech language. From the
perspective of contemporary stylistics this is a matter of ordinary spoken
expression or words of journalistic texts, but also – so it seems – academic
texts. In the already cited publication, we can find e.g. the following: Soskinova
a Johnové studie dvou mladých manželských párů ‘Soskin’s and John’s studies
of two young married couples‘ (ibid.: 146). In this case, nect Czech language is
an adjective after the noun: Studie J. Soskina a A. Johnové zabývající se…

The hurried publication of academic texts (for example in the form of deadlines
of grant limits for the submission of the text) leads – I believe – to a situation
where texts are not always subjected to sufficiently thorough editing. This
is attested to not only by examples of the inappropriateness o style, but also
errors which we consider to be violation against the present norm. Being
limited by the size of the present article I’ll give just one example – the use of
incorrect punctuation:
(10) Změna představovaná termínem „user-created content“, neboli obsah tvořený
uživateli je hluboká, až filozofická.
The change represented by the term “user-created content”, or content
created by the user, is deep, even philosophical.

10 There are a number of non-standard, peculiar features in this book, e.g. the use of
“Tamt.” instead of “Tamtéž”.
11 This method is recommended by the Internet Language Guide (Internetová
jazyková příručka), the official website of the Czech Language Institute.
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2.3. Influence of English on contemporary Czech academic text
In Czech academic texts there are many typical anglicisms. There is an evident
dependency on the English way of expression, e.g. due to excessive use of
the pronoun (example 11). In the Czech context, inappropriate verbs and
verbal phrases are used (example 12) and words for which – I believe – Czech
counterparts still exist (example 13); therefore it is necessary to consider their
(anglicisms) placement within Czech text. Some clauses are a true imprint of
the English clauses (examples 11, 12, 13).
(11) My nyní potřebujeme vysvětlit
We now need to explain (Beran, 2013: 154);
the correct version in Czech: Nyní potřebujeme vysvětlit/Potřebujeme nyní
vysvětlit.

(12) Hatim argumentuje ve prospěch zvyšování povědomí mezi členy profesních
skupin i veřejností…
Hatim argues in favour of raising awareness amongst members of professional
groups and the public 12

Brooks-Gunn a Matthews poznamenávají o dospívajících dívkách:…
(Brooks-Gunn and Matthews note with regard to adolescent girls) (Beran,
2013: 159)

(13) Tak či onak, neexistuje prostě žádná evidence toho, že by minimální reakce
opravdu znamenaly pro muže a pro ženy něco jiného.
For the better or for the worse, there is simply no evidence that minimal
reactions genuinely mean something different for men and for women’.
(Beran, 2013: 176).

		 Podobně jako spekulace Maltze a Borkerové o primitivních reakcích, ani
představa, že pro muže je obtížné porozumět nepřímému vyjadřování, se
neopírá o evidenci…
Similarly as with the speculation of Maltz and Borker regarding primitive
reactions, the notion that it is more difficult for men to understand indirect
expression is also not based on evidence’ (ibid.: 177)
12 In Czech language the verb “argumentovat” (to argue) would require the
collocation “argumentovat čím” (argue by means of determined facts), or in the
clause construction the verb would necessitate the supporting referring expression
“argumentuje tím, že” (argue by means that).
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		 … ale mnohá z nich nikdy nebyla nijak pečlivě testována. Jsou založena na
spekulacích nebo na čistě anekdotické evidenci.
but many of them have never been thoroughly tested. They are based on
speculations or purely anecdotal evidence. (ibid.: 176).

It is not always necessary to place the English word “evidence” within a Czech
text in the “original wording” as in example 13. It creates an unnatural
impression in the Czech text, especially in cases where it can be replaced on
the basis of context with the Czech word “důkaz”; similarly the collocation
“anecdotal evidence” is – I believe – an inappropriate collocation in the Czech
text within the given context.

To summarise, the observed phenomena of contemporary academic style
are textual incoherence, offences against the present norm like incorrect
declension, for example, non-declining female surnames, incorrect use
of possessive adjectives, violation of grammar punctuation and sentence
structure, penetration of collocuial and generic vocabulary in written form
and influence of English on Czech academic text.

3. Conclusion
Today’s Czech academic discourse is experiencing an emergence of peculiar
hybrids which combine in an endeavour towards originality of expression
or crudeness with an endeavour or obligation to formulate an academic text.
An effort to formulation is evident from the fact that authors attempt to
preserve the style of academic formulations and the character of the text as
an academic text, especially in its formal elements (structuring of text, use
of quotations etc.). Beyond this, it is indisputable that the actual academic
theme, its development (e.g. definitions and constant dependency of articles)
immanently offers and demands a certain manner of expression. This also
requires certain skills from the author in how to express the relationships
between facts.
However, it is possible to state that certain contemporary academic texts
lose their compactness of style and often appropriateness of expression. This
hinders the comprehensibility of the text and impairs its readability.
There is a question as to the direction in which the Czech academic text will
proceed since especially amongst the younger generation we can observe
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this endeavour towards originality of expression and in some cases a certain
stylistic incompetence with which the authors approach the writing of
an academic text. The unpleasant experience of reading such a text is
frequently contributed to also by poor editing of certain texts.

It is evident, however, that stylising an academic text (with regard to the
demanding nature of the theme, the necessity to be unequivocal and precise,
the hierarchy of facts, the sophisticated structure of argumentation etc.) is
not equivalent to talking about everyday matters at home over the coffee
table. Ultimately, even the intentional and imaginative stylisation of the
“performer” is demanding in terms of following the substantive aspect of
the theme, and the entire text within the given style is perhaps arduous to
read. There is also the question how to quote such a text. And finally, the
question about the relationship between the author of the original text and
its subsequent modifications by an editor or a proofreader is left open.
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Concluding notes on Round Table 3

As the discussion revealed, discourse paradigm works here as a ground for
integration various agendas for linguistic research and its application.
What can be said as a summing up word on the pointsstated and developed?

Tatyana Chernyshova and Evgeniya Klink devoted their contribution to the
application of linguistic methods to the forensic context with an insight into
analytical expert activity in Russia. As a result, they outlined a new branch
of forensic linguistics – linguistic expertology – which is aimed at the study
of methods of text analysis for a specific purpose of forensic expertise.
This area is relatively new for Russian applied linguistics and it is being
actively developed in a number of research centers, one of which is in Altai
State University whereThere the journal Legal linguistics (the original title
Юрислингвистика; ISSN 2587-9332 online) was published in 1999 to provide
a discussion platform for researchers who work on controversial issues at the
crossroads of linguistics, law and conflict management.
Katarzyna Oberda has followed up the discussion on professional discourse
via reference to Discursive Psychology development and its role in forming
the five-stage structure of the process of family mediation. The author of the
contribution leads the reader through each stage describing its essence and
place in setting the practice of mediation as a holistic macrotext that links
each step of the mediator to get the progress in family conflict resolution.
Indirectly the discourse of family mediating reconstructed and illustrated
with each stage’s verbal representations might serve as a guideline for
a discourse analyst in other types of mediation and mediation research how
deal with a problem (conflicts of any kind) setting the research procedure
as a holistic, though flexible discourse-type structure constructed and
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constructive and also performative and positive action realizing itself as
social and individual, social and verbal.

Finalising the discussion, Soňa Schneiderová raises the problem of effective
dissemination of a scientific research, focusing on the challenges of academic
writing style and its analysis. The form in which research is disseminated
determines whether it would be accepted and valued by the scientific
community. The author observes the changes and divergence from stylistic
norms through a case study of contemporary Czech scientific discourse.
The paper contributes to the intercultural rhetoric – a newly emerged area
of applied linguistics that accounts for the richness of rhetoric variation of
academic (or scientific) texts and the varying contexts in which they are
constructed (Connor, 2008).
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Post-Editorial Comments

The given volume titled “Types of Discourses via Applied Research” might
have been titled “Discourse Types: Applied Research Perspective”, the
second variant discussed as an option during the volume processing. Why
still the first? The final title underlines the idea of an action: we act via
applying the methods and research tools which open research for society
to process and adopt for action. In this case, applied knowledge is a less
significant perspective but rather a ground for action, while the other title
discussed suggests a philosophising option. In this case, we search for the
way of focusing on particular discourse types manifested by contemporary
society and discuss their actual angles for interpreting and representing in
an applied perspective as an optimal choice. In fact, both perspectives seem
to be realised here.

As a result, both foci, i.e. ideational and activity-grounded are followed. We
can see it by tracing the goals of the volume-in-hand realised. It represents
a number of discourse types in their linkage to discourse communities which
frame each other. These macro-units of discourse research are shown in
their representational intertwined variety demonstrating an extension of
linguistic means.

The given volume has been prepared involving the expertise of discourse
analysts from Belarus, the Czech Republic, Latvia, Poland and Russia and has
considered a number of research issues and problems to put on agenda. They
are as follows:
◉

on-line type of discourse (mediators – Joanna Senderska and Alena Savich)
the discussion of which covered methodological constraints and actual
findings in corporate website studies (Tereza Klabíková Rábová, Soňa
Schneiderová, Ladislav Janovec), just as in the research on new media
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◉

◉

influence on lobbying discourse (Alena Savich), employment discourse
(Loudmila Kourchak) and community mediating discourse production
(Michał Robak);
public, political and media discourse types (mediators – Ekaterina
Vasilenko and Irina Oukhvanova) covering methodological constrains
and findings in the study of the contemporary extreme (Ekaterina
Vasilenko, Magdalena Hądzlik-Białek) and the history rooted
revolutionary community (Tatiana Krasnova) as well as the research of
the discourses of presidency (Tereza Klabíková Rábová), debates (Vera
Ustinovich) and election manifesto (Patrycja Kubicha);
professional discourse (mediator – Yuliya Bekreyeva) within its foci on
extending, deepening or reconsidering linguistic expertise practices
in the fields of applied philology (Tatyana Chernyshova, Evgeniya
Klink), family mediation (Katarzyna Oberda) and academic style
representations in a cross-cultural context (Soňa Schneiderová) with
a view on building or reconsidering communities, relationships or
identities.

We hope the ideas presented in the given volume will spur readers on
discussing them and to explore other types of discourse.
Irina Oukhvanova, Joanna Senderska
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